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IN THE 
Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
AT RICHMOND. 
Record No. 2620 
FLORENCE H. RENN, Appellant, 
versi1,s 
EDITH WINSLOW WHITEHURST' AND JOHN B. 
ACKISS, WHO SUE FOR THEMSELVES AND FOR 
THE BENEFIT OF ALL PERSONS 1SIMILARLY SIT-
UATED WHO .ARE THE o,vNERS OF LOTS IN 
THE SUB-DIV]SION KNOWN AS ''UBERMEER", 
WHO WII..:L COME IN AND CONTRIBUTE TO TRE 
COSTS OF THIS SUIT, Appellees. 
PETITION FOR APPEAL. 
To the Honorable Chief Justic.e and Justices of the Suprerne 
Court of Appeal.9 of 'Virginia: 
Your petitioner, Florence H. Renn, respectfully represents 
that she is aggrieved by a :final decree against her entered 
by the Circuit Court of Princess Anne County, Virginia, on 
the 12th day of February, 1942, in a suit in chancery in which 
said Edith Winslow Whitehurst and John B. Ackiss, suing 
ror themselves and other property owners similarly situated 
were plaintiffs, and your petitioner and another were de-
fendants. A transcript of the record accompanies this peti-
tion, together with the exhibits introduced in· evidence at the 
hearing before the Chancellor, which exhibits are certifiied by 
the Clerk of said Court in accordance with law and likewise 
accompany this petition. · 
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2• *1STATEMENT OF F .A:CTS . 
. Edith Winslow Whitehurst and John B. Ackiss, respective 
owners of lots in a sub-division in Princess Anne County, 
Virginia, near Virginia Beach~ known as '' Ubermeer'' who 
sued for themselves and the benefit of all lot owners in said 
sub-division similarly situated, filed their bill of complaint 
in chancery against your petitioner and l\fasury Corporation 
to Second October Rules 1941. The relief sought against 
Masury Corporation was wholly different from the relief 
sought against this petitioner. Said Corporation is not an 
appellant in this case. 
The relief sought against your petitioner was this: The 
bill (R., pp. 1-9) alleged that the sub-division of land known 
as "UBERMEER" was originally owned by :Martha :Miller-
Masury, who su1b-divided the same into residential buildiug 
lots according to a plat thereof showing lots, blocks and 
streets, and caused said plat to be recorded in the Clerk's 
Office of the Cireuit Court of' Princess Anne County; · that 
she sold many of said lots, and in each and ev~ry deed con-
veying the same she insel'ted certain restrictive covenants, 
'those applicable to this case being Numbers 4, 5 and 10, rea<l-
~n~· respectively as follows : 
• I ! 
· '' 4. Tha.t no house shall be erected or placed upon any 
_buildihg site until the. plans showing all elevations shall ha v·c 
been submitted to and approved by Martha Miller Masury 
or duly . authorized agents. 
"5. That not more than one residence exclusive of out-
buildings shall be allowed upon one lot. 
'' 10 . .__No double house, storehouse, factory ·building, duplex 
house or community house shall be erected or placed upon 
the property hereby- conveyed, nor shall it be used for com.:. 
mercial or manufacturing purposes.'' · · · 
The bill further alleged that Martha l\HUer-Masury, after 
conveying· sundry lots to indhidual purchasers, conveyed the 
remainder· of the property to a corporation known as '' Masury 
Corporation", and that this corporation inserted identical 
covenants in each deed of conveyance made by it. An 
3* averment *is made that Masury Corporation had sold, 
at the time of the institution of this suit, all or nearly 
all of the lots on said plat. 
It alleged· a '' general plan, scheme and ·design intended 
to be for the preser·vation of property values in the locality, 
and for the pr·otection of each .and every purchaser from .said 
Martha Miller-l\fasury and Masury Corp-oration and the sue-
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cessor or successors in title of such original purchasers, and 
said conditions a.nd restrictions constituted a part of the -
agreement between such' original grantees and their grantors, 
and a continuing contract with and among the successors in 
title to such original purchasers". This is the gist of the 
complainants' case, and upon the establishment of this aver.:: 
ment thev must stand or fall. 
The bill avers that the complainants are respectively the 
owners of specified lots upon the plat of Ubermeer, Lot 15 
in Block 4, as to eomplainant Whitehurst and Lots 8, 9 and 
10 in Block 3 as to complainant Ackiss; that the defendant, 
petitioner here, is the owner of lot Fourteen (14), Block Four 
(4), on the Plat of Ubermecr as successor in title to Bertha 
R. Barclay who l1ad purchased said lot from Masury Corpo-
ration. It is further averred that the conveyance to Barclay 
contained said restrictions, and that the deed from Barclay 
to this petitioner likewise contained them by recital. 
The gravamen of the complaint is that a residence had •been , 
constructed on petitioner's lot and used as a dwelling }louse· 
or residence, and that she had announced her intention of 
converting this residence, and was engaged in converting it,· 
into a duplex or double l10use. · ·. 
The relief soug·ht against this petitioner was to enjoin her 
from converting or using· 11er residence as a duplex or double 
house designed for occupancy by more than one family. 
The prayer included a request that the court might 
4* *decree the validity and enforcibility of the conditions 
and restrictions alleged to have been imposed upon the 
property by Martha Miller-Masury and by her successor in 
title, Masury Corporation. 
This petitioner filed her answer admittin~· her ownership 
of Lot Fourteen (14), Block Four (4) on the Plat of Uber-
meer, admitting that a. residence had been erected 011 said· 
lot by the prior owner, Bertha R. Barclay, wl1ich residence· 
bad been occupied by petitioner since her ·purchase of the 
lot, and admitting· that petitioner had, by certain interior: 
changes, converted the residence so as to make it adaptafble 
for occupancy by two families. This answer contained the 
following· averrnents: · 
That the deed from l\fartha Miller-1\fasurv to Masurv Cor-
poration conveyed 90% of the lots shown on.the Plat olu1.ler-
meer and contained no restrictions whatever. 
. That there was no plan or design for restrictions appli-
cable to the lots on the plat of Ubermeer adhered to either 
b.v said Martha Miller-Masury or by the Masury Corpora-
tion. 
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That no de.eds ~ade either by Martha Miller-Masury or 
by Masury Corporation contained any covenant that all of 
the lots on the Plat of Ubenneer would be subject to any con-
ditions or restrictions. · 
. That Masury Corporation, which took ninety per cent of 
the Ubermeer lots from l\'Iartha Miller-M:asury by a deed con-
taining no restrictions whatsoever, conveyed at least one 
hundred and thirty U30) lots on said plat without the slight-
est reference in the deeds therefor to any conditions or re.: 
strictions whatsoever; and this was true as to the deed~ con-
veying two lots in close proximity to the property owned and 
occupied by the complainants i~ the bill and by this petitioner. 
And in addition to these deeds, which made no reference what-
ever to any restrictions, directly or indirectly, the other 
5• deeds executed *!=by Masnry Corporation did not them-
selves impose any restrictions, but simply. referred to 
restrictions which did not in fact exist. 
The answer denied that the deed, from Masury Corporation 
to petitioner's predecessor in title, Bertha ~- Barclay, was 
impressed with.any conditions or restrictions oblig·atory upon 
said Barclay or her alienees. The answer further averred 
that the alle~ed restrictions were openly and continually vio-
lated by the owners of certain lots in said answer mentioned 
and described. 
It will appear from the above that the issue was narrowed 
to this: Did the recorded instruments setting forth the plat 
of Ubermeer and conveying property thereon impress upon 
this petitioner as the owner of Lot 14, Block 4, a restriction 
preventing· her. from altering her residence on said lot to 
adapt it to two family occupancy? Was there in fact a gen-
eral plan, scheme and design on the part of the owners of 
the tract of the subdivision, for the protection of all owners 
of lots on that subdivision, prohibiting erection or mainte-
nance of a residence designed for two family purposes? 
E·vidence was taken ore tenus before the Chancellor. There 
is little or no contradiction in the test~mony, and the issues 
presented are issues of law rather than of fact. The follow-
ing, facts were established at the hearing: 
A total of 306 lots in all are shown on the recorded plat 
of Ubermeer (R., p. 38). Martha Miller-Masury sold to indi-
vidual purchasers, prior to her conveyance of the remainder 
of the tract to Masury Corporation, twenty-two (22) lots 
(R., p. 38. She conveyed to Masury Corporation (the origi-
nal name of which ~as Mc.Caa Realty Corporation) the re-
mainder of the tract, consisting of 284 lots (R., p. 39). As 
to the deeds for the twenty-two lots sold to individual pur-
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chasers by Martha· Miller-Masury, these contah;1ed conditions 
and restrictions substantially as set out in the bill, with-
6"" out, however, o blig·ating the vendor •to impose similar 
conditions and restrictions upon the remainder of the 
tract (R., p. 26; Ex. 2; R.., p. 39). 
The recorded plat of Ubermeer ·contains no indorsement ' 
indicating that the use of the lots thereon is to be restrict~d 
in any way (Exhibit 1; R., p. 22) .. 
As to the ·284 lots conveyed by Martha Miller-Masnry to 
Masury Corporation, the deed conveying the same made no 
reference whatever to any conditions or restrictions (R., p. 
39). Of the 284 lots on the plat .of Ubermeer acquired by 
Masury Corporation, 126 lots were conveyed by said corpo-
ration to L. D. Corporation without- any reference to any eon-
ditions or restrictions whatever (R., p. 40); and, in addition 
to these, two other lots situate at the northeast and south-
east corners of Atlantic .A venue and 54th Street were con-
veyed by Masury Corporation to individual purchasers with-
out any reference whatever to conditions or restrictions (R., 
pp. 40-41). 
L. D. Corporation sold all of the property it acquired un-
restricted from 1\fasury Corporation-126 lots-, without 
placing thereon any restrictions whatever (R., p. 15·5). A 
part thereof, namely, all of Block 6, ,and the waterfront plus 
four other lots in Block 7-thirty lots in all-are and hav.e 
for some six years past been occupied by the Surf Beach 
Club which conducts amusement enterprises, bathing facili-
ties. dining, drinking and dancing, with music furnished by 
well lmown orchestras-'' swing and sway, hot and sweet''-·· 
until the small hours of the morning on each week night and 
on Sunday afternoons throughout the summer, with an at-
tendance ranging from five hundred to two thousand persons 
and with some six hundred automobiles parked thereon (R., 
pp. 155-57). . 
The property of complainant Ackiss lies on the South side 
of 54th Street East of .Atlantic Avenue, and the property of 
complainant Whitehurst adjoins the property of petitioner, 
and lies on the North side of 54th Street, east of Atlantic 
Avenue. The property of the Surf Beach Club is a block 
7'' and a half from *the rear of the lots of petitioner and 
complainant ,Vhitehurst. 
The two corners, southeast and northeast, of .A.tlantiG Ave-
nue and 54th Street, conveyed without restrictions by Masury 
Corporation, have, and for a long time past, have had there-
on unsightly and dilapidated shanties used for business pur-
poses (R., pp. 96-97; 55-57). 
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The only access to the property owned by the complainants 
and the defendant, Florence H. Renn, all of which lie on 54th 
Street East of Atlantic A venue, is by turning East from 
Atlantic Avenue on 54th Street, and the two dilapidated busi-
ness shacks situate on unrestricted lots mentioned a!bove, 
stand at the two corners to this access (R., p. 96). 
Lot 13, Block 3 on the Pia t of Ubermeer---elaimed by the 
complainants to be restricted-has for three years or more 
been occupied by two families; one residing in the dwelling 
house, and the other in the apartment above the garage on 
the lot (R., pp. 94-95). Lot 16, Block 3-also claimed by 
complainants to be r,estricted-has for a number of years 
been occupied simultaneously by two families, one in the 
. residence, and the other in the garage apartment (R., pp. 95-
96). . 
The deed from l\fasury Corporation to Bertha R. Barclay, 
this petitioner's immediate predecessor in title, conveyed Lot 
14, Block 4 on the Plat of Ubermeer by th~ following lan-
guage: 
"WITNESSETH: That for and in consideration of the 
sum of $10.00 and other good and valua!ble considerations, 
the party of the urst part does groot and convey, with gen-
eral warranty, unto the party of the second part the follow-
ing property, to-wit: All that certain piece or parcel of land 
situated in Princess Anne Gounty, Virginia, known, num-
. bered and designated as Lot 14, Block 4 as shown on the Plat 
of Ubcrmeer which plat is duly of record in the Clerk's Of-
fice of the Circuit Court of Princess Anne County, Virginia, 
in Map Book 7: page 150, to which reference is hereby made 
for a more particular description. 
•'IT being part of the property which was conveyed to the 
said corporation, which corporation was formerly known a·s 
the McCaa Realty Corporation by :M:artha Miller-Masury and 
John Miller-1\fasury, her husband, by their deed dated the 
27th day of February, 1928, and duly of record in the 
s• hereinabove mentioned *Clerk's Office in D. B. 149', page 
429, subject, however, to the following conditions and 
restrictions as set out. "-(Restrictions follow.) See Ex-
hibit A. 
All of the deeds executed by :Masury Corporation, save 
those in which no restrictions were directly or indirectly re-
ferred to, conveyed the property respectively described there-
in ·by the identical form of language used in the Barclay deed 
(R., pp. 42-44). 
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The changes a.nd alterstions made by this petitioner to 
her resid~nce were principally interior. The only exterior 
change was to square off the back of the house·, which had 
previously had a projection in the center of the rear end, and 
to rebuild and beautify a side porch which was already in ex- · 
istence. The interior changes were principally to take out 
one of the two stairways originally in the house so that ac-: 
cess from the lower story to the upper story can now be had 
only through the side entrance; and by installing kitchen 
facilities in the upper story (R., pp. 83-85; Ex. E, F, G, .H.; 
I, and J). Photographs of petitioner's house appear as said 
exhibits. 
Masury Corporation ha$. disposed of all of the lots on the 
plat ·of Ubermeer (R., pp. 50; 69-70). Some 96 residences 
have been built in Ubermeer (R., p. 113)-; and most of them, 
are better type residences (R., p. 62). Petitioner's residenc~ 
is a good one, better than that of complainant Whitehurst 
(R .• p. 12~). · 
The court ·below held that tl1e restrictions set out in 'the 
Bill had been imposed upon the property · of this peti-
tioner: that the same were binding and obligatory upon· her; 
that thev could be enforced at the suit of the owners 6f other 
lots on the subdivision of Ubermeer; that the petitioner had 
violated Restriction Number 5 by creating more than one 
residence, exclusive of outbuildings, upon her lot, and R.e-
striction No. 10 by c.reating a double, duple.x or community 
house thereon; and that complainants were entitled to con.: 
sequential relief. It permanently restrained and en-
9* joiued the petitioner from allowing or causing *the 
building on her lot to be used and occupied as more than 
one residence, or as a douhle, . duplex or community house. 
(R., pp. 16-17.) From that decree this appeal is prosecuted. 
AS1SIGNMENTS OF ERROR. 
Tins petitioner respectfully maintains that error was com..; 
mitted hy the Circuit Court of Princess Anne County in the 
entry of said decree, ancl assigns as error the following·: 
FIRST: The property of petitioner has never been eff ec-
tivelv restricted. 
SECOND: Even if petitioner's vroperty was restricted, 
appellees cannot enforce the restrictions. 
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ARGUMENT. 
These assig'Ilmcnts of error will be discussed in their order 
below. We wish to make it clear that nothing said under 
· the discussion of the· Second Assignment of Error is to be 
deemed as a waiver of the First Assignment of Error. We 
maintain that the property of petitioner has never been re-
strieted and that nothing appears in any instrument of record 
which limits her with regard to the use of her propertv or 
the nature and c.haracter of the residence thereon. But if 
the Court should not sustain this contention, we further main-
tain that assuming, but not admitting, that any restrietions 
were imposed upon petition~r's property, the .same were in-
tended by Masury Corporation to enure only to its benefit 
and conferred no right upon the appellees to enforce them 
against this petitioner. · 
• FIRST ASSIGNMENT. 
The property of petitioner has never been effectively re-
stricted. 
The deed from Martha Ivriller-Masury to l\foCaa Realty 
( afterwards Masury) Corporation contained no restric-
10• tions and *no mention of or reference to any restric-
tions. It is an out-and-out deed of barg·ain and sale in 
the usual form, without qualification (Exhibit No. 3). Masury 
Corporation, therefore, had the option of inserting or with-
holding restrictions in deeds executed by it, at its pleasure. 
It evidently did not acknowledge any obligation upon itself 
to restrict lots sold by it, because it conveyed 128 of the 284 
lots it owned without the slightest attempt to restrict them, 
and without anv mention or recital of restrictions. 
Tihe deeds from Ma~nuy Corporation to various purchasers, 
conveying the remaining 156 lots, which, it is claimed in the 
bill, impose restrictions upon the property which they re-
spectively conveyed, do not, we maintain, have any suoh 
effect. They are all identical so far as concerns the language 
pertaining thereto ; and the deed to Bertha R. Barcla:v, pe-
titioner's immediate predecessor in title, is typical of all (R., 
pp. 42-44). That deed appears.as Exhibit A. See also Record 
p.41. 
By .reference to Exhibit A, it appears that the granting 
clause is complete and absolute, without reference to any re-
strictions at all. The gTantor c.onveys to the grantee, with 
ireneral warranty, for a named consideration, Lot 14 in Block 
4. on the Plat of Ubermeer, recorded in the Clerk's Office 
I 
I 
, I 
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aforesaid in Map Book 7, page 150, to whfoh reference is made 
for a more particular description-and there the granting 
clause ends. Inspection of the designated plat discloses no 
reference to a.nv restrictions. 
Immediately -after the granting clause appears the ref erenoe 
to the grantor's source of title~ · 
"It being a part of the property which was conveyed to 
the said corporation, whfoh corporation was formerlv known 
as McCaa Realty Corporation, by Martha Miller-Masury and 
_John Masury, her husband, ·by their deed dated the 27th day 
of February, 1928, and duly of record in the hereinabove men-
tioned Clerk's Office in Deed Book 149, pag·e 429, subject, 
however, to the following conditions . and restrictions as set 
out'', which language is followed by ten conditions and re-
strictions. 
11 ~ *This is all that the deed conta.ins relating to restric-
tions. It is for the Court to c.onstrue this language and 
decide whether it has the effect of imposing restrictions upon 
the use of the property conveyed, binding upon the g·rantee 
and her successors in title. 
It seems obvious that these deeds do not attempt to impose 
restrictions at the i11.stance of the grantor. I£ such had been 
the intention, the restrictions would have followed tl1e grant-
ing clause. The g-rantor would have conveyed subject to the· 
restrictions .. But this wa,s not done. The g·rant is .of a fee 
simple title without reservation or restriction. Nowhere is 
it stated that this conveyance is subject to any restrictions; 
it is merely stated-erroneously-that the property had been, 
acquired subject to certain restrictions. 
The- patent intention was to pitt the grantee on, notice of 
restrictions which had been imposed, or were erroneously 
supposed to have been imposed by an ~nteceden,t deed. The 
language admits of no other construction. The conveyance 
is absolute and complete. By way of recital only, it is stated 
that the property conveyed had been acquired hy the grantor 
by a deed certain, identified as to parties, date and place of 
recordation, subject to the following co11ditions ·and restric-
tions as set oitt. It is manifest that this is an attempt to show 
the state of the title, the nature, source and extent of the en-
cumbrances on the property, as disclosed by the deed referred 
to, without intention to impose any force or meanin9; beyond 
that given bv such deed. It seems to us that the intention 
could"hardly ·be more clearly shown, simply to put the grantee 
on notice of certain specified restrictions, supposed to have 
been imposed by a prior deed upon the use of the property 
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conveyed, for the protection of the gr an tor under its· general 
warranty. The very statement is made- that the ·property . 
was conveyed by such prior deed subject to the restrictions 
as set out. Set out where? *In said prior deed. 
12'* But the prior deed referred to does not, in fact, con-
tain the restrictions which this recital savs it contains. 
In fact, it contains no restrictions and no reference to restric-
tions, of any sort. 
It seems beyond reasonable dispute that when A conveys 
Blackacre to B, without more, B takes fee simple title there-
to, free of easement and restriction; and the situation is not 
changed if A's conveyance is made subject to the conditions 
and restrictions imposed upon the use of Blackaere by an 
ear lier deed from X to A, if in fact the deed from X to A 
imposes nq conditions or restrictions. ..4 fortiori is this true 
if the deed from A to B does not itself convey Blackacre 
subject to restrictions in the earlier deed, but merely recites 
that Blackacre was acquired by A through a deed from X 
which imposed restrictions, when in fact the deed from X did 
not impose them. 
Certain well settled principles are applicable here. In 
Stevenson v. Spivey, 132 Va. 115, 110 S. E. 367, this Court 
said: · 
"Courts of equity will enforce restrictive covenants in con-
veyances of real estate where the intention of the parties 
is clear in creating them, and the restrictions are reasonable. 
But they are not favored, and will not be aided or extended 
by implication. See Hutchinson v. Ulrich, 145 Ill. 336, 34 N. 
E. 556; 21 L. R. A. 391, 11 Cyc. 1.077, compare Virginia1i Ry. 
Co. v. Avis, 124· Va. 711, 718, 98 S. E. 638. The burden rests 
upon the person relying on such covenant to bring himself 
within its terms. These principles apply with especial force 
to persons who are not parties to the instrument containing 
the restrictions' '-citing numerous authorities. 
This Virginia case is cited in the. notes supporting the fol-
lowing statement in 14 Am. ,Jnr. 620-621: 
'' The restrictions cannot be enlarged •by implication or 
extended by construction beyond their original intent in order 
that the g·eneral purposes of the parties may be effectuated 
under new conditions not to be anticipated * " *. Covenants 
and agreem~nts restricting the free use of property a.re 
strictly construed against limitations of such use. Such re-
strictions will not be aided by implication or enlarg·ed by con-
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struction. Doubt will be resolved in favor of the unrestric-
ted use of property". 
13:i *In 26 C. J. S. 515, tl1e text· states : 
'' Ambig11ous restrictions· should be so construed as to 
insure a reasonable use of the property for legitimate pur-
poses. Restrictive covenants are to be construed most 
strictly against the grantor and persons seeking to enforce 
them, and liberally in favor of the grantee, all doubts being 
resolved in favor of a free use of property and against restric-
tions.'' 
In Beaumert v. Malkin (N. Y.) 139 N. E. 210, it is held: 
''Restrictive covenants are to be construed str.ictly ag·ainst 
those who formulate and impose them, and one who seeks· 
to enforce a covenant carries the burden of demonstrating 
his version is sustained by a plain and natural interpretation 
of its language.'' 
In Underwood v. H ennan, (N. J.) 89 Atl. 81, it is said: 
"It is well settled that in cases where the right of a com-
plainant to relief by the enforcement of a restrictive covenant 
is doubtful, 'to doubt is to deny'. • * "" Courts of equity do 
not aid one man to restrict another in the uses to which he 
may put his land unless the right to such aid' is clear.'' 
There are decisions in the books, upon factual situations 
closely akin to the one here presented, in which these prin-
ciples lmve •been applied. Speciffoally, we refer to cases of 
conveyance of real property, subject to the restrictions in 
some former instrument, w11ere reference to such former in-
strument shows it does 11ot impose restrictions. 
The following appears in the opinion in Kuh1i v. Sa.um 
(Mo.) 291 S. W. 104, 105: 
. '' The restrictions set out in the deed from the St. Louis 
Improvement Company to respondent (the ones said to be 
violated by appellants) are, in substance, that no building 
desig·necl for any purpose other than a. private residence shall 
be erected on the lot, and the front of any building ereetecl 
thereon shall be at least 15 feet distant from the street line. 
Whether appellants' lot is subject to those restrictions may 
be determined by a process of elimination. Pursuant to that 
method, we look first to the deed from the St. Louis Improve-
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ment Company to appellants' grantor. We find that that 
deed merely recites that the property is conveyed 'subject 
to restrictions of record'.· Now, there was of record at that 
time a deed in the chain of title to said lot 14, and only one, 
which imposed restrictions, and that was the deed from the 
Western Investment & Improvement Comp_any to the 1St. 
Louis Improvement Company's grantor. Those restrictions 
( the portion of the deed embodying them has hereto· 
14* fore been quoted) fixed the building line *at 10 feet from 
the street and permitted the construction of buildings 
for b~siness purposes. It conclusively appears therefore 
that neither the c1eed to appellants nor any other in their chain 
of· title imposes upon their lot the restrictions contended ror 
by respondents.'' 
In Ferraro v. Kozlowski (N. J.) 138 Atl. 197, the facts were 
very nearly identical with those appearing here. They are 
thus set out in the opinion: _ 
''In the chain of title to the defendants' lot K, the first 
~nd only reference ever made to a restrictive use thereof is 
contained in a conveyance made by Edward Coles to 
Abraham Hooley, dated March 1, 1864. This is contained in 
the following languag·e : 'Being part of the same premises 
conveyed by John B. Coles and others to Edward Coles by 
. deed dated November 18th, 1847, recorded in the office of the 
clerk of Hudson County, in Liber --, page--. This con-
veyance being subject to the agreement in said deed relative 
to setting· back the buildings erected thereon from the line 
of the street thirtv. feet'. _ 
"The deed of Novemiber 18, 1847, referred to in the fore-
going quotation, conveys lots K, L, M, and N, but contains 
no language of any kind as to any restrictions of any of those 
lots or any set bac.k from the building· line.'' * • * Lot K has 
never been efficiently restricted, notwithstanding the attempt 
to do so in the deed from Coles to Hooley dated March 1, 
1864. Restrictions are in derog·ation of the common law, and 
the attempt to restrict, in the deed just mentioned, was in-
effectual. 
In Percival v. Willianis (Vt.) 74 Atl. 321, 327, it was held 
as follows: 
"It is true that the orator took his deed in express terms 
'subject to the reservations set fo.rth in deed given by' the 
defendant Marcl1 10, 1892. making reference to that deed for 
a more particular description of the reservation; and the two 
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intervening conveyances were also in terms 'subject to the 
same reservations set forth in' the deed of March 10, 1892. 
Each of those subsequent conveyances was by a warranty 
deed poll with the usual covenants. None of the g·rantors 
had any interese in making suc.h subjection except as it might 
be necessary for his own protection under the covenants of 
his deed; and certainly it was not a provision for the benefit 
of the grantees .. The words 'subject to', as there used, are 
words of qualification showing a purpose of the g·rantor not 
to g-rant a title absolute, but a. title subject to the rights. re-
served in the deed referred to. Each deed fairlv shows that 
the intention of the parties was to have it show the true state 
of the title, and therein the nature, source and extent of the 
incumbrance to which the property was li~ble. They d~d not 
intend to give the reservation, subject to whieh the convey-
ance was made, any force, or meaning beyond that given 
15• by the •deed containing it, whatever such force or mean-
, ing might be ( see Wolveridge v. Steward, I Cr. ~ M. 
644, 30 E .. C.'L. 521; Johnson v. Webster, 4·D. G. M. & G. 474, 
53 Eng. Ch. 371), and the various gTantees including the 
orator were bound by that deed only to the extent of its obli-
gation.'' · 
In Korn v. Campbell, 104 N. Y. Supp. 462, the factual situa-
tion was this : James Lenox had conveyed certain property 
to William Lalor by deed containing certain covenants and 
restrictions. Lalor conveyed to James H. Coleman an un-
divided one-third interest therein; and subsequently, Lalor 
and Coleman conveyed the property to James E. Coburn •by 
warranty deed containing the following provision: ''Subject 
to the conditions,. covenants and restrictions against nuisance 
and building contained in deed of James Lenox of the above 
described premises". At the time of the conveyance to 
Coburn the restrictions had been extinguished; and the ques-
tion presented to the Court was whether tl1e language quoted 
above operated to reimpose these restrictions. The opinion 
says: 
'' The insertion of this clause in the deed to Co burn did 
not, however, necessarily amount to the reimposition of the 
restrictions upon the property, or imply an agreement on 
Coburn 's part that he would observe the covenant". · 
This decision was affirmed by the Court of Appeals of New 
York in 85 N. E. 687, 37 L. R. A. (N. S.) 1,127 Am. St. Rep. 
925. The language of the opinion quoted above was specifi.-
~ally approved ·by the Court of Appeals of New York in the 
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later case of Morrill Realty Corporation v. Rayon Holding 
Corporation (1930), 172 N. E. 4'94, which will be discussed 
immediately. 
In Morrill Realty Corporation v. Rayon Holding Corpora-
tion, s1tpra, the facts and decision are set out in the opinion 
thus: 
"In the year 1853 the property now in litigation was o~ed 
by John R. Murray. In that year he conveyed lots, c.onsti-
tuting a maj_or portion of the premises, to J olm Paine. The 
deed con.taiµed the following clause: 'Subject, nevertheless, 
to the covenants· and provisions contained in a certain in-
strum'ent in writing * • : recorded * * * in Liber 485 of 
16~ Conveyances, page 594, •'March 2, 1847'. The instru-
ment referred to was the Murray Hill agreement. * * .. , ..
"In the instance before us, the Murray Hill covenant, by 
its terms exduded from its operation the premises in litiga-
tion. Consequently, -if the 'subject' clauses, contained in con-
veyances made subsequently to the agreement operated to 
bind the granted property to restrictions such as were con-
tained therein, they could not so have operated through es-
toppel; they must have been effectual, if a.t all, as new imposi-
tions of like restrictions upo,n lands not originally bound by 
the covenant. Self-evidently there was no thought in. the 
mind· of any grantor or grantee to impose new restrictions· 
by covenants presently made. * * • 
''We hold that the restrictions created by the Murray Hill 
agreement do not bind the premises in litigation". 
VVe respectft1lly submit that the principles of law set forth 
in the authorities above cited are controlling here. 'Dhe deed 
from Masury Corporation to Bertha R.. Barclay, petitioner's 
g;rantor (Exhibit A), shows that there was no attempt by the 
grantor "to impose new restrictions by covenants presently 
made". It "did not intend to give the reservation, subject 
to wl1ich the conveyance was made, any force or meaning· 
beyond that g·iven by the deed containing it, whatever such 
, force or meaning might be''. This statement applies e_qually 
to the deed from Bertha R. Barclay to petitioner (Exhibit 
D), which is subj~ct to the conditions and restrictions, what-
ever they mi~;ht be, set out in the deed from Masury Cor-
poration to Barclay. In the ,,rords of the opinion in Percival 
v. Willia.ms, supra, "the words 'subject to' as there used, are 
~vords of qualification showing a purpose of t11e g-rantor not 
to grant a title absolute, but a title subject to the rights re-
served in the deed referred to. Each deed fairly shows that 
the intention of the parties was to have it show the true state 
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of the title, and the various grantees, including the orator, 
were bound by that (prior) deed only to the extent of its 
obligation.'' 
17* *SECOND ASSIGNMENT. 
Even if petitioner's property was restricted, appellees 
cannot enforce the restrictions. 
A lucid statement of the principles of law determinative 
of the rights of the complainants to relief in this suit is 
found in the opinion of this Court, speaking through Judge 
Kelly, in Stevenson v. Spi.vey, 132 Va. 115, 110 S. E. 367: 
'' Courts of equity will enforce restrictive covenants in 
conveyances of real estate where the intention of the parties 
is clear in creating them, and the restrictions are reasonable. 
But they are not favored, and will not be aided or extended 
by implication .. See Hutchinson v. Ulrich, 145 Ill. 336, 34 
N. E. 556, -21 L. R. A. 391, 11 Cyc. 1077, compare Virginian 
Ry. Co. v. Avis, 124 Va. 711, 718, 98 S. E. 638. The burden 
rests upon the person relying on such a covenant to bring 
himself within its terms. These principles apply with espe-
cial force to persons who are not parties to the instrument 
containing the restriction. 5. Am. & Eng·. Ency. L. (2d Ed.), 
p. 11; Henisley v. lVlarlboroit,qh Hoitse Co., 62 N. J. Eq. 276, 
67 Atl. 938; Lowell Inst., etc., v. Lowell, 153 Mass. 530, 27 N. 
E. 518, and (by analogy) People's Pleasure Park Co. v. Rohle-
der, 109· Va. 439, 445·, 61 S. E. 794, 63 S. E. 981. 
"In order for the restriction to operate as between subse-
quent grantees of different adjacent lots or parcels of the 
same origfoal tract, it must appear from the instrument ex-
pressly, or by a fair interpretation thereof, that it was in-
serted for that purpose; otherwis~ it will be assumed that 
it was intended by the parties to the orig'inal deed to inure· 
only to the benefit of the grantor, or his heirs and assigns. 
Jewell v. Lee, 14 Allen (Mass.), 145 92 Am. Dec. 744. 
''The natural method for a landowner to follow in estab-
lishing and evidencing such a general building scheme as is 
relied upon in this case is to make some clear and definite 
record thereof by indorsement 011 the plat, or by indicating 
a building- line thereon, or by express recognition and pro-
vision in the several deeds to the purchasers. In the note, 
supra, 37 L. R. A. (1N. S.), at page 30, the author, in dealing 
with the existence and effect of a general building plan or 
scheme adopted by a landowner in subdividing and selling 
land, says: 
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" 'In considering the effect of the existence of a building 
plan or general scheme of development upon the rights of 
the parties, it must be borne in mind that the problem pre-
sented is: What was the intention of the parties? This is 
ascertained by the evidence presented. The plan or scheme 
furnishes evidence of this intention.' '' * 8 * 
"The plan furnishes a very'strong inference that it was the 
intention to make the restrictions specified mutually 
18* binding on each purchaser of a lot ,in *the plot included 
therein, but it is not necessarily conclusive. If, from, 
all evidence-the map, the advertisements, the covenants in 
the deeds themselves-the uniform scheme of development or 
improvement is proved to have been the intention of the par-
ties, equity will carry it out at the suit of any of the lot hold-
ers; provided, of course, he bas not by his own conduct shut 
-the doors of the court. 
"It is to be distinctly noted that the mere adoption and 
existence of a general practice or custom whereby the owner 
includes in ,each of his conveyances for lots a uniform build-
ing· restriction, is not in itself and alone sufficient to give 
the various vendees the right to enforce the restrictive cove--
nant inter sese. ·That will depend upon the intention of the 
grantor, and there must be affirmative and preponderating 
evidence, either by express provisions of the deeds, indorse-
ment on the plat, or satisfactory proof, to show that the pur-
pose. of the plan was to establish a mutuality of covenant 
based upon a contemplated mutual benefit, and not merely a 
personal covenant with the g-rantor to be enforced or waived 
by him according to his interest or pleasure.'' 
This Court held in the case last cited that, upon a showing 
that the land company conveyed 819 lots without restrictions, 
as ag·ainst 802 with restrictions, such dealing was inconsist-
ent with and repelled the idea of a general plan or scheme for 
the benefit of all owners of lots in the subdivision. 
To the same effect, see 26 C. J .. S. 546; 14 Am. Jur. 656. 
Since the rights of the complainants here depend on their 
ability to show "by affirmative and preponderating evi-
dence" an intention on the part of the former owner of the 
tract to impose restrictions for the ·common benefit of all the 
owners of lots therein, the inquiry is presented: How may 
that intention be shown? It may be evidenced as follows: 
1. By an indorsement on the plat setting out that specified 
restrictions are imposed upon all or certain designated lots 
M sho,vn thereon. Every subsequent conveyance :which in-
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corporates the plat by re_ference incorporates as well the 
restrictions as the location and dimensions of the lots con-
veyed. But this plat has no such indorsement. 
2. By an instrument containing a covenant by the owner 
of the platted property that all lots ( or certain desig-
19"' nated *lots) as shown on the plat will be conveyed by 
him subject to certain specified restrictions, and the in-
corporation by reference of such instrument in all deeds from 
the owner. But no such situation a})pears here. 
3. By covenants in the several deeds executea by the com- I 
mon owner that the restrictions imposed thereby will be im-
posed in all other deeds executed by him and conveying lots 
in the subdivision. No such covenant is contained in any 
deed either from Martha Miller-::M:asury or from the Masury 
Corporation . 
. 4. By' public declarations by way oi advertisements, cir-
culars, etc., that the subdivision is restricted in certain par-
ticulars with resulting· benefits to purchasers of lots, followed 
by restrictions set out in the. deeds. No such declarations 
were made in this case. 
5. Finally, by the uniform practice of the owner of im-
posing similar restrictions upon all the property conveyed 
by his several deeds to purchasers, which is evidence of a 
general plan or scheme of development, indicating an inten-
tion by the owner to impose the restrictions not for his benefit, 
but for the mutual benefit of all owners of lots in the sub-
division. ' 
The bill in this case asserts the existence of such a plan 
or scheme. It avers (R., p. 2): "The said Martha Miller-
Masury * * * while said property was owned by her indi-
vidually * * * sold many of said lots, and to the end that 
property values in said a.rea'' ( i. e. on the whole area em-
braced by the plat of Ubermeer) "would be maintained and 
the subsequent use of said property restricted and preserved 
for the ·purposes for which it was subdivided and offered to 
the public, in every deed of con,111eyance executed -bv her she 
caused to be inserted the following lang11age,'' namely the 
restrictions. (Italics ours.) 
The proof lamentably fails to support this alleg·ation. The 
plat of Ubermeer contains 306 lots, and it is shown by com-
plainants' O'Wn evidence that Martha Miller-Masury 
20* conveyed * only 22 thereof by deeds imposing restric-
tions, whereas she conveyed the remaining 284 lots 
wholly unrestricted (R., p. 39'). 
The bill further alleges (R., p. 4): ''In pursuance of the 
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original plan and design, and in order to preserve the stand-
ard of construction, the property values in the locality, and 
the use to which the property so sold might be put, Masury 
Corporation as the successor to the said Martha Miller-
Ivlasury, in every deed of conveyance exoouted and delivered 
by it for property designed as residential property in said 
subdivision, caused to be inserted and made a part of said 
instrument of conveyance conditions and restrictions in lan-
g'Uage identica_l to that quoted.'' (Italics, supplied.) 
Notice should be given the words italicized in this quo-
tation from:fhe bill, which alleges that Masury Corporation 
imposed restrictions in every deed for property on the plat 
of Ubermeer "designed as residential property". So far 
as the plat of Ubermeer shows, the whole of the property 
was so designed. It is divided into building lots of approxi-
mately 50 feet frontage, and nothing appears to indicate that 
any of them were desig·ned for or adapted to any different 
use from the rest of them ( Exhibit 1). Indeed, the bill it-
s elf states that the owner "proceeded to develop the tract 
so subdivided- into residential ·building lots"-without quali-
fication (R., p. 2. Italics ours). Un\ess, therefore, the words 
'' designed for use as residential property'' mean that the 
owner reserved the right, at its pleasure and caprice, to as-
sign certain of these essentially similar lots to residential 
purposes and others to whatever purposes it might choose, 
they _have no meaning at all. 
The evidence shows that this hypothesis is the true one. 
Masury Corporation "designed" the lots at the northeast 
and southeast corners of .Atlantic .A.venue and 54th Street 
as business property when such a designation seemed ad-
vantageous, conveyed them unrestricted, and permitted 
218 unsightly shacks to be *constructed thereon, very near 
the residence of this petitioner and used for business 
purposes, which use still continues. This "designation" was 
entirely a mental one, induced by advantage to the company 
and made without the slig·htest regard for any potential rights 
of the owners of other lots ·which the bill claims were re-
stricted. 
It made a similar mental ''designation" as to the 126 lots 
it conveyed to L. D. Corporation. ·when a profitable deal 
for the disposal of a large number of lots was offered, the 
lots involved ceased to be "designed as residential property" 
and were conveyed without mention of restrictions. (Exhib-
its B and C.) Masury Corporation quite obviously was not 
concerned to protect its many nurcbasers of lots which it is 
now claimed were protected by restrictions. rt permitted 
without objection, the establishment and maintenance of ~ 
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large business enterprise-the Sutf Beach Club-in close 
proximity to the lots it had conveyed to such purchasers: an 
enterprise which operates not only in the daytime but far 
into the night, which involves the congregation of thousands 
of merrymakers in hundreds of automobiles, and the con-
comitants whereof are commercial bathing, dancing, dining 
and drinking to the accompaniment of jazz music until the 
small hours of the morning. It would be difficult to con-
ceive of conduct better calculated to destrov the charac.ter. 
of Ubermeer as an exclusively residential community-its de-
scription in the bill (R., p. 2). It is equally difficult to un-· 
derstand how the intention to impose restrictions for the 
common benefit of all purchasers of lots on the plat of Uber-
meer could be _more clearly negatived. 
The burden is upon the complainants here to establish the 
existence of the general plan or scheme alleged in their bill. 
A.s we understand the law this burden has not been met· by 
proof that the owner has inserted restrictions in its deeds or 
withheld them from its deeds to suit its own pleasure 
22* or advantage. Such *dealing is '' inconsistent with and 
repels the claim that there was ever such a g·eneral 
scheme on the part of the company as would entitle the com-
plainants to enforce the covenant or re~triction ''-See Ste-
venson v. Spivey, supra. 
In 26 C. J. S. 553, the text says: 
" * * * Ordinarily the right to enforce restrictions pur-
suant to a general scheme must be universal or reciprocal, 
that is, the same restrictions must apply substantially to all 
lots of like character or similarly situated, and the scheme 
must be incorporated in all the deeds. However, it has also 
been held that a general scheme may exist, althoug·l1 some 
of the lots were sold without restrictions, or although the re-
striction may not be exactly the same in all deeds, extensive 
omissions tend to show that no g·eneral scheme exists. * * * 
A fortiori a ge:r;ieral building scheme for an entire tract is 
not sl10wn where, although -the original proprietor makes 
conveyance of portions of such tract subject to restrictions, 
be also conveys large portions of it free from any restrictions 
whatever." 
In 14 Am. J ur. 614, the text says: 
"Too ~Teat a variation in the restrictions, particularly if 
a restriction is contained in some, but not all of the deeds, 
may he fatal to the plan.'' 
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In Kleim, v. Sisters of Charity (N. J.), 139 .A.tl. 174, the 
Court of Appeals of .New Jersey approved this clear and 
concise statement by Vice Chancellor Fielder: 
'' A general scheme of restrictions to be e:ff ective and en-
forcible,· must have certain characteristics. It must be uni-
versal; that is, the restrictions must apply to all lots of like 
character brought within the scheme. Unless it is universal, 
it cannot be reciprocal. If it be not reciprocal, then it must 
as a neighborhood scheme fall, for the theory which sustains 
a scheme or plan of this character is that the 1·estrictions are 
a benefit to all. The consideration to each lot owner for the 
imposition of the restriction upon his lot is that the same 
restrictions are imposed upon the lots of others similarly 
situated. If the restrictions upon all lots similarly located 
are not alike, or some lots are not subject to the restrictions, 
while others are, then a burden would be carried by some 
owners without a corresponding· benefit. The l>urden follows 
the benefit, and, where there is no benefit there should be no 
burden.'' 
Donahoe v. Tur'f!,er (Mass.), 90 N. E. 549, holds: 
''Where the original proprietor of a tract of land made 
conveyances of portions of it subject to certain restrictions, 
but also conveyed larg·e portions of it free from any restric-
tions whatever, the facts do not warrant a *finding that 
23* a general building scheme founded on such restrictions 
was adopted for the entire tract.'' 
The following statement is quoted with approval in Davis 
v. Robinson (N. C.), 127 S. E. 701 : 
'' A general building scheme for an entire tract is not 
shown, where, although the original proprietor makes con-. 
veyances of portions of such tract subject to restrictions, 
.he also conveys large portions of it free from any restrictions 
whatever.'' 
Authorities m1g·ht be multiplied almost indefinitely, but 
the principle of law we contend for is so well settled that 
further citation seems unnecessary. Here the ·Court is con-
fronted with this situation. The original owner of the tract 
who subdivided it into 306 lots, sold 22, or 7% of said lots 
subject to restrictions. and 284, or 93% thereof without men-
tion of restrictions. The grantee of the 284 lots, constituting 
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the 93 % thereof, not subject to restrictions, conveyed 156, 
or 45 % of the lots it owned without mention of restrictions. 
These · 1ots are larg·ely devoted now to commercial purposes, 
and all of them may be so devoted to the extent that such 
use is not prohibited by the zoning law in operation in the 
neighborhood. "Proof of the general plan here relied on 
having· failed, neither of the grantees could enforce the re-
, strictions as against the other." Stevenson v. Spivey, supra. 
CONCLUSION. 
For the reasons above set forth your petitioner prays that 
this Court will review and reverse the decree of the Circuit 
Court of Princess Anne County here appealed from and will 
dismiss the complainants' bill at their costs.· To this end 
your petitioner prays that an appeal and supersedeas may 
be allowed her to said decree . 
. If an appeal is awarded in this case your petitioner will 
adopt this petition as an opening brief before this 
24* Court. *Counsel for your petitioner ask leave to state 
orally the reasons for reviewing the decree herein com-
. plained of. 
This .petition is to be presented to the Honorable John W. 
Eggleston, one of the Justices of this Court, in vacation, at 
his office in the City of Norfolk, Virginia; and a copy thereof 
has been delivered to Willard R. Ashburn, Esquire, Attorney 
at Law, Citizens Bank Building, Norfolk, Virginia, opposing 
-counsel in this case in the court below, on, to-wit, the 18th 
day of May, 1942. · 
And your petitioner will ever pray, etc. 
FLORENCE' H. RENN, 
H. B. G. GALT, 
1014 National Bank of Commerce Bldg., 
Norfolk, Virginia. 
WM. G. MAUPIN, 
416 National Bank of Commerce Bldg., 
Norfolk, Virginia. 
Counsel for Petitioner. 
CERTIFICATE. 
By Counsel. 
. We, the undei:si.gne4, H. B. G. Galt and Wm. G. Maupin, 
Attorneys pracfacmg m the -Supreme Court of Appeals of 
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. 
Virginia, do certify that in our opinion the decree complained 
of in the foregoing petition ought to be reviewed by said 
Supreme ·Court of Appeals of Virginia. · 
WJ\L G. MAUPIN, 
II. B. G. GALT. 
Received May 18, 1942. 
J.W.E .. 
June 2, 1942. Appeal and SU,persedeas awarded by the 
Court. Bond $500. 
M. B. W. 
RECORD 
VIRGINIA: 
Pleas before the Circuit Court of Princess Anne County 
on the 12th day of February, 1942. 
Be it remembered that on the 26th day of September, 1941, 
came Edith Winslow Whitehurst and J olm B. Ackiss and filed 
their bill of complaint against Florence H. Renn and l\fasury 
Corporation, a Virginia corporation, in the following words 
and figures,. to-wit: 
Edith "'\Vinslow vVhitehurst and John B. Ackiss, who sue for 
themselves and for the benefit of all persons similarly situ-
ated who are the owners of lots in the sub-division known 
as "Ubermeer", who will come in and contribute to the 
costs of this suit, Complainants, 
v. 
Florence H. Renn and Masury Corporation, a Virginia cor-
poration, Defendants. 
BILL OF COMPLAINT. 
To the Honorable ,Judg·e of the Circuit Court of Princess 
Anne County: 
Complainants respect.fully show unto the Court the fol-
lowing grounds for a declaratory decree and consequential 
relief under the provisions of Sections 6140 (a) to 6140 (h) 
of the Virginia Code, and for general equitable relief: 
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1. In the year 1928 and' prior thereto, Martha Miller 
· Masury was the owner of a large tract of land in 
page. 2 }- Princess Anne County, which may be generally de-
scribed as bounded on the South by 51st Street, on 
the East by the Atlantic Ocean; on the North by 58th Street, 
and on the West by Linkhorn Bay. The said Martha Miller 
Masury proceeded to subdivide that portion of said tract ly-
ing East of Holly Road, into lots, blocks and streets, and 
. she caused a plat thereof known as "Ubermeer'' to be duly 
recorded in the Clerk's office of the Circuit Court of Princess 
Anne ,County, Virg·inia, in Map Book 7, at page 150, and 
reference is hereby made to said plat for a more particular 
description of the original plot so sub-divded. The said 
Martha Miller M:asury proceeded to .develop the tract so sub-
divided into residential building lots, to construct str~ets as 
shown on said plat; to surf ace said streets and to lay water 
mains and lateral lines, a.nd furnish other facilities to create 
a residential community. 
2. Having developed and improved the said property. as set 
forth in Paragraph numbered 1, the said Martha Miller 
Masury offered said build_ing lots for sale, and while said 
property was owned by her individually ( as disting·uished 
from her successor in ownership, the said l\fasury Corpora-
tion), she sold many of said lots, and to the end that prop-
erty values in said area would be maintained and the subse-
quent use of said property restricted and preserved for the 
purposes for which it was subdivided and offered to the pub-
lic, in every deed of conveyance executed by her she caused 
to _be inserted the following- language, to-wit: 
'' This conveyance is made and accepted upon the distinct 
understanding that the following .conditions, restrictions and 
covenants are to run with the land, as follows: 
1. That none of the property hereby conveyed shall be. 
sold, leased or otherwise disposed of to persons 
page 3 ~ of African clesce:1t for a period of fifty years. 
2. That no swme or cattle, other than horses for 
the use of the purchaser and his family, shall be kept or al-
lowed upon the property hereby conveyed. 
3. That no fowls, except those temporarily cooped for 
food, shall be allowed upon the property. 
4. That no house shall be erected or placed upon any build-
ing site until the plans showing- all elevations shall have been 
submitted to and approved by Martha Miller l\fasury or duly 
authorized agents. 
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5. That not more than one residence exclusive of outbuild-
ings shall be allowed upon one lot. . . 
6. That no stable or garage shall be erected upon th~ s~ud 
property within seve~1ty f ~e~ from the fi:ont of any brulding 
site, except when built w1thm the dwellmg. 
7. That all residences erected upon the said property shall 
be at least fifteen feet from the front line and at least three 
feet from the said line of each lot. 
8. That no water close~ or privy shall be erected or main-
tained upon any part of the property hereby conveyed, un-
less a proper septic tank has been installed upon the lot of 
adequate size to provide for the disposal of the sewage ac-
cumulating upon the particular lot. 
9. The purchaser shall be required to maintain his_ prem-
ises in a sanitary condition and to connect with any sewer 
system that may be installed upon the property by the party 
of the first part or others. 
10. No double house, storehouse, factory building, duplex 
house or community house shall be erected or placed 
page 4 ~ upon the property hereby conveyed, nor shall it be 
used for commercial or manufacturing purposes.'' 
3. .Subsequently and while she was in process of selling 
the building lots in said sub-division in an orderly fashion, 
the said Martha Miller Masury caused to be organized a com-
pany known as Masury Corporation, of which she was the 
principal shareholder, and caused the remainder of said 
property then unsold to be conveyed to Masury Corporation, 
and assig"Iled to that Company all of her rights in the sub-
division. The said Martha Miller Masury' is now dead, l;mt 
the defendant Masury Corporation is still in existence. 
Thereupon and having acquired title to· and ownership of the 
portion of said property unsold prior to its organization, 
Masury Corporation proceeded to market the remainder of. 
said property in an orderly manner, and at the time of the 
institution of this suit has disposed of all or nearly all of its 
holdings in the locality. In pursuance of the original plan 
and design, and in order to preserve the standard of con-
struction, the property values in the locality, and the use to 
which the property so sold might be put, Masury Corporation 
as the successor to the said Martha. ~iller Masury, in every 
deed of conveyance executed and delivered by it for prop-
erty designed as residential property in said sub-division, 
caused to he inserted and made a part of said instrument of 
conveyance, conditions and restrictions in language identical 
to that quoted in ParagTaph numbered 2 hereof. 
4. The said conditions and restrictions placed upon all; of 
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the building lots in said sub-division which were sold and 
marketed bv Martha Miller Masury and Masury Corporation, 
were part of a general plan., scheme and design intended to 
be for the preservation of property values in the locality, 
and for the protection of each and every purchaser 1 
page 5} from said :Martha Miller .M:asury and l\fasury Cor-
poration, and the successor or successors in title 
of such original purchasers, and said conditions and restri-c-
tions constituted a part of the agreement between such origi-
nal grantees and their grantors, and a continuing contract 
with and among· the successors in title to such original pur-
chasers. It was the intention of said :Martha Miller Masury 
and said Masury Corporation that each and every original ' 
purchaser of a residential building lot from them or either 
of them, and subsequent successors in title to such original 
purchasers, should have the right to enforce the said condi-
tions and restrictions, and to compel compliance therewith by 
subsequent owners of said resic;lential building lots who might 
· attempt to violate said conditions and restrictions, and all 
and every the said original purchasers and their su~essors 
in title have the rig·ht to enforce compliance with said con-
ditions and restrictions. 
5., The complainant Edith Winslow Whitehg.rst is the owner 
of Lot Number 15. in Block Number 4, as shown on the said 
Plat of Ubermeer, as the successor in title to ,Charles E. 
Barco, the original purchaser of said lot from Martha Miller 
Masury, and she has constructed on her said property a 
dwelling house of substantial value, occupied by her and her 
family as a residence. The .Complainant John B. Ackiss is 
the owner of Lots Numbers 8, 9 and 10 in said Block Num~ 
her 4, by purchase from said Masury Corporation, and he 
has erected on his property or a part thereof, a dwelling- house 
of substantial value occupied by I1im and his family as a 
residenc.e, and both the saiq. Edith Winslow Whitehurst and 
·the said John .B. Ackiss have complied strictly with the con-
ditions and restrictions upon said property herein recited, 
and are entitled to enforce compliance therewith by 
page 6 }- other original purchasers from the original grant-
ors, and the successors in title to such original pur-
chasers. . 
6. The said Martha Miller Masury having departed this 
life and her interest in the property and in the said condi-
tions and restrictions having passed to Masurv Corpora-
tion, and the last named defendant corporation having sold 
and disposed of all or nearlv all of its property in said area, 
it no longer has any peculiar interest in preserving the 
standard of values in said locality, and complainants are in-
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formed that it is not requiring· prospective builders to sub-
mit plans showing all elevations, for the consideration and 
approval of the said Masury Corporation or its authorized 
agents. 
7. The defendant Florence H. Renn is the owner of Lot 
Number 14 in said Block Number 4 as shown on said Plat of 
Ubermeer, as the successor in title to Bertha R. Barclay, 
the original purchaser from Masury Corporation. The deed 
. from Masury Corporation to Bertha R. Barclay was dated 
February 24, 1930, and is recorded in Deed Book 160 at page 
102 in the Clerk's Office of this Court. Said deed contained 
the conditions and restrictions set forth herein. The deed 
from Bertha R. Barclay and husband to Florence H. Renn 
is dated July 31, 1933, and is recorded in the aforesaid 
Clerk's Office in Deed Book 172, at page 297. Said convey-
ance contains the recital that it is subject to the conditions 
and restrictions set forth herein. On the residential build-
ing lot owned by the defendant Florence H. Renn there has 
heretofore been constructed a structure which has been used· 
as a dwelling house or residence, but the said defendant 
Florence H. Renn has announced her intention of converting, 
altering or changing said structure into a deplux house, double 
house or community house, and she is at the pres-
page 7 ~ ent time, through her agents or employees, conduct-
ing certain alterations or changes in said structure, 
the nature of which are to your complainants unknown, but 
since the said Florence H. Renn bas heretofore announced her, 
intention of creating· a duplex house on the property from the 
existing structure, it is reasonable to assume that the pres-
ent alteration is being done with that end in view and to ac-
complish that purpose. · 
8: There is an actual controversy pending between com-
plamants and the defendant Florence H. Renn as to whether 
complainants are entitled to enforce the said conditions and 
restrictions herein recited, and particularly restrictions Num-
bers 4, 5, and 10 thereof, the complainants contending and 
asserting on the one part that they are entitled to enforce the 
same, and the said defendant Florence H. Renn contending 
and n~Rerting on the other pnrt that said conditions and re-
strictions were solely for the benefit of Martha Miller Masury 
and Masury Corporation, and that complainants and the 
owners of other residential building lots in Ubermeer have 
110 right or privilege to enforce the said restrictions, and that 
she bas the rig·ht and privilege to construct a duplex house 
or a structure other than a residence upon the lot owned by 
her. There is an actual controvers-y: between complainan{s 
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and the defendant Masury Corporation as to whether it i~ 
the duty of Masury Corporation to require persons proposing 
to erect structures upon the residential building lots in Uber-
meer to comply with restriction Number 4 above, and 
whether complainants and others similarly situated, can com-
pel Masury Corporation to enforce compliance with said .re-
striction and with the other conditions and restrictions, so 
long as Masury Corporation shall be in existence, . and 
whether they ca.n have this court set up an agency 
page 8 }- to act in the place and stead of said Martha Miller 
Masury and Masury Corporation, or their agents, 
for the consideration of construction or alteration plans and 
the approval or disapproval thereof. If the owners 
of residential building· lots in said sub-division of Ub.er-
meer upon which there are as yet no structures, are per-
mitted to erect structures in violation of said conditions and 
restrictions, or to devote the said property to uses in viola-
tion thereof, or to alter existing structures in . violation of. 
said conditions and restrictions, then complainants, as well 
as all other property owners in said sub-division who have 
constructed residences and family dwelling houses of sub-
stantial value, will by reason thereof be greatly damaged, 
and their said real property will materially decrease in value, 
and they will be without remedy to protect the prope_rty 
owned by them and their investment in such property, so 
that complainants file this their bill, requesting the court to 
declare whether or not said conditions and restrictions are 
valid, and the extent of the operation thereof, and what per-
sons are entitled to enforce the same, and to award conse-
quential relief to complainants and others where necessary, 
and to require Masury Corporation to compel compliance 
with restriction Number 4, or as,an alternative to set up an 
agency to act in the place and stead of Masury Corporation 
with respect to said restriction Number 4; and in that con-
nection complainants request that tl1e court will inquire into 
whether or not the said defendant Florence H. Renn is in 
the act of violating said conditions and restrictions or any 
of them, and particularly Numbers 4, 5 and 10 thereof, and 
if it is found that she is- in the act of violating the said con-
ditions and restrictions or any' of them, that' such violation 
may be restrained, and if such violation has ac-
page 9 ~ tually occurred that same may be abated by order 
of this court. The complainants institute this pro-
ceeding for their own benefit as property owners in tlie said 
sub-division ''Ubermeer", and for all other persons similarly 
situated, or who are or may be interested in the validity or· 
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enforceability of the above enumerated conditions and re-
strictions, and who will come in and contribute to the costs 
of this suit and participate therein. 
vVHE:REFORE, being remediless in the premises save in 
a court of equity where matters of this kind are only and 
properly cognizable, complainants pray that proper process 
may issue; that the defendants may be required to answer 
the alleg·ations of this bill of complaint, but not under oath, 
an answer under oath being hereby expressly waived; that 
the Court will exercise the jmisdictions . conferred upon it 
by Sections 6140(a) to 6140(h) of the Virginia Code; that 
the Court will declare the validity and enforceability of said 
conditions and restrictions as against the defendants and all 
others similarly situated; that the complainants may have all 
such other and further relief, both general and special, as is 
obtainable from a court of equity,. 01· the nature of their 'case 
may require .. 
And they will ever pray. 
EDITH ,vINSLOW WHITEHURST, 
JOHN B. ACKIS£ .. 
W. R. ASHBURN, 
Counsel for Complainants. 
State of Virginia, 
City of Norfolk, to-wit: 
I 
page 10 ~ This day before me M. T. Cannon, a Notary 
Public in and for the corporation aforesaid, in 
the State of Virginia, whose commission expires on the 10 
· day of Oct., 1944, appeared.John B . .Lt\.ckiss, one of the com-
plainants whose name is signed to the fore going· bill of com-
plaint, and who being first duly sworn made oath and said 
that he has read the same, knows the contents thereof and 
believes the same to be true; and that he is authorized to 
verifv said bill for and on behalf of both of the named com-
plainants. . 
Given under my hand this 25 day of Sept., 1941. 
M. T. CANNON, 
Notary Publi<: 
.A'.nd now at this date, to-wit, in the Clerk's Office of the 
Circuit Court aforesaid, on the 21st day of October, 1941, 
the following answer was filed: · 
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A.i~S1VER. 
The answer of Florence H. Renn to a bill of complaint 
exhibited against her and others by Edith Winslow White-
hurst and John B. Ackiss, who sue for themselves and for 
the benefit of all persons similarly situated., who are owne!s 
of lots in the sub-division known as "Ubermeer", who -should 
come in and contribute to the costs of this suit. 
Reserving all just exceptions to the said bill, this respond-
ent answers and says : 
1. This respondent admits, on information and belief, the 
allegations contained in paragraph 1 as being true. 
2. This respondent admits the allegations contained in 
paragraph 2 of the bill, except that such restrictions were not 
mentioned or contained in the deed dated Febru-
page 11 }- ary 27th, 1928, and recorded in Princess Anne 
County Clerk's Office in Deed Book 149, page 429, 
whereby the· said Martha Miller-Masury conveyed certain 
lots, being those which she had not previpusly sold, to the 
McCaa Realty Corporation, which ·Corporation's name was· 
later changed to Masury Corporation. The property con-
veyed to the McCaa Realty Corporation comprised about 
nine-tenths of the lots shown on the plat of Ubermeer, and 
the same· was conveyed by said Martha Miller-Masury by a. 
deed containing· no ·restrictions whatever. 
3. This respondent is not informed as to whether or not 
the said Martha Miller-Masury caused the McCaa Realty 
Corporation to be organized, or her holding of the stock 
therein, but denies that any rights in said sub-division were 
conveyed to the said Corporation, except as set forth in said 
deed of February 27th, 1928. This respondent admits that 
the said Martha Miller-Masury is now dead; that the Masurv 
Corporation is still in exi$tence, and that the said Corpora-
tion has conveyed and disposed of practically all of its prop-
erty which it acquired on the Plat of Ubermeer. This re-
spondent denies that there was any plan or design as alleged 
adhered to by the said Martha Miller-Masury, or by the 
Masury Corporation, as her successor in title, and further 
denies that in any deed of conveyance executed by said Cor-
poration it caused to be inserted any conditions and restric-
tions identical in language to those set forth in paragraph 2 
of the bill of complaint. 
4. This respondent denies that such conditions and re-
strictions included in certain deeds made by Martha Miller-
1\fosury .were part of a general scheme or plan, as alleged by 
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the complainants in paragraph 4, but this respond-
page 12 ~ ent is advised and alleges that while the said 
Martha Miller-Masury inserted in the deeds to 
various lots made by her the restrictions set forth in para-
graph 2 of the bill of complaint, nevertheless she made no 
covenants or agreement with the persons to whom such lots 
were conveyed, that the remainder of the property would be 
subject t9 such conditions or restrictions, and, in fact, in 
violation of any such alleged general plan, if any, deliber-
ately conveyed all the unsold lots on said plat, amounting to 
more than ninety per cent thereof, to the McCaa Realty 
Corporation, which was later the M:asury Corporation, by 
the aforesaid deed, dated ]"ebruary 27th, 1928, without cove-
nants or :restrictions, or reference thereto, or any provision 
to protect the persons to whom she had conveyed lots sub-· 
ject to such restrictions. This respondent further denies that 
the l\fasury Corporation, after taking title under the afore-
said deed, had any such general plan as alleged, but by its 
transactions has sho,m that while many deeds made by it 
referred to restrictions which did not exist in fact, it always 
reserved the rig·ht to insert or withhold any reference to such 
restrictions and convey property with or without reference 
to them, according to its convenience, interest or caprice, 
and, in fact, and as evidence of its intention that whatever 
plan it had should not be a g·eneral plan, by deeds of record 
it conveyed to the L. D. Corporation 128 lots on the Plat of 
Ubermeer, located in Blocks 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10, thereon, with-
out the slightest reference to any conditions or restrictions. 
This respondent further alleges that as it suited the con-
venience, interest or caprice of said Corporation it l1as con-
tinued to convey lots without reference to any such restric-
tions therein contained, as for example it conveyed Lot 12, 
in Block 3, and Lot 19, in Block 4, without reference to such 
restrictions, said lots being located in close proximity fo the 
lots owned by the complainants and this respond-
page 13 ~ ent. 
5. This respondent admits the allegations con-
tained in paragraph 5, except that the lots owned by John B. 
Ackiss are in Block No. 3 and not in Block No. 4 as alleged, 
and neither admits nor denies that they, the said complain-
ants, have complied strictly with the conditions and_ restric-
tions alleged to have been in the deeds to them contained. 
6. This respondent admits that the l\fasury Corporation 
has no longer any pecuniary interest in preserving the stand-
ard of values and that it is not requiring prospective build-
ers to submit plans showing all elevations to it, or its agents. 
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7. This respondent admits that she is planning and hav-
ing made certain alterations and changes in her residence, 
whereby she will make the same a more comfortable dwell-
1ng·, by constructing a hot water heating system therein, with 
certain interior changes. She denies that she is converting, 
altering· or changing the structure into a double house, du-
plex house, or community house, but alleges that she has been 
planning and has in part made certain alterations and 
changes to convert the said residence into a building com-
monly known as a two-family apartment house. 
,She denies that the property owned by her, and conveyed 
by l\fasury Corporation to_ her predecessor in title, Bertha R.. 
. Barclay, was impressed with any conditions or restrictions 
9bligatory -upon said Bertha R. Barclay or her alienees. 
8. This respondent admits that there is an actual contro-
versv pending between herself and the complainants as to 
whether or not they are entitled to enforce the alleged re-
strictions against her, whether or not any restrictions what-
ever {lre binding upon her, and whether or not, if the same. 
are binding, they operate to prohibit the conversion of her: 
residence into a two-family apartment. 
page 14 ~ 9. This respondent expr.essly denies ,all allega-_ 
tions in the said bill contained not here expressly 
admitted, and in particular all statements in the said bill con-
tained which constitute legal conclusions. 
· .And now having· answered the allegations in the bill con-
tained, this respondent says: 
(aJ That Restriction No. 4, referred to in the deed from · 
the Masury Corporation to Barclay, in the bill mentioned, 
is not in force and would not apply even if it were, in fact, 
a restriction upon the use of the property, to any changes 
or alterations made by this respondent to her property; that 
the said Corporation has no further interest in any substan-
tial part of the property on the said plat shown; that it does 
not maintain an office, nor has it appointed !,ln agent con-
veniently located, in order to pass upon such plans 'if. the 
owner is required to present the same, and, further, the 
Masury Corporation has construed the said alleged restric-
tion to apply only to the first house that should be erected 
or placed upon the property conveyed, but to no other, such 
construction having been contained in two deeds, one recorded 
eT une 6th. 1930, in Deed Book 160, page 173, whereby the said 
Corporation conveyed to one Gladys M. Webber, Lot 7 in 
Block 2, and another deed recorded _in Deed Book 157, page 
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320, whereby it conveyed to Elizabeth B. Purcell Lot 5, 
Block 3, on said Plat. In each of said deeds, after making a 
reference to the restrictions recited in deeds by said Corpora-
tion, it says that the ~lleged '' Restriction number four · shall 
only apply to the first house that shall be erected or placed 
upon the above described property, but to no other; and" 
(b) This respondent further avers that the alleged r'e-
strictions of which this respondent is charged with 
page 15 ~ the violation, are openly and continuously vio-
lated by the owners of Lots 13 and 16, in Block 3,. 
in that the owners thereof have erected two separate resi-
dences on each of said lots, and in each case the second resi-
dence on each lot has the character of a large apartment over 
a garage building, each of such apartments being constructed 
and operated as a complete living and housekeeping unit for, 
one family, while the principal dwelling or residence is a 
complete living and housekeeping unit occupied and used by 
the owner of the lot as a residence. 
( c) Your respondent further alleg·es that on Lot 6, in Block 
5, which is one of the lots conveyed by the Masury Corpora-
tion to the L. D. Corporation without any building restric-
, tions, the owner has erected or changed a single dwelling 
house into a two-story apartment building. 
( d) This respondent further alleges that Blocks 6 and 7 
on said plat are used wholly for commercial purposes. 
( e) This respondent further alleges that the plaintiffs had 
full ·notice when the apartments were built over the garages 
on lots 13 and 16, in Block 3, and have acquiesced in and 
· consented to such construction, as above set forth, and to 
the use thereof. 
And now having fully answered the saiq bill, this respond-
ent prays that she mav be hence dismissed with her costs in 
this behalf expended ... 
H. B. G. GALT, 
WM. G. MAUPIN, 
Counsel. 
FLORENCE H. RENN. 
And now at this date, to-wit: on the 12th day of February 
1942, the following decree was entered: · ' 
I 
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page 16} DECREE .. 
This cause came on this day to be heard on the bill of com-
plainants.; on the answer of the respondent Florence H. Renn; 
on proof of proper service. of legal process on the respondent 
Masury Corporation, which has heretofore failed and still 
doth fail to demur, plead or answer to the allegations of· said 
bill; on the general replication of complainants to the answer 
of Florence H. Renn; on the testimony taken in open court 
for the complainants and respondent respectively, and the 
cause was argued by counsel; 
ON CONSIDERATION WHEREOF the Court doth fittd: 
1. That there is an actual controversy between the com-
plainants and the respondent- Florence H. Renn as to the 
validity of the restrictions set forth at length in section num-
bered 2 of the bill of complaint, and as to whether said re-
strictions are enforceable against the said Florence H. Renn 
and Lot ;Number 14 in Block Number 4 on the Plat of Uber,.. 
ineer, owned by her, and there is an antagonistic assertion 
and denial of rig·ht between said parties, so that an actual 
controversy exists between them within the purview of Sec:-
tions 6140(a) to 6140(h) of the Code of Virginia. 
2. That said restrictions are valid and effective as to said 
Lot Number 14 in Block Number 4 on the Plat of Uberme.ei' 
and the respondent Florence H. Renn as the owner thereof. 
3. That the complainants are entitled to enforce said re-
strictions against the said Lot Number 14 in Block Number 
4 on said Plat of Ubermeer and the respondent Florence H. 
Renn as the owner thereof, and to conduct this proceeding 
for that purpose. 
4. That the respondent Florence H. Renn has violated Re-
striction .Number 5 by creating more than one residence ( ex-
. elusive of outbuildings) upon said Lot Number 14 
page 17 ~ in said Block Number 4, and that said respondent 
has violated Restriction Number 10 by erecting, 
placing or creating a double house, duplex house, or com-
munitv house on said lot. 
5. That complainants can require defendant Masury Cor..: 
poration to enforce Restriction Number 4 as to persons, firms 
or corporations who shall hereafter erect buildings on that 
portion of the Ubermeer property shown on the plat as, com-
plainants' Exhibit I, which is South of 55th Street; and 
6. That this is a cause in which the complainants are en-
titled to consequential relief; and 
I 
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It is ORDERED, ADJUDGED and DECREEp th~t the 
-respondent Florenc.e H. Renn shall 3;bate th_e y1olation of 
Restrictions Numbers 5 and 10 ( as said restrictions are set 
forth in Section 2 of the bill of complaint) on Lot Number 
14 in Block Number 4 on the Plat of Ubermeer, by so chang-
ino· the physical structure of the building on said lot that 
said building will consist of one residence exclusive of out-
buildings, and so that the same will be neither a double house, 
duplex house or community house; and the respondent Flor-
ence H. Renn is permanently restrained and enjoined from 
allowing, causing_ or permitting the building or buildings on 
said premises to be used and occupied as more than one resi-
dence or as a double house, duplex house, or community 
house, during her ownership of said Lot Number 14 in said 
Block Number 4. 
·The respondent Masury Corporation shall require per-
sons, :firms or corporations hereafter proposing to erect build-
ings on any of the lots shown on said plat of Ubermeer as 
South of 55th Street, to comply with Restriction Number 4 
as set forth in Section Number 2 of the hill of complaint, 
during the period of twenty years next succeeding January 
1, 1927, and said respondent shall appoint an 
page 18 r agent to whom plans showing all elevations for 
proposed structures shall be submitted and by 
whom the same shall be approved, such appointment to be 
by instrument in writing duly acknowledged in the manner 
in which deeds are aclmowledg·ed, and lodged for recordation 
in the Clerk's office of this Court; and said Masury Corpora-
tion shall direct the agent so appointed not to approve any 
plans so submitted if the same shall show a proposed con-
struction which when completed will constitute a violation 
of Restrictions Niimber 5 to 10, inclusive, as set forth in Sec-
tion 2 of the bill of complaint filed in this cause. 
And nothing further remaining to be done the respondents 
Florence H. Renn and Masury Corporation shall pay the costs 
of this proceeding, and the. same shall be dismissed from the 
docket. 
The respondent Florence H. Renn having evidenced an 
intention to apply to the Supreme Court of .Appeals of Vir-
gini~ for an app~al from the terms of this decree, on her 
motion the operation thereof shall be suspe!lded for a period 
of sixty days from the date of its entry upon the said re-
spondent or someone for her giving a suspending· bond to. the 
Clerk of this Court in tl1e penalty of $200.00 conditioned ac-
cording· to law. 
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P. A. Agelasto, Jr. 
page 19 } · Virginia: 
In the Circuit Court of Princess Anne County. 
Edith Winslow Whitehurst and John B. Ackiss, who sue 
for tl1emselves and for the benefit of all persons similarly 
situated who are the owners of lots in the sub-division 
known as "Ubermeer," who will come in and contribute 
to the costs of this suit, 
'V. 
Florence H. Renn and Masury Corporation, a Virginia Cor-
poration. 
RECORD . 
.Stenographic report of all the testimony, tog·ether with 
all the motions, objections, and exceptions on the part of 
the respective parties, the action of the court in respect 
thereto, and all other incidents of the trial of the case of 
Edith Winslow "Whitehurst and John B. Ackiss, et als., etc., 
v. Florence H. Renn and l\fasury Corporation, a Virginia 
corporation, tried in the Circuit Court of Princess Anne 
·County, Virginia, on January 29th, 1942, before the Hon. 
B. D. White, Judge of said Court. 
Present: Messrs. ,V'. R. Ashburn and P. A. Agelasto for 
the complainants. Messrs. H. B. G. Galt and William G. 
Maupin for the defendants. 
J. M. Knight, 
Shorthand Reporter, 
_Norfolk-Newport News, Va. 
page 20 ~ Mr. Ashburn: If your Honor please, are you 
sufficiently familiar with the matter from the 
pleadings without counsel making a statement f 
The ·Court: I think I understand it. 
P. A. AGELASTO, .JR., 
sworn on behalf of the complainants, testified as follows: 
Examined hv Mr. Ashburn: 
Q. State your name, please? 
A. P. A. Agelasto, Jr. 
Q. What is your profession, sir? 
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A. I am an attorney at law practicing in the City of Nor-
folk. · 
Q. Have you, at my request, examined the records in the 
Clerk's Office of the Circuit Court of Princess Anne County 
-to discover what those records disclosed with respect to 
transactions of Martha Miller Masury, the J\.foCaa Realty 
Corporation, and Masury Corporation? 
A. I have. 
Q. Mr. Agelasto, state the date, please, and give the deed 
book and page where the deed is recorded by which 
·page 21 ~ John Miller Masury conveyed to Martha Miller 
. , l\1Iasury a tract of acreage north of Virginia 
Beach." 
A. On August 25th, 1908, John Miller Masury conveyed· 
to Martha Miller Masury a certain tract of land in Princess 
Anne County containing approximately 131 acres, which is 
that tract of land upon which Ubermeer is locate~. 
By the -Court: 
Q. Which was subsequently conveyed to the Masury Cor-
poration? · · 
A. All that which is unsold. 
Mr. Ashburn: I am going to follow the transactions 
through. 
By Mr. Ashburn: 
Q .. Mr. Agelasto, state, please, the Map Book and page 
number at which the original Ubermeer subdivision plat is 
recorded. 
A. In Map Book No. 2 at page No. 4. 
Mr. Ashburn: If your Honor please, I offer in evidence, 
for the purpose of illustration only, what purports to be 
the facsimile of that map on a small scale, and we ask to 
have the original as recorded to be considered as in evidence, 
and will use this copy for reference. 
By Mr. Ashburn: 
Q. Mr. Agelasto, you said that from your ex-
page 22 } amination the original plat was recorded in Map 
Book 2 at what page Y 
A. At page 4. 
Q. State whether or not that plat was subsequentlv va-
cated; if so, when and by what instrument. "' 
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A. That plat as recorded in Map Book 2, page 4, was on 
the 26th day of June, 1914, vacated by a deed of vacation 
of record in Deed Book 63, page 526. 
Q. State whether or not the property was subsequently re-
platted under the designation of Ubermeer Y 
A. The property was subsequently replatted under the 
name of Ubermeer; which plat is of record in Map Book 7, 
at page 150. · 
Q. Will you look at the paper which I have in my hand 
and state whether or not that is a copy of the Ubermeer plat 
recorded in Map Book 7, at page 150? 
A. This paper appears to be an exact duplicate on 3: smaller 
scale. 
Mr. Ashburn: We ask to have the original considered in 
evidence and offer this paper as ''Complainants' Exh1.bit No. 
1, '' for convenient reference. 
By Mr. Ashburn: 
Q. In whose ownership was the property when the plat 
recorded in Map Book 7, at page 150, was· placed on record 
in the Clerk>s Office of this County? 
A. Martha Miller Masury. 
page 23} Q. Will you state, please, how many conveyances 
were made by Martha. Miller Ma.sury as an in-
dividual before the remainder of the property was trans-
ferred to a corporate ownership 1 
A. Martha Miller Masury conveyed lots as set forth on 
that plat in 20 separate bargain and sale instru~ents of rec-
ord. 
Q. Will you please ref er to your notes and give the lot 
and block numbers of the lots ·so conveyed and the deed book 
and page at which those instruments were recorded? 
The Court: Can't you file a copy of that in order to save 
time? 
Mr. Ashburn: I think we can. I want to have the record 
complete, however. 
Mr. Maupin: I had rather have the questions answered. 
I may want to cross examine him about certain matters. 
Mr. Ashburn: Mr. Maupin says he had rather have the 
question asked and answered. 
A. I will omit the deeds of trust if that is satisfactory. 
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By 1\fr. Ashburn: . . . 
Q. I am not interested m the trusts, but only the bargru.n 
and sale deeds. 
A. There were no foreclosures under the deeds 
page 24 } of trust. 
Q. All right . 
.A. Conveyance to .A.lice }\,filler 1\fasury, lot 2, block 4, Deed 
Book 139, page 240; conv.eyance to William .A. Keefe for one 
lot, No. 5, block 16, Deed Book 139, page 239; conveyance 
to Arthur J. Miller Masury, lot 3, block 4, Deed Book 139, 
page 241 ; conveyance to Frances Masury Lackey, lot 1, block 
4, Deed Book 139, page 243; conveyance to George M. Mere-
dith, lot 13, block 2, Deed Book 140, page 54; conveyance to 
William· 1\L Crumpler, block 3, lot 13, Deed ·Book 141, page 
215; colllveyance to Mabel S. Cole, lot 15, block 3, Deed Book 
141, page 570; conveyance to "\V. Creed Davis, lot 5, block 2, 
Deed ·Book 142, page 22; conveyance to Mrs. May Dew Land, 
lot ~ block 4, Deed Book 144, page 6; conveyance to Frances 
M. nackey, lots 6 and 7, block 16, Deed Book 144, page 62; 
conveyance to Arthur J. Miller Masury, lots 4 and 5, block 
15, Deed Book 144, page 64; conveyance to Allee M. Masur-y, 
lots 1 and 2, block 16, Deed Book 144, page 65; conveyance 
to Arthur Masury, lot 13, block 14, Deed Book 144, page 67; 
conveyance to F. A. Haycox, lot 6, block 2, Deed Book 145, 
page 268; conveyance to Benjamin Lawrence Saunders, lot 
13, block 4, Deed Book 145, page 347; conveyance to H. l\f. 
Holland, lot 10, block 14, Deed Book 145, page 550; convey-
ance to Arthur J. Miller lVIasury, lot 14, block 13, Deed Book 
146, page 51; conveyance to Women's Club of Princess Anne, 
Incorporated, all of block 17, Deed Book 147, page 158;, 
conveyance to Charles E. Barco, lot 15, block 4, 
page 25 ~ Deed Book 149, page 299. 
Q. Does that cover them Y .A.re they all the con-
veyances of individual lots 7 
.A. I have two more. Conveyance to Arthur J\fasury, lot 
13, block 14, Deed Book 150, page 192; conveyance to Arthur 
J. Miller Masury, lot 14, block 13, Deed Book 152, page 226. 
That covers all the conveyances of :Martha Miller Masury 
except deeds of trust and a right-of-way agreement and ~ 
bonnda ry establishing agreement. 
M:r. Ashburn: Your Honor, we would like to have these 
deeds considered in evidence with the right on the part of 
opposing counsel to require, us to introduce any deed which 
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they may deem desirable and have them incorporated in the 
record. t· . . . 
The Court· All ri o-ht. 
. . '. • - b 
• • J 
By Mr. Ashburn: 
Q. Mr. Agelasto, state whether or not those- conveyances 
whi_ch you: has~ just enumerated contain conditions and re-
str.ictions .. ~ · ; 
A. All of the conveyances which I have ·just enumerated 
contain conditions and restrictions. · _ ... · 
Mr. Maupin: If your Honor please, if we are going to get 
to that, I think we should · have either the deeds themselves 
or at least one of them so that we can see actually what the 
conditions and restrictions are, and then there can 
page 26 r b~ testimony, if it is a fact, that all the others are 
. . . · · exactly similar, but I aon 't think we ought to have 
~~~ond~hand testimony of what the restrietions and con~itions 
are.-. 
... . . - . . 
'The Court: Probably you are correct, M_r. Maupin, but I 
don't s~e_ any u~e in: taking· up time for that right ~way. 
Mr. Ashburn: I have one of the original deeds here and I 
will introduce it then. 
Mr~ Maupin:· That is all rig·lit if you have testimony that 
the others a.re exactly the same, if that is a fact.· · · 
Mr. Ashburn: Your Honor, I offer in evidence pursuant 
to request of opposing· comisel, original deed ·dated ·Feb-
ruary 3rd, 1928, from Martha: Miller Masury and husband 
to Charles E. Barco as recorded in Deed Book 149 at page' 
299, that being one of the instruments referred to by the wit-
ness in his testimony. 
Note : The deed was marked "E·xhibi t 2 ". 
By Mr. Ashburn: 
Q. l\fr. Agelasto, will you refer to the conditions and re-
strictions · there -enumerated in this instrument and state 
w~ether the same conditions· and restrictions are present in 
fhe other conveyances which you have just described, whether 
or not they are ·set forth in the same language, and 
page 27 ~ tell us as to ~onditions and restrictions Nos. 4, 5, 
and 10? I think the comparison was limited to 
that. 
A. All of the deeds from Martha Miller Masury which I 
have just enumerated contained the same restrictions as 
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those contained· in this deed, particularly restrictions 4, 5, 
and 10, with the possible exception of misspelled words and 
typographicat errors either by the ste~ographer who P;e-
pared the deed or by the Clerk in. recordmg the deed, carried 
the identical language. 
Q. Now, Mr. Agelasto, you may give that paper to the 
reporter. The recorded instruments which you have here-
tofore mentione~ were apparently sales made by Martha 
Miller Masury while the property was individually owned 
by her, were they not 1 
A. Yes. 
Q. What is there of record to indicate conveyances by 
Martha Miller Masury of the remaining property unsold by 
herY 
A. Here is a deed of record from Martha Miller Masury 
. dated February 27th, 1928, to the McCaa Realty Corpora-
tio:p., recorded in Deed Book 149, at page 429, which deed 
purports to cover the property unsold and located upon the 
plat of Ubermeer. I can read the de~cription of the prop-
erty from that conveyance. 
Q. I would assume that is unnecessary. 
page 28 } A. All right. 
Mr. Ashburn: We would like to have that instrument con-
sidered in evidence with the right of opposing counsel to re-
. quire that we file a copy. 
Mr. Maupin: We have a certified copy of it and will be glad 
to hand it to y01:i and let it.be introduced in evidence. 
Mr. Ashburn: I will be glad to have it. I offer in evidence, 
as "Complainant's Exhibit No. 3, '' a certified copy of that 
instrument. 
By Mr. Ashburn: 
Q. Did that instrument as recorded contain any written 
conditions and restrictions? 
A. It did not. 
Q. Will you state, please, what the records in the Clerk's 
Office disclose as to any amendments to the charter of the 
McCaa Realty Corporation? . 
A. TI1e McCaa Realty Corporation was granted its char-
ter under that name and later had its name cha:µged to the 
Masury Corporation. 
Q. By charter amendment.Y 
A. By charter amendment. 
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Q. Do you have a reference to the place where the charter 
amendment is recorded in the Clerk's Office Y 
A. In the Clerk's Office of the Corporation Court 
page 29 } of the City , of Norfolk, Charter Book No. 34, 3it 
page 502. 
Q. Do you have the date f 
A. The amendment was granted on March 29th, .1928, and 
recorded in the Norfolk Corporation Court Clerk,s Office 
on April 23rd, 1928. 
Mr. Ashburn: Your Honor, we would like to have the 
charter amendment considered in. evidence, and will intro-
duce a copy ifl required. It will serve no useful purpose ex-
cept to show that the name was chang·ed. 
Mr. Maupin: We don't want any copy. 
By Mr. Ashburn: 
Q. What do the Princess Anne County records show as 
to whether or not any conveyances were made by the McC'aa 
Realty Corporation? 
A. The McCaa Realtv Corporation under that name made 
no conveyances of any "'kind. 
Q. After the name of the Corporation was changed by, 
charter 'amendment to the Masury Corporation, how many 
,conveyances of property contained on Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 
1 were made! 
A. There are of record in the Clerk's Office of this court. 
exclusive of the conveyances by Mrs. Masury, 122 deeds of 
bargain and sale, ac.cording to my investigation. 
Q. Do you have before you notes made during your in-
vesti.g;ation which purport to show the deed book 
page 30 ~ number, and the page number at which these re-
. spective deeds of bargain and sale are recorded? 
A. I have. 
Q. Mr. Agelasto, with respect to c.onveyances of property 
shown on this Complainant's Exhibit No . .1, state how ·many 
of those deeds of bargain and sale carried the conditions 
and restrictions in language identical with that contained in 
the deed in evidence as Complainant ,s Exhibit No. 3, being 
the deed :from Martha Miller Masurv to Charles E. Barco? · 
A. All of the deeds of record from the Masury Corpora-
tion contain similar restrictions or identical restrictions with 
the exception of possibly typographical errors with the ex· 
ception of six instruments· of record. 
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Q. Will yon more particularly describe the six instruments 
of record which are a variation of those conditions and re-
strictions, what property ~~ cove:i-, a.n~ if yo~ ha~~ them 
the ~an tees') names f - · · · ,. : i · ':: ·:s 
A.- Deed recorded in Deed Book 155, at pa,'ge 203, from the 
Masnry Go~p_oratio~ to the L. D: ·corporation covering all 
the lots' in-block No. 5. 
Mr. Asl1burn: Let me indicate that to the ·court. That is 
block No. 5,. yo11:r Honor, as a whole. · 
.. \ ~ 
By Mr. ·Ashburn: 
Q. The next conveyance? 
A. The second instrument containing no restric-
page 31 ~ tions is in Deed Book 156 at page 272, and covered 
lot 15 in block 10. I don't have the name of the 
grantee. 
The Court: Tlliat was just one lot in that block! 
Mr. Ash1hurn: One lot in that block. 
By the Court: 
Q. Which one was that? 
A. Lot 15 iri block 10. 
Q.·· AU rightf '. 
A. The third such instrument-
Q. The :fh·st one ·was· whaU · ·· 
.A.. Was all of block 5·. .. (' 
Q. That is right. . 
A. The· third stich insfrument is recorded in Deed Book 
157 at page·337, wliich is' a deed to the L. D. Corporation cov-
ing, I believe; all of the property owned by the· Masury C01· .. 
poration in' blocks 6; 7; s; .9;·and 10. The fourth-. · 
By Mr. Ashburn: · 
Q. vVait a minute· ... 'Refer,' please,' to plaintiff's Exhibit 
No. 1 or any copy of it you 11ave, ·and state ·whether blocks 
5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10, together are the northerly portion of the 
whole property T · -
A. Lots.'5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10-
Q. Blocks, not lots. 
· A. Blocks, and are adjoining· blocks in one group 
page 32 ~ ·repres~n~i1;g the northern portion of the property. 
Q. All right; proceed, please, to ·the fourth con-
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veyance which didn't contain these conditions and restric-
tions. 
A. The fourth instrument is recorded in Deed Book 158, 
at page 365, and covers lot 12 in block 3, and the grantee was 
Arthur Masury. 
Q. Will you indicate the location· of that on Complainant 'i:; 
Exhibit No. 1? 
The Court: That is wl1aU 
The Witness : Lot 12, block 3. 
Mr. Ashburn: It is on .Atlantic Avenue, your Honor. 
A. That lot is on tl1e corner of Atlantic Avenue and 54th 
Street, the southeast corner. 
By Mr. As11burn: 
Q. All rhrht, sir, now the next exception? 
A. The next exception is a deed recorded in Deed Book 
199 at pa~e 226 covering lot 19, in block No. 4, which lot is. 
located directlv across 54th Street from lot · 12, in block 3, 
and occupies the northeastern corner on the plat. 
Q. Atlantic A venue and 54th Street? 
A. Atlantic Avenue and 54th Street. There are two more 
instruments of record which contain all of the restrictions 
recited but have a-scmtcb out my answer to that. There 
is another instrument of record, recorded in Deed Book 177 
at page 585, conveying lot No. 3, in block No. 4 
page 33 ~ to J oscnhine Clark, which instrument contains 
identical restrictions with the exception of Re-
striction No. 4 which deals with the submission and approval 
of plans. · 
Q. That is to say, it contains the ~~estrictions as individual 
numbers 1 to 10 except No. 4? 
A. Yes, that is excluded. 
Q. All right, sir; are there anv other variations? 
A. There is one variation in deed recorded in Deed Book 
160 at page 173 in whicl1 the same restrictions are set forth, 
but there is a proviso inserted after the restriction to the 
effect that restriction 4 applies to either the existing- house 
on the property or the ·first house built on the property. 
Q. On the particular lots described in that deed? 
A. That is correct. There is still another instrument in 
which the Masury Corporation joined, recorded in Deed Book 
157 at page 320, where there is a similar provision constru-
ing restriction No. 4 in a prior deed, the purpose being· recited 
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in there as being-as it having· been inserted in there to either 
clear up some dispute-
Mr. Maupin: I think I will have to object to that test~ony. 
The Court : I think the deed would be the best evidence.· 
Mr. Maupin: I think so, if it is important . 
. page 34 ~ Mr. Ashburn: I ag;ree with you. We will get it. 
By Mr. Ashburn: 
Q. Go ahead with any 9ther variation you found. 
A. r think that covers all the variations in all of the bargain 
and sale -deeds. · 
Q. Mr. Agelasto, how many were there in all the bargain 
and sale deeds 1 
A. There were a total of 142 bargain and sale deeds deal-
ing with property on the plat of Ubermeer recorded in Map 
Book 7, at page 150. The 142 includes both the corporation 
and Mrs. Masury. There are 122 for the corporation.· 
Q. Of those 142, all except' the eight instruments which 
you have mentioned, contain the conditions and restrictions · 
identical with those in the Charles E. Barco deed of record Y 
A. That is correct, except some typographical errors. 
Q. Mr. Agelasto, I am interested in an instrument which 
contained a Declaration of Intention by the Masury Corpora-
tion. Can you give me the number of the deed book and page 
of that? .. · 
A. There is recorded an instrument termed a Declaration 
of Restrictions in Deed ·Book 160 at page 78, which--
1 Q. You need not g·ive the contents of it because we will 
have to have the instrument. Have you got the date of iU 
A. I haven't got the date of it. 
page 35 r Mr . .Ashbur:q.: Your Honor, I would like to have 
a five minute adjournment to get those two books, 
160 and 157. · 
By Mr. Ashburn: 
Q. Mr . .Ag;elasto, the Declaration of Intention referred to 
by you was in what deed 1book and page f · · 
A. Deed Book 160, at page 78. 
Mr. Ashburn: We offer this certified copy of Declaration 
of Intention in evidence as ''Complainants' Exhibit No. 4. '' 
This exhibit, if your Honor please, purports to relate to the 
\ 
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20 conveyances that were ma.de by Martha Miller Masury 
in her individual capacity. 
The Court: Who is it between Y 
Mr. Ashburn: Martha Miller Masury, John Miller Masury, 
her husband, and the Masury Corporation. It is not a bargain 
and sale deed, but contaim.; this language, and I will leav:e 
out so much as is not pertinent to this : 
"WITNESSETH: That whereas Martha .Miller Masury, 
owner of a certain tract of Jand, situated in Princess Anne 
County, Virginia, known as Ubermeer, sub-divided and plat-
ted a portion of such property in June, 1926, which plat is of 
record in the Clerk's Office in the Circuit Court of Princess 
Anne County, Virginia, in Map Book 7, page 150. And where-
as, said Martha Miller Masury and Masury Corporation, her 
successor, in title, have conveyed off various lots as shown 
on the said plat to individuals subject to the following con-
ditions and restrictions.'' 
The conditions and restrictions are there listed, Nos~ 1 to 
10, inclusive . 
. '' And whereas, it was the intention of Martha Miller 
Masury that these restrictions should only run against the 
land for a limited period of time. · 
page 36 ~ ,;'Now, therefore, Martha Miller Masury a,~d 
John Miller Masury, her husband, and the Masury 
Corporation, hereby declare whatever rights or interests may 
exist in them bv virtue of the said restrictions shall be limited 
to a period of 21 years from ,J an~ary 1st, 1927, with the excep-
tions of Restriction 1, which period of duration has 1been 
heretofore set out.'' 
Restriction No. 1 specifies that· it shall run for a period · 
of 50 years. 
Bv Mr. Ashburn: 
··Q. What was the page number and reference to the con-
veyance recorded in Deed Book 157? 
A. 157 at page 320. 
Q. Then it is the wrong reference? 
A. That is not a deed between the Masury Corporation 
and somebodv else. 
Q. I have it. That instrument, Mr. Agelasto; is recorded 
in Deed Book 157 at page 320, and is dated the 7th of October, 
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1929, between Thomas B. McAdams and wife, and Elizabeth 
B. Purcell, the Masury Corporation joining as a third party 
to the conveyance. 
A. That is correct. 
Q. With numerous conditions and restrictions, and the fol-
lowing lang'Uage thereafter: 
'' And whereas, there has arisen some doubt or uncertainty 
as to the legal effect of the language which sets forth and 
creates the restrictions No. 4 and 6 as above set forth, which 
doubt or uncertainty it is now the desire and purpose of the 
parties hereto to remove, and to that end it is hereby agreed 
by and between the Masury Corporation, party of the third 
part, and ~zabeth B. Purcell, party of the second part, as 
follows: 
page 37 ~ 1st: That restriction No. 4 shall only apply to 
the first house that shall be erected or placed upon 
the above described property, but to no other; and 
2nd: That the sole purpose of restriction No. 6 shall be 
to prevent the erection of a stable or garage upon the lot of 
land conveyed by this deed within 70 feet from the front 
building line of the aforesaid lot of land, and shall not in any 
way be construed to be a prohibition against the erection of 
such structure within 70 feet from the front line of any other 
building site on the said plat ·of Ubermeer." 
A. 'That is correct. 
Mr. Ashburn : We tender this in evidence as recorded in 
the deed book without presenting a copy. If a copy is re-
quested it will be presented later. 
By Mr. Ashburn: 
Q. The second variation which yon refer to, Mr. Agelasto, 
is in deed from the Masury Corporation to Gladys M. Webber, 
which is found at page 173. · 
A. That is correct. 
Q. That instrument contains all the c.onditions and res-cric-
tions, Nos. 1, to 10, does it not Y 
. A. It does. · 
Q. And it contains the same explanation of restrictl:ons 
Nos. 4 and 6 as are in the Purcell deed just ref erred to Y 1 
A. That -is correct. 
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Mr. Ashburn: We tender tha.t in evidence, if your Honor 
please, as recorded in the deed book without presenting a; 
copy. You may cross examine the witness. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Maupin: 
Q. In the plat of Ubermeer, which was recorded 
page 38 r in Map Book 7, page 150, how many lots were set 
forth on that plat1 I might be able to shorten 
this. We have counted them as 306. Does that accord with 
your :figures Y 
A. 306 would be approxim~tely correct. 
Q. 306? You have no objection to that figure being placed 
as the correct number _of lots o.µ that plat t 
A! So far as I know, that is th~ ~o:i;rect figure. 
Mr. Ashburn: We haven't cotmtec'I them. Subject to checki 
we will agree that is correct. ; 
Mr. Maupin: It ma.y b'e assumed.there are 306 iot~, suhjeqt 
to check. · ) 
By Mr._l\faupin: . 
Q. In the deeds given by ~artha Miller Masury,· bargain 
and sale deeds, conveying· .certain lots in that plat prior to'. 
the deeds given by her to the· Mc.Caa Corporation, how manY, 
lots were conveyed Y 
Mr. Maupin: Mr. Ashburn, we will follow the same pro-
cedure as was followed in the last question. That has been. 
checked, the number of individual lots conveyed by her on 
that plat p;rior t~ her conveyance to the McCaa Corporation,. 
and it has been stated as 22. Does that coincide with what 
you found?; 
Mr. Ashburn: Subject to ·our check, we will accept the figure. · ·· · · · ·· · 
A. All of that is set forth in my testimony on direct ex-
amination as to individual lots. 
Mr. Maupin: There may be more than one conveyance. 
Mr. Ashburn: He did give the lot and block 
pag·e 39 ~ numbers as to th~se ~2. 
By Mr. :Maupin: 
Q. How many lots were included and conveyed by the con-
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veyances from Martha Miller J\fasury to the McCaa Corpora-
tion Y: 
A. Have you also checked on that figurer 
Q. I think so. Our :figure shows 284 lots. 
A. That would be approx~ately correct. 
Q. That is approximately correct Y 
A. Yes. 
Mr. Maupin: That may be accepted, Mr. Ashburn, subject 
to checkY 
Mr. Ashburn: Yes. 
By Mr. Maupin: . 
Q. As I understand it, Martha Miller Masury, according· 
to your testimony, conveye-d 22 lots, accepting that as the 
· correct figure, subject to certain conditions and restrictions 
set out in the deeds, and 284 lots by conveyances which con~ 
tained no reference whatever to any conditions or restric-
tions! 
A. That is correct, 284 lots conveyed to the McCaa Realty 
- Corporation. 
Q. '!'hat is correct. Now, how many lots were conveyed 
by the Masury Corporation to the L. D. Corporation by deeds 
. concerning which you have testified? 
pag·e 40 r A. In order to give you that information, Mr. 
Maupin, I will have to refer to some of my other 
title notes. 
Mr. Maupin: Perhaps we can do it the same way. 
Mr. Ashburn: 127 is correct. There were all but one in 
lots '5 to 10, inclusive. 
Mr. Maupin: According to the figures we have, there were 
127 lots conveyed by the Masury Corporation to the L. D. 
Corporation by four or five deeds, ref erred to first by deed 
for block 5, second by deed for the lots that they owned in 
blocks( 6, 7, 8, 9', and 10, and that included all the lots in block 
5 to 10, inclusive, with the exception of one lot. 
By Mr. Maupin: 
Q. Is that correct? 
A. ·That is correct . 
. Mr. Maupin: 126 lots may be stated· as the correct number, 
subject to check and verification. 
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By Mr. Maupin: 
Q. Those were sold without ref e_rence to any restrictions 
at all; is that -correctf 
A.. Yes. 
Q. You have testified that there are two lots which were 
sold by· the Masury Corporation, one at the northeast corner 
of Atlantic A.venue and 54th Street, and the other at the 
southeast corner of Atlantic Avenue and 54th 
page 41} Street, without any reference whatever to any re-
strictions. Is that correct?. · · 
A. That is right. 
· Q .. .And they were, respectively, lot 19, in block 4, and lot 
12, in block 3; is that correcU 
A. That is correct. 
Q. Have you a reference in your notes to a deed dated in · 
February of 1930, which conveyed lot No. 14, in bloc.k No .. 
4 to Bertha R. Barclav1 
A. Yes, in Deed Book 160, at page 102. 
Mr. Maupin: With your permission, Mr. Ashburn, I will 
mark the Deed Bopk on the margin. 
By Mr. Maupin: 
Q. That is Deed Book 160? 
A. Yes. 
· Q. At page what? 
A. Page 102. 
Mr. Maupin: '\Ve should like to introduce that deed in evi-
dence. 
Note: The paper was marked ''Defendant's Exhibit A." 
Mr. Ashburn: If I understand this, you mean this con-
veyance from the Realty Corporation is the first conveyance 
of propertv now owned by the defendant Renn? 
w Mr. Maupin: It was conveyed by this deed from 
page 42 ~ the Masury Corporation to Bertha R. Barclay and 
conveyed from Bertha R. Barclay to the defendant 
Renn. 
By Mr. Maupin: . 
Q. In the deeds which were given by the Masury Corpora-
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tion to individual purchasers of lots which did ref er to re-. 
strictions, will you state whether the language in all <?f those 
deeds was identical with the language which refers to the 
restrictions in this deed from the Masury Corporation to 
Bertha R. Barclay, Exhibit A, which I now hand you¥ 
A. The restrictions in this deed appear to be the same as 
restrictions in the other deeds. 
Q. · I ask you if the language regarding· restrictions i.s 
-identical with the language in that deed Y If it was not, I 
would like to have the discrepancy pointed out . 
.A. Mr. Maupin, due to misspelled words and typographical 
errors the language in this deed may not be identical with 
any other deed. 
Q. I am perfectly willing to eliminate typographical errors 
and misspelled words, but I want to know whether the same 
language· was used in all of the deeds with reference to re-
strictions. · 
A. Do you care about restrictions other than 4, 5, and 101 
Q. No. I will limit the question to 4, 5, and 10. 
A. The restrictions in this deed set forth under 
page 43 ~ Nos. 4, 5, and 10, are with the exception of typo-
gTa phi cal errors the same as all of these deeds, 
to which no exception has been made in my previous testi-
mony. 
Q. And the language which refers to restrictions is identi-
cal, isn't it f 
A. I can't say, 1\fr. Maupin, that it is identical, but it is 
substantiallv identical. 
Q. If it is changed in any way then, you didn't observe iU 
A. It is my view that all of the deeds incorporated the 
· same lahgnag·e to the effect that the property was conveyed 
subject to the conditions and restrictions: 
Q. Did it read just as it' reads in tha.t deed Y That is what I 
am aftei·. 
A. This deed reads, '' Subject, however-
Q. Wait a minute. Here is particularly what I have refer-
ence to : This deed conveys a certain lot and describes it by 
lot and block number, to whieh reference is made for a more 
particular description, and then it proceeds, "It being part 
of the property which was conveyed to the said Corporation, 
which C6rporation was formerly known as the McCaa Realty 
Corporation . by Martha Miller Masury and John Miller 
Masury, her husband, by their deed dated the 27th day 'Of 
February, 1928, and duly of record in the hereinabove mem-
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tioned Clerk's Office in Deed Book 149, page 429, 
page 44 ~ subject, however, to the following conditions and 
. restrictions as set out.'' Is that the identical lan-
guage used in the other deeds! 
.A. I can't sav it is because I didn't examine the deeds 
that closely. " , 
Q. Do you know of any deed where the language varied t 
. .A. No. 
Q. You can't° testify there was any variation in that Ian-· 
guage from any other deed T 
A. No, I can't. 
Q. Given by the Masury Corporation! 
A. No, I can't. 
Q. What is the character of the property which is covered 
by this plat of Ubermeer, Mr. AgelastoY Is it all sandY 
A. I don't know. Some of it is sand and some of it isn't 
sand. I could not sav. 
Q. With the except of certain owners who ma:y have im-
proved their lot by putting top-soil on, it is all sand on both 
sides and all through? · 
.A.. I cannot answer that, Mr. l\faupin. 
Q. You don't know 7 
A. No. 
Q. Do you know what sort of- stmctures now occupy the 
two lots regarding· which you have testified, being lot 10, in 
block 4, and lot 12, in block 3 Y 
page 45 ~ A. No, not of my own knowledge. 
Q. You are not familiar with the physical as-
pects of! the property, I take it i 
A. No, sir. 
·Q. Is that correct! 
.A.. That is correct. 
Q. Will you give me the deed book and page of the two 
deeds from the Masury Corporation to the L. D. Corporation f 
A. The deed from the Masury Corporation to the L. D. 
Corporation covering property set forth in ·block 5 on the 
plat is in Deed Book, 155, at page 203. 
Mr. Maupin: I will put that on the deed. 
Mr. Ash burn: All right.. ' 
By Mr. Maupin: 
Q. That was deed book what f 
A. 155, at page 203. 
Q. That was the one that conveyed block 5 Y 
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A. Yes. 
Q. All right, sir. . 
A., The seconcl instrument to the L. D. Corporation. was 
Deed Book 157, at page 337, covering blocks 6, 7, 8, 9, and 
10. 
Mr. Maupin: These are the Clerk's copies of those two 
deeds which I should like to introduce in evidence. 
Note: The papers were marked ''Defendants' 
page 46 ~ Exhibit B," and "Defendants' Exhibit C." 
Mr. Maupin: They are marked, respectively, Exhibit B, 
being the first one in point of time, and Exhibit C', being the 
second in point of time. 
Mr. Ashburn, as long as we are introducing these deeds, 
here is the deed -from Ba.relay to Renn, which is the original 
deed, and which I will introduce at this time. 
Mr. Ashburn: That is all right. 
Mr. Maupin: I have here a deed, if your Honor please, 
dated July 21st, 1933, from Bertha R. Barclay and E. B. 
Barclay, her husband, to Florence H. Renn, recorded in the 
Clerk's Office of this court in Deed Bo.ok 172, at page 297, 
which is the deed in Defendants' chain of title and which I 
will introduce at this time. · 
Note: The paper was marked "Defendants' Exhibit D." 
By Mr. Maupin: 
Q. Do you know whether, Mr. Agelasto, there is any prop-
erty on the plat of Ubermeer which still remains in the name 
of the Masury Corporation, or whetper it has been conveyed 
•by various deeds, all of the property which is covered by 
that platY 
A. I could not answer that offhand. I think the Masury 
· Corporation has sold probably all the property. 
page 47 ~ They may have some lots or they may not. I 
don't know. 
ARTHUR 1\fASURY, 
sworn on behalf of the complainants, testified as follows : 
Examined by Mr. Ashburn: 
Q. Mr. Masury, state your name, please. 
A. Arthur Masury. 
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Q. What is your age, and where is your place of residence 7 
A. 44 years old, Pocahontas Drive and Holly Road, Vh'-
ginia Beacli, Virginia. 
Q. Mr. Masury, what was your relation to Mrs. Martha 
Miller Masury Y 
A. I "\\'3.S a son. 
Q. Is Mrs. J\fasury living at this time Y 
A. No. 
Q. What is your connection with the Ma.snrv '1orpora- . 
tion! 
A. Se.cretary of the Corporation and general sales agent. 
Q. What was your connection with the McCaa Realty Cor-
poration? 
A. I would have to refer to mv records. I don't 
page 48 } believe I was a.n officer. I was sales representa-
tive, I believe. 
Q. Mr. Masury, you handled the sale of the lots on the 
original plat of Ubermeer for your mother during the time 
that the property wa.s in her individual ownershlpi 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you subsequently direct and control the sales made 
by the Masury Corporation when it became the holder of 
the title to the property Y , 
A. Yes. 
Q. It has been testified that the company under its :fh·st ., 
charter was known as the McCaa Realty Corporation and 
that the name was changed by charter amendment to the 
l\fasury Corporation. Is that correct t · 
A .. That is correct. , 
Q. It is one and the same company, then t 
A. That is correct. 
Q. Who were the owners of the stock in that company? 
A. Martha Miller Masury. 
Q. So the formation of the corporation was to transfer 
the legal title from the individual to a corporation, and the 
corporation was owned and controlled by Martha Miller 
Masury? 
A. In its entirety. . 
Q. Beginning approximately in the year 1928, what was 
the plan of the Masury Corporation for develop-
page 49 ~ ment of the property shown on the plat of Uber-
meer, and what was done in furtherance of that 
plan! 
A. I can't be absolutely correct as to the date, but the 
original intention was to develop the. property; that is, pave 
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the streets . and put in water mains from 51st to 55th Streets, 
· which we did. 
Q. For what purpose were those improvements to be made1 
A. They were to be used by individuals in building houses 
on the lots sold. 
Q~ From the standpoint of the corporation why were those 
improvements. desirable Y 
A. To make the property more salable and more desirable 
for residential purposes for whieh it was •being marketed. 
Q. In what areas on this plat, Mr. Masury, were streets 
built and water mains laidf 
.A.. From the ocean front back to Holly Avenue. 
Q~ I would like you to indicate that to the court. 
A. From 55th 1Street through 52nd Street. 
Q. What was the nature of the streets constructed in that 
area or location Y 
A. They were concrete, 16 feet wide, State specifications 
as to thickness;· highway constrnc.tion .. 
Q. How as to water mainsT 
A. They were claC3s B mains, which is cast iron pipe. 
Q~ Residential construction mains 7 
page 50 ~ A. Yes. 
Q. What w.as the investment of the· corpora-
tion on improving the property to market it as residential 
property! 
A. $85,000.00 .for streets and $13,000.00 for water mains. 
Q. From the period from 1926 to the present time, Mr. 
Masury, has Mrs. Martha Miller 1\1:asury first, and the cor-
poration secondly, disposed of all the property, or practi-
cally all of its holdings as shown on the original platT 
A. All of them. 
Q. All of its holdings Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. In the marketing of this property where was the bu~i-
ness office of the company located for tl1e purpose of con-
ducting sales f 
A. Originally on the southeast corner of 54th Street and 
Atlantic Avenue. 
Q. Wbat was the reason for the conveyance of the lot at 
the southeast intersection of 54th Street and Atlantic Ave-
nue, which is lot 12, in block 3, from the corporation to you · 
as an unrestricted lot Y 
A. Because I was acting in t~e capacity of sales agent. 
! 
I 
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Mr. Maupin: I object to that because the reason doesn't 
matter. I don't think the reasons bind us. 
The Court: I think the objection is well taken. 
page 51 ~ If you want to get it in the record, all right. 
By Mr. Ashburn: 
Q. I guess you may answer. 
A. I was acting as sales agent for the corporation and I 
was conducting our real estate activities from that loca-
tion. 
Q. What structure was placed on the lot? 
A. A real estate office. 
Q. What structure is on the lot at this time? 
A. The same building. 
Q. Is it in use at this time? 
A. Yes, in the summer. 
Q. In the summer season f 
A. Yes. 
Q. For .what purposet 
A. The sale of real estate. 
Q. Immediately on tbe north side of 54th Street is lot 
No. 19 ·in block 4, and thflt appears likewise to have been 
conveyed without the inclusion of conditions and restrictions 
in the deed. Why was that¥ , 
A. That was conveyed for the same reason, the same pur-
pose that the previous lot was conveyed. I have lost the 
other lot through foreclosure. 
Q. You had lost the other lot through foreclosure and ypu 
had to have another one for vour real estate office~ 
page 52 ~ A. That is correct. · 
Q. Is that lot No. 19, in block 4, in use at the 
present time Y 
A. I lost that, too. I had to sell it. I didn't lose it through 
foreclosure. 
Q. Has any structure ever been built on iU 
A. A real estate office. 
Q. Mr. Masury, during the period in which the, lots in this 
sub-division in the improved area were being sold pretty 
rapidly, what sort of advertising did the company present 
to the public with respect to whether or not they were re-
stricted, and the nature of the restriction? · 
1\fr. Maupin: I dbjeet to that unless the advertisement::; 
themselves are shown. They are the best evidence of what 
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the advertisements were. I don't think we should have sec-
ondary evidence of what they contained. 
The Court: I sustain the objection to the question. Go 
ahead and get it in the record, if you want to. You may an-
swer for the record. 
A. Repeat it. 
By Mr. Ashburn: 
Q. What representation was made to prospective pur-
chasers by the advertisements as to whether or not the prop-
erty was restricted, and the nature of the restrictions Y 
A. The original office on lot 12 iu block 3 had 
page 53 r two signboards, one on each side, presenting the 
property as being a highly restricted residential 
section. 
Q. vV ere those sig·ns continued there during the period 
in which the bulk of the sales were made? 
.A. They were located and continued ·there until the prop-
erty was foreclosed and bought .in by S. L. Nusbaum & Com-
pany, at which time they changed them. 
Q. Mr. 1\fasury, was there any departure on the part of 
the Corporation from the plan of selling this property as. 
highly restricted residential property, except as has been 
here enumerated? 
A. No. 
Q. How did it l1appen that the northern six blocks were 
solQ. in bulk to the L. D. Corporation f 
A. Block 5 was originally sold to the L. D. Corporation 
to construct a hotel. Later on they bought the other five 
blocks with the same intention. 
Q. Were those six blocks within the area which the Cor-
poration was then engaged in marketing for residential pur-
poses? 
Mr. Maupin: I object to that. I don't think what was 
in tl1e minds of the sellers of this property with regard to 
management should be binding on us. We have got one plat 
here. 
Mr. Ashburn: I think it is admissible to show 
page 54 r what they were trying to develop out there. 
The Court : I sustain the objection. Any time 
I sustain an objection note an exception for that, Mr. !(night, 
either for or a~rainst either side. You may put it in the 
record. 
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( The last question was read.) 
A. I didn't get that exactly. 
By l\fr. Ash burn: ' 
Q. Were those six blocks in the area w11ich the Corpora-
tion had improved and was then engaged in marketing in 
individual lots for residential purposes? 
A. No. 
Mr. Maupin: Same objection for the same reason, and I 
understand it is sustained. 
The Court : Yes. 
Mr. Ashburn: Note our exception. 
By Mr. Ashburn: 
Q. Mr. Masury, who are tlie other officers of the Masury 
Corporation authorized to join in any conveyance.s which it 
might be necessarv to make Y 
A. Martha Miller l\fasury was president, and at one time 
Mr. Joseph Deal, .Jr., was vice-president, and he was super-
seded bv Mr. P. W. Ackiss. I was secretary throughout the 
enti~ l~fe of the Corporation. 
page 55} CROSS EXAMINATION. 
Bv Mr. Maupin: 
0 Q. Mr. Masury, the lot which is involved in this proceed-
ing, which is now own eel by Fl9rence H. Renn, is lot No. 14, 
in block No. 4. If you will ref er to the copy of the plat 
which you have you will find, I think, that is on the north 
side of 54th Street. Is that correct? 
A. That is correct. 
Q. The entrance to all of the lots which lie on 54th Street 
to tJ1e east of Atlantic Avenue-they are reached from At-
lantic A venue which is the main thoroughfare going· along .· 
the entire waterfront from Cape Henry down below Virginia 
Beach. Is that correct? 
A. That is correct. 
Q. On the two lots which, so to speak, are sentinels, there 
a.re two small wooden structures in the nature of offices, are 
there not? 
A. Yes. 
Q. They have been there for some time? 
A. Yes. 
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I • Q. How many years i . 
A. The first one since the beginning of the corporation in 
19~6, I believe, and the second one, I would· say, was built 
in 1937 or 1938. I don't just rJmember the date. 
· Q. The structure which is on lot 12, in iblock 3, 
·page 56 } which is the lot at the southeast corner of 54th 
1 Street and Atlantic Avenue, is occupied by S. L. 
Nusbaum as a real estate office, is it nott 
A. That is correct. 
Q. And used by that concern for general real estate pur-
poses .and in no way connected ·with the sale of lots on the 
plat of Ubermeer by the owners of the entire number of lots 
on that plat? In other words, what I am getting at is that 
S. L. Nusbaum is not connected with the Masury Corpora-
tion for the sale of anv lots it owns? 
A. Not any more. He was originally. 
Q. I understand he is not now? 
A. No. 
Q. S. L .. Nusbaum Company own that lot now unrestricted! 
A~ As far as I know, yes. 
Q. And maintains u wooden building on it? 
A. Yes. . 
Q. Who owns lot No. 19, in block 4 Y • 
A. Insofar as I know, the owner of that lot today is 
Courtney Stormont. · 
Q. Fo1· what purpose is the small wooden structure on 
that lot, 
A. I built it there originally as a real estate office. 
Q. ,vhat was it being used for last summer or is now? 
A. It has not been used since I sold it to Stormont. 
Q. It is in a fairly dilapidated condition, isn't 
page 57 ~ it? 
· A. Yes. 
Q. ·what occupies the ocean frontage of lots 5 and 6 at 
the present time? 
A. I think you .are ref erring -to block 6 only. 
Q. Block 6 and 7? 
.A. Block 6 only. The Surf Beaeh Club. I don't think it 
covers block 7. 
Q. You are not sure about that? 
A. It didn't originally, and does not unless they l1av.e 
~~~d~ . 
Q. The frontage of block 6 on the ocean front is-
A. 280 feet. 
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Q. 280 feet, is it not Y 
A. I think there are 56 feet in each lot, isn't there~280 
feet. · 
Q. 280 feet? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What isithe Surf Beach Club; what sort of undertaking 
or project is that? 
A. It is the usual beach elub for the purpose of dancing, 
surf bathing, and dining, I guess. 
Q. It has got a large structure there, has it not? 
A. Yes. 
. Q. And behind the structure which fronts on 
page 58 ~ the beach there is a very large parking lot which 
extends westerly to Atlantic A venue; is that cor-
rectf 
A. Tihat is correct. 
·Q. That Surf Beach Club operates during the summer at 
the same time that most of the residences which have ·been 
erected on the plat of Ubermeer are occupied by people dur-
ing the summer months; is that correct? 
A. That is correct. 
Q. In the majority of cases, I take it, there is no winter 
occupancy of the residences that have been erected in Uber-
meerY 
A. You are incorrect there. Most of them arc occupied. 
Q. A good many of them are occupied only in the summer 
time? 
A. What? 
Q. A g·ood many of them are occupied only in the summer 
time? 
A. No. I think the most of them are occupied the year 
around. 
Q. A good many aren't, though. 
A. No. 
Q. And the Surf Beach Club has dance bands that operate 
there from comparatively early in the evening-, around 9 :00 
o'clock, to the small hours of the night every week-end? 
· A. I tliink so, yes. . 
page 59 ~ Q. It is no uncommon thing to ba.ve as many as 
2,000 people in attendance on tlmO 
A. I don't know. I have never been there at uig·ht. 
Q. You do know, as a matter of. observation, there are 
very large crowds there? 
A. Yes. · 
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Q. And the parking space which extends back from_ the 
Beach Club to Atlantic Avenue is frequently entirely filled 
with automobiles Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. And the people from those automobiles are inside there 
dancing, or whatever they do there¥ ~ 
A. Yes, presumably._ 
P. W. ACICTSS, 
sworn on behalf of the complainants, testified as follows: 
Examined by Mr. Ashburn: · 
Q. State your name, age, residence and occupation. 
A. P. W. Ackiss, Virginia Beach, 40, attorney. 
Q. Mr. Ackiss, what is your connection with the 
page 60 } Masury Corporation? · · 
. _ A. For the past ten years I have acted as vice-
president. · 
Q. Have you also acted as attorney for the company and 
clrawn all of the deeds of conveyances in the last ten years? 
A. I have. ' 
Q. During that ten year period what was the plan of the 
corporation in respect to the marketing and disposition of 
lots on the plat of Ubermeer ~outh of blocks Nos. 5 and lOf 
Mr. Maupin: Same objection and for the same reason. 
The Court: And the same ruling. 
A. The deed which was drawn up by Martha Miller Masury 
set forth ten restrictions, and those restrictions were incor-
porated in all deeds which I drew during that time with 
probably one or two exceptions which I think have been stated 
in the record. 
By M:r._Ashburn: 
Q'. Were they so incorporated in the deeds drawn by you 
as a part of the plan and design of the Masury Corporation 
of which you were an officer? 
· A. They were. 
Mr. Maupin: Objection. 
The Court: The objection is sustained. 
page 61 ~ Mr. Ashburn: Exception. 
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By Mr.· Ashburn: 
Q. State whether or not, Mr. Ackiss, they were so incor-
porated in the conveyances made by the real estate company 
as a part of the plan, or design of that company f 
.A. They were. 
Q. Now, Mr. Ackiss., at what location do you, yourself, re-
side? 
A. 54th Street and Atlantic.A.venue, lots 1 and 2, in block 
12. 
Q. A.re you now constructing a new residence which you 
expect to occupy with your family f 
A.. I am. 
Q. Where is that being erected? . 
A. On lot 14, block 13. 
Q. Does the existence of the restrictions in this area have 
anything to do with your plans for residing within the area t 
A. They do. 
Q. What, if anything, do they have to do with it? 
A. I have recently sold lots 1 and 2, in block 12, and I 
own-
By Mr. Maupin: 
Q. Recently did what Y 
A. Recently sold lots 1 and 2, in block 12, and I 
page 62 } own lot 14, in block 13. All have identically the 
same restrictions. If the restrictions were not 
enforceable I would not have attempted to build on the lots 
on- which I am now erecting my home. 
Bv Mr. Ashburn:· 
·Q. Mr. Ackiss, during the ten-year period in which you 
have been an officer of the Masury Corporation, how has 
the section developed with respect to the character of struc-
tures there and the purpose for which the property is being 
usedf 
A. Well, sine~ the first few houses were built in there; 
and I think there were six in number which were put up to 
start the development, the character of the residences in 
that area are of the better type. residences; that is, the'. ma-
jority of them will probably be from $6,000.00 up. 
Q. Have a good many residences been constructed in the 
area south of 55th Street? 
A. All of the development, or probably 95% of the devel-
opment, since I have been vice-president has been south of 
55th Street or 54th Street-55th Street. 
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Q. Has the development been extensive with respect to the 
number of residences that have been built¥ 
A. It has. I can't state the number, but in the last ten 
years probably 60%, or over half; I would say over half. 
Q. Of the lots have been built on! 
page 63 ~ A. That is right. 
Q. I have here some photographs which hap-
pen to be in existence, and ask you if you can identify them 
separately as residences in the area, and to whom they be-
long. 
l\fr. Maupin: We object to that. We are not bound by 
what kind of residences there are there or what the appear-
ance of residences somebody else has built on_ this property 
is. I don't think it has any bearing on any issue before the 
court and we object to the introduction of any pictures of 
other structures on the property. 
The Court: Objection overruled. One of the restrictions 
limits or requires the plans to be submitted, does it nott I 
think it would be relevant to show that that Ims been com-
plied with. I overrule your objection. You may note an ex-
ception. 
J\fr. Maupin: There is no allegation in the bill that it was 
not complied with in our case here, as far as I know. I note 
an exception. 
The Court: State whose they are. 
A. Thi.s is the first time I have seen these photographs. 
I recogmze the first one as the home of F. L. Toepleman, 
which is on the ocean front near 52nd Street. 
By Mr. Ashburn: 
Q. That is right. The owner's name is on the back with 
tl1e elevation and the name of the architect. 
page 64 ~ A. The next photograph is that of the home of 
,J. B. Ackiss. 
Q. Your hrother? 
A. Yes, my brother, on 54th Street. 
Q. He is one of the parties to ·t11is suit? 
.A. He is. The next photog·raph is that of :Mrs. Winifred 
Bryan on tl1e ocean front near 54-th Street, and at the present 
time, adjoining-, she is erecting an expensive building, which 
is under- -
Q. Under construction? 
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A. Under construction. The next photograph is the home 
of Mr. Clark on the water front, Glasgow -Clark. 
Q. Mr. Glasgow -Clark 1 . · 
A. Yes. The next is the home of Miss Josephine G. Clark. 
The next is the residence of Mr. L. B. Wickersham located 
on the corner of Holly A venue and 54th Street. 
·Note : The photographs were marked '' Ackiss No. 1,'' to 
''Ackiss No. 6,'' both inclusive. 
By Mr. Ashburn: . 
Q. Now, Mr. Ackiss, do you know the location of the prop-
erty owned by the defendant, Florance H. Renn? 
A. I do. 
Q . .As an officer of the Masury Corporation, did it come 
to your attention in the summer of 1941 that Mrs. Renn ap-
, parently proposed a change which would be, as 
. page 65 } you thought, a violation of these restrictions 1 
A. That is right. 
Mr. Maupin: The form of that question, I think, is highly 
obj ectiona.ble. 
By the Court: 
Q. What lot is that, Mr. Ackiss, as a matter of fact? 
A. It is on the plat there. 
By Mr. Ashburn: 
Q. Lot 14 of block 4, isn't it f 
.A. Yes, on 54th Street. 
Mr. Maupin: Tl1a.t question assumes a state of fact which 
has not been shown to exist. 
Mr. Ashburn: The question was purely for the purpose of 
following it with notice about the restrictions. 
Bv :M:r. Ashburn: 
.. Q. Now, ,vhen that came to your attention, and through 
you the attention of the Masury Corporation, what, if any-
thing, was then done with respect to putting the owner on 
notice? 
A. I wrote Mr. Renn on behalf of the Masury Corpora-
tion setting forth that his property had certain res frictions, ' 
called his attention to it, and I thought that that was a vio-
lation. · 
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Q. Do you recall the date of the letter Y 
page 66 ~ A . .No, I don't have it. I didn't bring it. 
Mr. Ashburn: ]\fr. Galt, do you have that here Y If you 
have it we would like to introduce it. 
The letter, if your Honor please, is dated August 17th, 
1941, and we would like to offer it as ''Complainants,. Eoc-
hibit N<;>. 5". 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Maupin: 
Q. Mr. Ackiss, you have testified with reference to certain 
photographs of residences that have been erected by various 
owners on their lots in Ubermeer. Would you say that those 
photographs are typical of the average house in Ubermeer Y· 
A. I think they a.re the better class of homes in Ubermeer, 
those shown by the photographs. 
Q. In other words, you g·ot the cream of the crop in the 
photog·raphs 1 
A. They are better class houses. I don't say they got 
them all. 
Q. But such as you have got are among the very best, are 
they not? · 
A. I should say so, yes. 
Q. I hand you a photograph which purports to be a photo-
. g-raph of the property of Florence H. Renn, the 
page 67 }- defendant in this case, and ask you if you recog-
nize that as a p~otograph of her house? 
A. It is. 
Q. ·That house was erected in or about 1930, was it not.? 
A. 1929, or 1930, something like that. 
Q. There was no objection on the part of Ubermeer Cor-
poration to the plan or elevation of the house at the time it 
was erected? 
A. At the time I was not connected with the Masurv Cor-
poration. · 
Q. As far as you know from your connection with the 
l\fasury Corporation, you never heard of any objection to 
it, did you? 
A. That was three years before I was connected with it. 
Q. You know of no objection ~hat the Masury Corporation 
has ever made to iU 
A. I understood that Mr. Barclay attempted to make a 
duplex house and so started in his construction. 
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Q. That was not what I asked you .. 
Mr. Ashburn: That was a response to your question. 
By Mr. Maupin: · 
Q. I asked you if the house which was erected by Mr. Bar-
clay, and the house of which this is a photograph, 
page 68 } was objectionable to the Masury Corporation? 
A. I heard so, yes-
Q. What was- · 
A. During· the time of construction. 
Q. W'hat was the objection to iU 
A. That he attempted to build or erect a two family house. 
Q. In what way was it a two family house? _ 
A. By the design on the interior, and an officer of the 
Masury Corporation at that time stopped him from what he 
was attempting· to build, and he made it into a one family 
residence. 
Q. Precisely. 
A. Therefore, making it easily convertible at this time 
. for a duplex house. 
Q. Precisely. That comes back to my original question 
which was, the house that was in fact erected by Mr. Barclay 
was not objectionable? 
A.. It was. 
Q. The house that was erected was objectionablef 
A. Not as completed. 
Q. I say as erected, not as projected. 
A.. As erected. 
Q. As erected it was not objectionable? 
A. As far as I know. · 
· page 69 ~ Q. This represents the general style of the 
houseY 
A. Yes. 
Mr. Maupin: I would like to have this photograph marked. 
Note: The photograph was ma.rked ''Defendants' Ex-
hibit E". 
By Mr. Maupin: 
Q. You have testified that you wrote to Mr. Renn, who 
is the husband of the defendant in this case, Florence H. 
Renn, a letter which has been introduced in evidence calling 
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his attention to certain restrictions which you claimed ex-
isted in the plat of Ubermeer and which applied to the prop-
erty of his wife. Were you authorized to do that by any cor-
porate action of the Masury Corporation or did you just do 
it yourself! . . 
.A. I did it upon consultation with Mr. Masury who was 
the direct representative of his mother who owned all of the 
stock. 
Q. Just an informal consultation with Mr~ Masury, but· 
no corporate ac.tion was taken definitely authorizing you to 
do iU . 
.A. ·That is right. 
Q. Now, at that time, at the time you wrote that letter, I 
understand the Masury Corporation had sold its property 
entirely and had no property which is shown on 
page 70 ~ this plat of Ubermeer which has been introduced 
in evidence? 
.A. That is correct. 
Q. Did it maintain an office f 
A. It did. 
Q. WhereY 
1 A. What office it had was at my office. Q. Did it transact any business Y As a matter of fact, did 
it have any business to transact T 
A. That was last year. It has sold it .remaining proper-
ties. · 
Q. It had sold all of its property then, had it not! 
A. It had sold considerable in the vear 1941 in order to 
~~~ ~ 
Q. At that time it had sold all of its property! 
A. It had. 
Q. It didn't own any other property at the beach Y 
A. Except what it got from Arthur Masury. · 
Q. Except these deeds which have been introduced in evi-
dence? 
A. I think it had sold all of its other holdings at that par-
ticular time. 
Q. You testified that the majori,ty of the· buildings on lots 
which are shown on the plat of Ubermeer, I understand, was 
in the area south of 55th Street? 
A. You are talking about residences f 
page 71 ~ Q. Yes. 
A. Yes. 
Q. The majority of lots on the plat are ·also south of 55th 
Street, are they not 1 
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A. From the plat it looks like about four-sevenths are 
south and three-sevenths, just roughly, by block numbers. 
Q. That is easily obtainable by counting the lots on the 
plat. 
A. You have seven waterfronts, and 41 south of 54th. 
Q. You have got three extra blocks south of 54th, blocks 
17, 15, and 16, which contain together 20 lots? 
A. 17, 15, and 16, and the three blocks only contain 20 lotsf 
Q. Yes. 
A. I have reference to 23 lpts in one block, whereas these 
three blocks only contain 20. 
Q. East of Holly Avenue there are six blocks south of 
54th Street, a1·e there not? 
A. ,East of Holly Avenue? 
Q. Yes. 
A. That is right. 
Q. And there are eight blocks, north of Holly Avenue T 
A. No. You have the wrong Avenue. Holly Avenue is 
parallel to Atlantic. 
Q. North of 54th Street, I intended to say. 
page 72 ~ A. Yes. · 
Q. Eight blocks t 
A. Yes, that is correct. 
Q. Do you visit the Surf Beach Club? 
A. I didn't the past summer. 
Q. You haveY 
A. I have, yes. 
Q. I don't mean any reflection by the question. What is 
the character of that enterprise, l\:fr.· A.ckiss ·¥ 
A. It is like any other beach club, Mr. Maupin. It is simi-
lar to the Cavalier Beach Club and th~ Terrace Beach Qluh. 
Bv the Court: 
"'Q. What are they like? 
A. This past summer I stayed home right much and I 
don't know whether they changed in character, or not, but 
the general character, as far as I know, is all right. 
By Mr. Maupin: 
Q. I still don't mean any reflection, but I want to get in 
the record just what the character of the entertainment is 
or the operation that is condµcted there. Let me ask you 
first, what sort of improvements are erected on the property 
which· is covered by the Surf Club T 
A. It has a large ballroom floor, open, it has bath house 
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facilities for its o·uests, and it has other amusements such 
as g·anfes, and it has orchestras that play in . the 
page 73 ~ evening for the younger people. 
By the Court: 
Q. And slot machines 7 
A. I haven't seen those. Mr. Maupin may have, but I 
haven't. 
By Mr. Maupin: 
Q. I don't go there. I am not one of the younger people. 
It has quite a large building there, hasn't it, and it is on 
the waterfront¥ 
A. Yes. 
Q. It will accommodate certainly a couple of thousand 
guests, will it not, packing them in as they do? 
A. If it is packed, yes. 
. Q. And it does on occasions when they get a big band 
there¥ 
A. Yes. 
Q. Behind the buildings which are close to the waterfront, 
extending to Atlantic Avenue there is a very large parking 
space, is there not, for automobiles? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And on most any night that is pretty well :filled up, 
isn't it? 
A. I would say so, yes. 
Q. On Sunday afternoons they have concerts there, do· 
· they not? 
page 74 ~ A. Yes. 
Q. And every week night, say from 9 :00 o'clock 
at nig·ht, until sometime in the small hours of the morning, 
the bands play pretty continuously, don't theyT · 
A. No, I wouldn't say that. 
Q. What would you say? 
A. Until one o'clock. 
Q. Is that a small hour of the morning? 
A. I don't think so. 
, Q. But it does play practically continuously from say 9 :00 
o'clock in the evening until 1 :00 o'clock the next mornin~.? 
A. That is correct. 
Q. And that creates a very considerable traffic hazard 
throwrh that part of Atlantic Avenue, which is shown on the 
nlat of Ubermeer, does it not, the numbers of cars which go 
in and out of the Surf Club Y 
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A. ·Naturally, it does. Atlantic Avenue is the only thor-
oughfare between Virginia Beach and Cape Henry. 
Q. And right there on that property, whic];i is a part of 
the plat of Ubermeer, there are numerous people congre-
gated for their innocent amusements of dancing, drinking 
Coca-Cola, etc., at the Surf Club, with very large numbers -
of cars, and it is rather congested on tl1at property; is that 
Hght? 
.A. Yes. 
page 75 ~ Q. Now, look at block 5 there of the plat of Uber-
meer that you have· in your hand. That is very 
largely built up, isn't itf 
A. I think it is. I am not as familiar with north of 55th 
on the waterfront, but it strikes me it is the block down from , 
the Surf Club. 
Q. Which lot did you say you owned here and sold, Mr. 
-Ackiss? 
A. I sold 1 and 2 in block 12 on Atlantic Avenue. 
Q. One and 2 in block 12 on Atlantic Avenue? 
A. Yes, the corner of 54th and Atlantic. 
Q. That is at the southwest corner of 54th and Atlantic, 
and it is directly opposite to the little shacks that were built 
and are used as real estate offices; is that correcU 
A. That is right. 
Q. You then went back to Holly Boulevard and are build".' 
ing on lot 3-
A. Lot 14 in block 13. 
'Q. That is about as far away from the Surf Club as you 
could possibly g·et on that plat? 
A. No. 
Q. You could not go much further, could you? 
A. Yes. 
Q. How far¥ 
A. On this particular plat you could g·o that far 
page 76 ~ again, back to the Boulevard and 51st. 
Q. Not in that direction? 
A. Yes. Look at 1 and 2 in block 12, and right on down to 
the corner of the property. 
Q. How far~ east from the Surf Club going by the road? 
A. I would estimate a quarter of a mile. 
Q. How far is Renn from the Surf ,Club t 
A. Who? 
Q. Mrs. Renn 's house from the Surf Club Y How far is that¥ 
A. In a straig·ht line-The Surf Club is in blocks 6 and 7, 
1 think. 
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Q. That is my understanding. 
A. She is two blocks. · 
Q. She is two blocks Y 
A. Yes. . 
Q. Those blocks are 280 feet long, aren't theyf 
A. They vary. 
Q. Those particular ones are, aren't they? 
A. That is right. 
Q. Have you examined any changes made in Mrs. Renn 's 
house, and do you know what they. areY 
A. No, I haven't. 
Q. You are unable to say what changes, if any, have been 
made in it since the time of the dispatch of your 
page 77 ~ letter last August? 
A. I am unable to say. 
Q. Have you noticed any change that would be objection-
able to you as a property owner in Uberme·er? 
Mr. Ashburn: I object to that question. It is not whether 
it is objectionable to him as a property owner, but whether 
there is a violation of the conditions and restrictions. 
The Court: Objection sustained. 
By Mr. Maupirt: 
Q. Have you observed any changes that have been made 
which you consider a violation of any condition or restric-
tion in the Ubermeer property? 
A. You mean f rpm the construction of the house, from the 
appearance of it T 
Q . .Just say of your own knowledge do you know of any. 
A. No, I know of :nothing. 
RE-DIRECT EXAlilNATION. 
Bv Mr. Ashburn: 
"Q. With respect to the area shown on this plat of Uber-
meer, whic11 is Complainants' Exhibit No. l, south of 55th 
Street, which area I will, for convenience, call the restricted 
area, state w·hetber or not the character of the general use 
of th"at property has changed in the last ten-vear 
page 78 ~ period in any respect t " 
A. Not at all. 
Q. With reference to the Town of Virginia Beach and the 
residential areas outside of town and adjacent to it, how 
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does this compare as to types of buildings; that is to say, 
is it-
A. It is the only sub-division which has concrete streets 
going in both directions, has water plugs and water mains. 
There might be. others now, but .at the time of the develop-:-
ment it was the only sub-division between the town limits 
and Cape Henry which had .the conveniences that it now has. 
Q. It has been improved as w~at class of. residential sec-
. tion? 
A. A high-class residential section, I would say. 
Q. You have said that the Masury Corporation has dis-
posed of its holdings. That is true, is it not? 
A. That is true. 
Q. "\Vhat arrangement, if any, bas been made to create an 
agency to pass on the plan and elevation of future construc-
tion of this area? 
A. None. 
Q. State whether or not, in your opinion, it is proper and 
desirable for the benefit of the property owners who have· 
purchased from the l\fasury Qorporation that such an agency 
be created by the court? · 
page 79 ~ Mr. Maupin: That is absolutely beyond the scope 
of any issue here. 
The Court: I think the objection is well taken. 
Mr. Ashburn: -The issue is between ].\fr. Henn and these 
parties, and between the Masury Corporation and these par-
ties. · Tl1e Masury Corporation is a party defendant, and 
the court is asked to create such an ag:ency. 
l\fr. Maupin: . The l\fasurv Corporation is in existence, as 
far as this record shows. If it wants to create an agency it 
oug·ht to do so. It should not ask the court to assume the 
burden. 
The Court: I think in the proper case the court will as-
sume the burden, but in this case I don't think so . 
. Mr. Ashburn: We except. 
By J.\fr. Ashburn: 
. 9. I will a~k you for -the record whether, in your opinion, 
1t 1s proper for the benefit of the property owners to create 
an agency to pass on plans and specifications in the event the 
1\fa~ury Corporation discontinues its existence or has not 
further interest in the property? 
A. Most likely the Masury Corporation will let its charter 
\ 
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lapse as it has no other properties, and. some agency ~hould 
be set up in order to pass on the type of construction as 
provided in the 1~estrictions. 
page 80 ~ RE-CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Maupin: 
Q. As I understand, Mr. Ackiss, the l\fasury ·Corporation, 
as a matter of economy, is going to let its charter lapse, and 
such function as it ought properly to perform it wants dele-
gated some other agency! -
A. I say in all probability it will lapse. I don't say it would. 
It has no properties. There is no need to keep paying fran-
chise taxes on something which-when it doesn't own any-
thing. 
Q. For the purpose, as you say, of protecting all of these 
property owners which have already built, you think you 
would rather turn over your responsibility to some other 
agency; is that iU . 
A. I don't imagine it is going to be very remunerative in 
any event, and it seems that some agency could better act 
than the Masury Corporation. Mrs. Masury, the one to sign, 
is dead. 
Q. Did you draw up the deed to the L. D. Corporation Y 
A. No. 
Q. Who did? 
A. I don't know. 
Q. Were you connected ,vith the corporation at the time it 
was drawnl 
A. No. 
page 81 ~ By the Court: 
Q. You say it hasn't anything else to tax T 
A. It has no assets. 
Thereupon at 1 :00 P. l\L, a recess was taken to 2 :00 P. M. 
AFTERNOON SESSION. 
Met at close of recess. 
Present: Same parties as heretofore noted. 
page 82 ~ Mr. Ashburn: I want to call Mr. Renn as an 
adverse wit;ness. 
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called as an adverse witness, being first duly sworn, testi-
fied as follows: 
Examined by Mr. Ashburn: 
Q. You are Mr. W. L. Renn? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You are the husband of Florence H. Renn) who holds 
title to the property known as lot 14, in block 4, in the plat 
of Ubermeer? 
A. Right. , . 
Q. You are here today as her representative, I assume 7 
A. Yes. 
Q. Mr. Renn, she purchas~d that property from Bertha 
R. Barclay? 
A. Technically, yes, but from the Virg'inia National Bank 
actually. 
Q. Conveyance was made to her by Bertha R. Barclay! 
A. Yes. 
Q. And your counsel has introduced in evidence as Ex-
hibit D the original deed? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And that instrument recites that it is made 
page 83 } subject to the conditions and restrictions set out 
in the deed from the Masury Corporation to 
Bertha R. Barclay? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Mr~ Renn, your coimsel has also introduced in evidence 
a photograph showing the front view of the exterior of the 
structure on the lot? 
A. Yes. 
Q. You are familiar with that? 
A. Yes. . 
Q. What physical alteration of the premises have you 
caused to -be made since the spring of 1941 f 
A. You mean exterior, interior, or both? 
Q. Both. 
A. On the exterior there was an entrance to the upstairs 
which had a little slanting roof over a stoop which was rotting. 
I changed that entrance to a roof like that to correspond 
with the rest of the house with pillars leading up from the 
porch practically the same size as the previous pillars and 
the old roof. On the back of the house, which has-it is hard 
to explain it without doing a little drawing. 
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· By the Court: 
Q. Can you draw it Y 
A. Yes, Judge. 
Q. What was this outside stairway for, Mr. 
page 84 ~ Renn? 
A. For an entrance upstairs. 
Q. Is that the way it was originally built¥ 
A. Yes, sir. · 
Q. Was there an entrance downstairs also? 
A. There was an entrance from the interior of the house, 
two entrances to the upstairs. The back of the _house had a 
jib, so-called, sticking out. There was a little room, a fur-
nace room there. I evened off the rear of the house by 
building up here, and this was screened in above it. I closed 
it in physically with windows and shingles that made the back 
of the house perfectly straight. 
Q. Squared it up? 
A~ Squared it up; and on the interior of the hou$e I re-
moved the interior stairway in order to give me a larger 
dining room upstairs, moved one partition in order to en-
large the size of one of the rooms. Of course, I had the house 
redecorated and repainted. That is practically the entire 
changes. 
By Mr. Ashburn: 
Q. As a result of the changes there is now no entrance 
way or stairs to the second story from the inside of the 
house? · 
A. No. 
Q. The means of access to the second story is from the 
side entrance outside the house T 
pag·e 85 ~ A. Right. 
Q. You changed the house from a one family 
residence into a two f amilv residence? 
A. Yes. · 
Q. And subsequently actually rented tlle upstairs portion 
of the house, the second story portion, as a separate resi-
dence? - · 
A. Yes, to an Army Officer and bis wife. 
Q. And tlmt upstairs portion as altered bv you contained 
living ouarters for a separate family? .. 
A. Yes. · 
Q .. Including a kitchen and dining room facilities? 
A. Yes. 
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Q. And it was occupied by two separtae families for the 
period in which your tenants remained there? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And it was your purpose to rerent it when you could 
procure another tenant! 
A. Right. 
Q. Mr. Renn, your intention to make these alterations had 
been stated to residents of the neighborhood prior to the 
actual commencement of the construction, had it noU 
A. That is a rather difficult question to answet. I had 
said nothing to anybody as to what I had intended to do. , 
Mrs. Renn simply repeated the statement to a 
page 86 }- number of people that it ,could be very easily con-
verted into a two family apartment. 
By the Court: 
Q. You made no effort to conceal what you were doing? 
A. No, sir. 
Mr. Ashburn:· The pu,·pose of the question was to show 
notice of the additional changes. 
By Mr. Ashburn: 
Q. Mr. Renn, in that connection did you receive the letter 
which I hand you, from me, under date of August 5th, 1941 7 
A. Yes, sir. · 
Mr. Ashburn: We offer this as '' Coniplainants' Exhibit 
No. 6", which is notification of the objections. I would like 
your Honor to either read or permit me to read it. 
CROSS EXA~IINATION. 
By Mr. Maupin: 
Q. Mr. Renn, where is Mrs. Florence H. Renn now1 
A. Mrs. Renn is in a verv nervous condition. She went 
off on a trip and has not returned. 
Q. When did she leave 1 
A. I inquired of counsel if it was necessary for her to be 
here and they said they didn't think it was neces-
page 87 }- sary for her to be here. 
Q. When did she _leave? 
A. tT anuary 1st. 
Q. Where has she been? 
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A. With her son, Lt. Renn, in Abilene, Kansas. 
Q. Does she know anything· about these transactions in 
regard to the house except what you have told her? 
A. No .. 
Q. You have handled it yourself Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. In connection with the original purchase of the prop-
erty and in connection with the --alterations; is that rig·ht? 
A. Yes. · 
Q. You testified, as I understood you, that the house, as 
you acquired it, or when your wife acquired it, had a side en-
trance. which had a flat slanting roof and a little stoop? 
A. Yes. 
Q. "Which opened on to a flight of stairs leading upstairs Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. · And you remodeled it by making the roof and columns 
in harmony with the roof and columns on the main porch? 
A. Yes. 
Q. That is the only chang·e that was made,. and the size of 
the porch was about the same? 
page 88 ~ A. Yes. 
Q. I hand you a photograph and ask you if that 
shows what that side entrance looks like since it was re-
modeled? 
A. It is a picture of the ,entrance. 
By the Court: 
Q. The porch I see is here (indicating·). Is that right? 
A. The little one where you hav.e your thumb. That is the 
entrance. -
Q. This is the entrance upstairs? 
A. Yes. Formerly it was just a little slanting roof coming 
off the side of the house. 
By Mr. Maupin: 
Q. You cut no new door there, but simply changed the ap-
pearance of the porch which was already there and applied 
a roof to correspond and harmonize with the main porch t 
A. Yes. 
Mr. Maupin: I introduce that photograph. 
Note: The photograph was marked. "Defendants' Ex-
hibit F''. 
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By Mr. Maupin: 
Q. I hand you another photograph that shows more clearly 
t11c relationship of this side porch to the main porch that I 
undersfand was not changed at all. Is that correct? 
A. That is correct. That shows a little plainer, 
page 89 } Judge. 
The Court: This po1~h is not the same as the other pho-
tograph! 
Mr. Maupin: Yes, the same little porch. It is shown in 
the other picture, but not so clearly. I introduce that in evi-
dence. 
Note: The photograph was marked "Defendants' Ex-
hibit G''. 
By Mr. Maupin: 
Q. You have testified in regard to the back of the first story 
of this, the original structure. There was a projection in 
the center of the rear of the premises, one side of which is 
this open projection, and half was included in the enclosed 
porch, the other side of which was open? 
A. Yes. · 
Q. The improvement you made consisted in squaring off 
the rear of the house? 
A. Yes. 
Q. I hand you a photograph and ask you if this shows the 
appearance of the house since those improvements were made. 
A. That is right. 
Mr. Maupin: I introduce this in evidence. 
Note: The photogTaph was marked "Defendants' Ex-
hibit H''. 
By Mr. Maupin: 
page 90} Q. I show you another photog·raph which shows 
the front elevation of that house. Is that changed 
in any way? 
A. None whatsoever. 
Q. So that represents the front elevation of the house as 
it was before you improved it and as it was after vou im-
proved iti " 
A. Yes. 
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Mr. Maupin: I introduce that in evidence. 
No\te: The photograph was marked ''Defendants, Ex-
hibit !''. 
By Mr. Maupin: 
Q. Here is a photograph which shows the back of the house 
squared off, both stories. It shows the appearance of the 
house, the upper and lower sto1ies, since. the improvements 
have been made t 
A. Yes. 
Q. As it is nowf 
A. Yes. 
Q. When this property was purchased in nineteen hun-
dred and thirty-
A. 1933. 
Q. In 1933, in the name of your wife, who handled the trans-
action for Mrs. R,enn f Did she handle it herself or through 
youf 
A. I handled it entirelv. 
page 91 ~ Q. Did any attorney handle that transaction for 
youf 
A. Yes. 
Q. Who was that 1 
A. Mr. Charlie Kaufman. 
Q. Who attended to the recording of the deed, you or Mr. 
Kaufman? 
A. Mr. Kaufman. 
Q. He didY 
·A. Yes. 
Q. Did you ever see the deed at all? 
A. No. 
Q. After it was recorded was it returned to you f 
A. No. 
Q. Did Mr. Kaufman report any restrictions on the prop-
.ertyt · 
Mr. Ashburn: I object to that because .if was a matter of 
public record and the owner is chargeable with notice whether 
or not he actually read the restrictions. 
The Court: I overrule the objection. 
Mr. Ashburn: We save and except. 
By Mr. Maupin: 
Q. My question was did Mr. Kaufman ev.er report to you 
the existence of any restrictions? 
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A. No. 
Q. Or to Mrs. Renn¥ 
A. No. 
-Q. Covering this property¥ 
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Q. Your property is on the· north side of 54th Street be-
tween Atlantic Avenue and the ocean! 
A. Yes. 
Q. 55th Street lies to the rear of your property ~nd is the 
next street north, is it not f 
A. 55th Street is the next street north of 54th Street. 
Q. The rear of your property faces towards that i 
A. Faces towards 55th Street .. 
Q. You occupy half of the block Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. Between 54th and 55th? 
A. Yes. 
By . the Court: 
Q. The north or south side of 54th T 
A. The north side. 
By Mr. Maupin: 
Q. I will ask you if your lot doesn't front on the north side 
of .54th StreeU · 
A. Yes. 
Q. 132.5 feet and extends back to an alley which runs east 
and west through the middle of the block from Atlantic Ave-
nue to another alley, which extends north and south 
page 93 } back of the ocean front lots; is that correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. In block 5, which is a part of the property conveyed 
to the L. D. Corporation, that block fronts partially on the 
north side of 55th Street. Will you state what improve-
ments have been erected on the north side of 55th Street be-
tween Atlantic Avenue and the ocean front in block 5·? · 
A. In the waterfront lots, 4 or 5, I should say, there is a 
cottage formerly erected hy Mr. John S. Jenkins. 
Q. Is that a large or small cottage? 
A. Well, it is big enough to take care of a family. I hardly 
know how to say how big it is. It is a fairly substantial 
cottage. 
Q. All right, sir. 
A. The lot at the corner of 55th Street and. the lane is 
owned by Mrs. Harvey Baker,. a very nice place, and over 
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next to her is a very large residence which, I belieye, is oc-
. cupied or owned by Mr. Lindsay. 
Q. M:r. Harvey Lindsay 1 
A. Yes. Next to that going west is a very large substan-
tial residence that I don't know who owns. Facing on 56th 
Street there is a rather nice· house recently remodeled ·on 
the corner of the lane and 56th Street formerly belonging to 
a man from North Carolina. I don't know his name. Ad-
joining that is a two family apartment owned by 
page 94 V Mr. or Mrs. Brownley. 
Q. Claud Brownley of the Merchants & Miners °l 
A. Of the old Eastern Steamship Line, I think. As far 
as I know, that is all the developments in that particular block, 
but I am speaking entirely from memory. 
Q. That house of Browliley's, what is the nature of the 
building? 
A. It was formerly a residence and the upstairs was made 
into an apartment, and outside stairs were built out there to 
reach it. 
Q. A two family apartmenH 
A. Yes. 
Q. And access to the upper apartment is by an outside_ 
stairway¥ 
A. Yes. 
Q. Who is the owner of lot 13, in block 3, do yon know, 
Mr. Renn?· · 
A. Lot 13, in block 3, that is owned by Mr. Crumpler. 
Q. He is an attorney in Suffolk Y 
A. Suffolk, Virginia. 
Mr. Ashburn: I think that is 15. 
The Witn3ss: 13. 
Mr. Maupin: We are subject to correction as to the exact 
number. 
By l\Ir. Maupin: 
Q. What character of structure or structures 
page 95 ~ have been erected on that lot? 
. . . A. He has a residence on the front of the lot, 
which 1s on the corner of the lane and 53rd ,Street, and in 
the rear of the lot he has a two car garage and servants quar-
ters on the first floor, and. on the second and third floors a 
full and complete residence apartment. · 
Q. Has th~t been occupied, to your knowledge¥ 
. A. Practically ever since it was built. 
I 
,I 
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Q. About when was it built? \ 
A. It is two or three years old or longer. I can't tell you 
exactly how long it has been built. 
Q. It has been occupied simultaneously by the occupan,cy 
of the building on the front of the lot? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Who is the owner of lot 16, in plock 3 f 
.A. As I understand it, Mrs. Hayes. 
Q. -What character of structure or structures have been 
erected on that lot Y 
A. There is a private residence on the front and there is 
an apartment on the rear of the lot. 
The Court: Who did you say, Mrs. Hayes 1 
Mr. Maupin: Hayes. 
By Mr. Maupin: 
. Q. Is that a garage apartment on the rear of the lot, Mr. 
· Renn? 
.A. Yes, a garage apartment. 
page 96 }- Q. Has that been occupied simultaneously by OC· 
cupancy with another family in the residence on 
the lot¥ 
A. Yes. It is at present rented to two Na val Officers, two 
separate families. . 
Q. Both a.re being simultaneously occupied now 7 
A. Yes. 
Q. How long· has that been going on? 
A. For a number of years. 
Q. It is not a brand new thing? 
A. No. 
Q. It has been going on for some years? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Now, the residences on 54th Street east of Atlantic 
Boulevard, their access and only convenient access to them 
is by turning from Atlantic Boulevard into 54th Street; is 
that correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What character of structures are erected on the two 
lots which form the southeast and northwest corners of At-
lantic Avenue and 54th Street? 
A. One story office building. 
Q. Ho-w long have they been there? 
A. One has been there before I bought this property and 
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the other one, I should say, is about 5 years old. 
page 97 } Q. Are they used as offices during any part of 
, the year,. as far as you know 1 
A. Only .on the southeast corner which has been used as a 
summer office for a real estate firm, and at present is occu-
pied by S. L. Nusbaum & Company. ·The other one has never 
been occupied as an office or perhaps not more than a month 
or two, and more recently as a store house. 
Q. "'\Vhat is the condition of these buildings, sightly and 
in good repair or unsig·htly and in bad repair? 
A. Rather unsig·htly and in bad repair. 
Q. Do you know where the Surf· Beach Club is located f 
A. Yes. 
Q. What blocks on the plat of Ubermeer does that occupy, 
· what block or blocks Y 
A. I should say they occupy block 6 in its entirety, and· 
with the bathhouse more recently constructed they have 
moved over and taken up a part of block 7. I am only speak-
ing· from observation and not actual measurements. 
· Q. All of block 6 and possibly a part of block 71 
A. Yes. 
Q. Is that a large or small project with regard to the 
structures on ity 
A. I should say it was quite a large project, the largest of 
. its character at Virginia Beach. . 
. Q. Mr. Renn, what is the character of the en-
page 98 h tertainment and other activity taking place at the 
Surf Beach ~Club, and at what part of the year 
does. it take place Y 
A. Dancing and dining. 
By the Court: 
Q. Dancing-, Dining and drinking? 
A. I thought I would leave out the drinking, Judge. 
By Mr. Maupin: 
Q. During what. period does that occur, Mr. Renn,· 
A. From 9 :00 o'clock in the evening until about 1 :30 or 
2 :00, and on Sunday afternoon. . 
Q .. Is that accompanied bv music? 
A. Yes. ' .. 
Q. What kind of music? Is it.phonographic or band music¥ 
A. Band, orchestra music. 
Q. They have orchestras there which play during these 
periods you have described t · 
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A. Yes; some of the best in the country. 
By the Court: 
Q. You would not deprive them of that fun, would you.7 
A. ·No. ·I am not objecting to anything. 
By Mr. Maupin: 
Q. Have you occupied your cottage as a year around resi-' 
derice ever since Mrs. Renn bought it in 1933? 
A. ;No; we occupied it as a summer residence 
page 99 ~ about six months of the year, and frequently went 
down for week-ends until this present winter. Since 
August it has been my home. 
Q. Did you also own a residence in Norfolk? 
A. Yes. 
Q. · Where was that 1 
A. Spotswood .A venue in N ol'f olk. 
Q. Has that been sold or do you or your wife still own 
it? 
A . .Sold. 
Q. When was it sold i 
A. Last August. 
Q. Do you remember what date? 
A. Sold on the-as near as I can recall, it was sold on the 
2nd or 3rd of August. 
Q. On the 2nd or 3rd?' 
A. Yes. 
Q. You and Mrs. Renn then decided you would take up all 
year residence in the property on 54th Street at Virginia 
BeachY 
A. Yes. , 
Q. I don't think you mentioned it, but in the course of 
the improvements which you made 01i your cottage did you, 
or did you not, put in heat during the summer and fall of 
last year? ' 
A. I did put in heat. 
page 100 ~ Q. And that was what kind of heat? 
A. Oil, hot water system. 
Q. Oil, hot water system Y 
A. An oil burner with ·a hot water svstem. 
Q. I suppose it' was ne~essary to enable you to occupy it 
in the winter time?· 
A. Yes. 
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By the Court: 
Q. Is the upper floor occupied now, M.r. Renn? 
A. No. I am going to convert it into a winter house and 
to do so, it was, of course, necessary to have weather strip-
ping for additional protection against the high winds of the 
winter. 
By Mr. Maupin: 
Q. That part of the improvement was simply weather 
stripping and tightening up, and installing a heating· system 1 
A. Yes. 
Q. Mr. Renn, I take it that there must be a number of 
cottages down on the plat of Ubermeer which are occupied 
seasonally, in the summer time, and others that are occupied 
as year around residences; is that correct¥ 
A. Yes. There have been more heretofore than now be-
cause a lot of cottages which normally would not be occu-
pied during the winter have been rented. 
Q. On account of the activity at Fort Story 
page 101 } and Camp Pendleton. 
A. On account of the activity at Fort Story 
and Camp Pendleton, yes. 
Q. In other words, during the winter of 1940-1941 there 
were, I take it, considerably more cottages on this plat oc-
cupied than had been theretofore¥ 
A. Yes. 
Q. On account of the military activity of those two mili-
tary reservations? 
A. Yes. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Ashburn: 
Q. Mr. Renn, the letter which I wrote you under date of 
August 5th, 1941, reached you before these alterations were 
commenced, did it not? 
A. It did before I had made any plans. 
Q. Before you had made any plans for them? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Upon the assumption that the use made of the Crump-
ler property on lot 15, in block 3, and the use made of the 
Hayes property on lot 16, in block 3, constitute a violation 
of the uniform conditions and restrictions in this area, do 
you know of any otl1er violations of the conditions and re-
strictions in · the restricted area? 
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page 102} A. Only those two lots at the corner used for 
commercial purposes, I think. 
Q. Those would be lots 12, in block 3, and 19 in block 4, 
and your knowledge is that one story frame shingle structure 
at sometime was used as a real estate office i 
A. Yes, and the Surf Club and Mrs. Brownley's residence. 
Q. The Surf ,Club is outside of the restricted area as I re-
fer to it here. · 
Mr. Maupin: I object to the assumption on the part of 
counsel that any particular part of this ,plat is an unre-
stricted area. 
Mr. Ashburn: In the sense in which I use the word, I 
mean, Mr. Maupin. 
The Court: I will sustain the objection if you want me to. 
A. It may or may not be. 
By Mr. Ashburn: 
Q. Would you hazard an opinion as to the number of 
structures in the area south of 54th Street which are now 
occupied by permanent residents, or have you made any count 
as to the number? 
A. No. 
page 103} E. H. WiffiTEHURST, 
sworn on behalf of the complainants, testified 
as follows : · 
Examined by Mr. Ashburn: 
Q. Mr. Whitehurst, state your name and oooupation, please, 
sir. 
A. ·Eldridge H. Whitehurst, Assistant Secretary of the 
Wood Towing- ,Corporation. 
Q. Where do you live Y 
A. 54th Street, Virginia Beach. 
Q. On what lot and block number? 
A. On lot No. 16, in block No. 4. 
Q. You are the husband of Edith Winslow Whitehurst, 
who is one of the named plaintiffs in this suit? 
A. That is true. 
Q. Mr. ·whitehurst, where is that property with respect 
to the property of Mrs. Florence H. Renn? 
A. It is the adjoining propertv toward Atlantic Avenue, 
Atlantic Boulevard. " 
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Q. Adjomi11g. property on the west sideY 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you and Mrs. Whitehurst construct the buildings 
that are now on your lot.Y Did you buy the vacant lot and 
afterwards build the structures, or were the structures there 
when you purchased Y . 
A. The structure was built after we purchased. 
page 104 ~ the property. 
Q. Was it built by Mrs. Whitehurst and your-
self! · 
A. Yes~ From the time of our marriage we had lived with 
Mrs. Whitehurst's mother and father, and we ·purchased the 
lot and put it in the name of the two wives. 
Q. Describe the character of the structure 1 
A. An ordinary two story residence, shingle outside, four 
bedrooms, a living room, dining room, kitchen and pantry. 
Q. I~ it occupied by one family, or more than one family! 
A. By one family now and from the time we made our per-
manent residence at Virginia Beach beginning in 1938. Since 
then it has been occupied by my wife, myself, and our three 
children. 
Q. Approximately what investment does that cover? 
A. Oh, roughly, $7,500.00, I would say. 
Q. That is occupied as your permanent home? 
A. That is true. 
Q. The names of plaintiffs in this proceeding are Mrs. 
Edith Winslow Whitehurst, arid l\![r. John B. Ackiss. Tell 
us for what other property owners in that area they are act-
ing. 
· A. We have a letter, I believe, upon which Mr. Ackiss and 
I secured the sig·natures of a number of other property own-
ers voluntarily ag-reeing to come in the action as plaintiffs 
because they believed their rights were menaced by the pro-
posed conversion of this property which we re-
page 105 ~ garded as a .violation of the restrictions. 
Mr. Maupin: I object to the question and move that the 
answer be stricken out unless they have appeared as parties 
by filing· a petition. 
The Court: I sustain the objection. 
Mr. Ashburn: They don't have to, and they are suing for 
themselves and others. · 
Mr. Maupin: If they claim they are aggrieved I thinlr we 
ought to have the opportunity of cross examining them on 
· that point, and we insist upon our.. objection. 
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Mr.·Ashburn: It is not a question of their being aggrieved. 
The sole qu~stion · is as to whether or not there is a viola-
tion of the contractual obligations of the parties. 
The Court: I sustain the objection. 
Mr. Ashburn: I saye an exception. May I put their names 
in the record? 
The Court: Yes. 
By Mr. Ashburn: 
Q. Mr. Whitehurst, as I read the names will you identify 
from the plat, if you can, the location ·of the property owned 
by the persons f 
A. Yes. 
Mr. Maupin: It is understood that this line of examination 
is covered by our objection? " 
page 106 ~ Mr. Ashburn: Yes. 
By Mr. Ashburn: 
Q. Mrs. Alice McClung Gibson? 
A. Mrs. Gibson's lot is lot 9, in block 2. 
Q. What is the character of the structure on that lot! 
A.. A very substantial dwelling. 
Q. Mrs. Elizabeth · B. Purcell? 
A. 'That is covered by, I believe, lot 5, or 4 and 5, in 
block 3. 
Q. What is the character of structure on that property! 
A. A waterfront cottage or residence of substantial value. 
Q. Mr. ,valton G. Saunders? 
A. His is lot 18, in block 3. 
Q. What is the character of the structure? 
A. A frame two story building. 
Q. Mrs. Mary McGuire Davis? 
A. Mrs. Davis' property is lot 6, in block 2. 
Q. What is the character of the structure? 
A. Stucco, two story building. 
Q. C. H. Slingluff? 
A. Mr. Slingluff's property is, I believe, lot 9, in block 12. 
Q. And the · character of the structure? , . 
· A. It is a dwelling of-I believe it is a bunga-
page 107 ~ low type. 
Q. Mr. J. S. Lewis? 
A. 7 and 8, in block 12. 
Q. Landon & Irene Hilliard? 
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· A. Her property, I believe, is lot 12, in block 12. 
Q. J. B. Whitaker? 
A. J. B. Whitaker's is lot 9, in block 4. 
Q. And the charter of the structure Y 
A. A two story frame dwelling. 
Q. H. W. Brown Y 
A. H. "\V. Brown's, probably lot 2, in block 15. 
Q. And the character of that structure Y 
A. A two story frame dwelling. 
Q. Kermit C. Robinson Y 
A. That is on the comer of Holly Road and I think it is 
designated as-I don't see the designation, but that is lot 4, 
in block· 15. 
Q. And the character of the structure? 
A. That is a two story building. 
Q. J. Peter Holland, l r. Y 
A. J. P. Holland, Jr., is on '53rd S.treet, and I believe lot 
20, in block 12. 
Q. And the character of the structure Y 
A. A frame dwelling. I can't say whether it is a bungalow 
or a two story building. 
page 108 ~ Q. Mrs. T. A. Bain Y 
A. Her lot probably isn't shown here. It is 
across Holly Boulevard beyond 52nd Street, but it carries 
the same restrictions as the other property mentioned. 
Q. vVhat is the character of the structure Y 
A. A dwelling of very substantial value. 
By Mr. Maupin: 
Q. Which side of Holly Boulevard is that Y 
A. On the west side. 
Q. That is not on the plat here? 
A. No. 
Mr. Ashburn: That is on Annex No. 1, with the same re~ 
strictions. 
Mr. Maupin: There is no evidence as to that. 
This is without waiving my objection to this whole line. 
By Mr. Ashburn: 
Q. Mr. W. Frank Powers? 
A. On the waterfront, lot 1, in block 1. He has a very sub-
stan~ial dwelling there. 
Q. ,Joseplline G. Clark? 
A. Mrs. Clark has a series of -lots there comprising almost 
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a block in block 4 there. Her house is constructed on lots 3, 
4, and 5, I think, in block 4, a very substantial brick and 
frame structure. 
Q. ·winifred Bryan¥ 
page 109 } .A.. Mrs. Bryan has a house of a cost of ap-
proximately $26,000.00 on lot 4, in block 3, on 
the waterfront, and is now constructing a house on lot 2 in 
the same block. She owns all of these lots in tha.t area, for 
which I understand the contract price is $25,000.00. 
Q. H. G. Ashburnj 
A. Tha.t is Dr. Horace Ashburn, and his place is lots 1, 
in block 2, a bungalow type of waterfront cottage of sub-
stantial value. 
Q. ·C. Clinton Carpe~ter Y 
A. His is lot 19, I believe, in block 12. 
Q. And the chai·acter of the structure t 
A~ It is a stuooo building and concrete building. Fred 
Haycox built it originally, I think, practically entirely of 
steel and concrete. 
Q. At my request did you and Mr. John B. Ackiss make a 
physical inspection of the area 011 one of the Ubermeer plats 
indicating which lots were occupied by residences? 
A. We did. 
Q. Have you that plaU 
A. I do, sir. 
Q. I hand you that plat of Ubermeer on which certain in-
dications have been made with red pencil and certain in-
dications with blue pencil, and ask you if that is the plat on 
which you designated the result of your physical inspec-
tion? 
}Jage 110 ~ A. Yes. 
Mr. Ashburn: We would like to introduce that as "Com-
JJlainants' Exhibit 7,'' and examine him with reference to 
it. 
By l\fr. Ashburn: 
Q. Vv ere you requested to indicate 011 the plat any lots as 
to which, from. your conception, it might appear that those 
conditions and restrictions had been violated by the owners 
or occupants of the lots? 
A. Repeat the question. 
Q. Were you requested to indicate on the plat and desig-
nate any lots as to which it might appear a violation of the 
restrictions had occurred? 
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A. I was. 
Q. How is it so designated there t 
A. By blue pencil. 
Q. Point out, please, the Crumpler property. 
A. This is. the Crumpler property, lot 13, in block 3. 
Q. Of what does that violation consist, as you know itt 
A. It consists of an apartment garage, the apartment of 
which, I believe, is used for renting purposes and a two 
family house on the front of the lot. 
Q. Do you know anything· about what occurred when Mr. 
Crumpler made that construction with respect to represen-
tations he made to the surrounding property owners? 
page 111 ~ 1\fr. Maupin: I don't think that is relevant. If 
1 Mr. Crumpler made any representations he 
ought to be in court. This is hearsay, what he told other 
people. I don't think it. is evidence in this case. 
The Court: Was there any effort made to restrain him °l 
Mr. Ashburn: No, sir. 
The Court: I sustain the objection. You may put it in 
the record, however. 
By Mr . .Ashburn: 
Q. Did Mr. Crumpler make any representation to you as 
to what his intention was Y 
A. He told me he was going to construct servants' quar-
ters above the garag·e with a little room up there for his own 
personal use. He was in bad health at the time and stated 
he expected to stay away from the family, expected to stay ' 
there in this Ii ttle garage room. 
Q. After he completed alterations of the structure, the re-
sult was contrary. to that representation, was it not? 
A. It was. 
Q. Wlrnt was the situation with respect to the Hayes prop-
erty? Indicate that, please. 
A. The violation of the restrictions is similar to that in 
the Crumpler property, except, I believe, the apartment was 
lmilt on to the house later on the front of the 
page 112 ~ lot. 
Q. Did l\frs. Hayes make any representation 
to vou with respect to her intention? 
.A .. No. ' · 
Q. Indicate the location of the Renn property as shown 
?n this plat. 
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A. It is lot 14, in block 4, adjoining the property where I 
reside. 
Q . .And the two lots indicated in blue next to Atlantic Ave-
nue are the two that have been several times referred to as 
those on which real estate offices were constructed Y 
A. That is right. 
Q. Did you subsequently find, after having placed these 
markings on the plat, that you had omitted one houset 
A. That is right. That was in lot-
Q. Where? 
A. Lot 10, in block 1. 
Q. That is now indicated in black pencil rather than red 
pencil Y 
A. Yes, with a notation in a ring "red'' to prevent con-
fusion. 
Q. Mr. "Whitehurst, did you and Mr. Ackiss make any ap-
praisal of the approximate value of the structures on the 
lots where any violation of the restrictions had occurred Y 
Mr. Maupin: I object unless he is qualified. 
The Court: Objection sustained. 
page 113 ~ A. I sl1ould say in that connection, Mr. Ash-
burn-
Mr. Maupin: The question has been ruled out. 
The Court: I suppose he wants to get it in the record. l 
sustain the objection. I have instructed Mr. Knig·ht to put 
your exceptions in. 
A. I don't consider myself an expert real estute appraiser, 
but Mr. Ackiss and I didn't attempt to use our own judgment 
exclusively, but had in conference Mr. P~ul W. Ackiss, who 
is a practical man on real estate improvement and construc-
tion, and has been interested in many similar projects, and 
we asked bis collaboration and opinion, and most of our :fig-
ures are based upon his opinion as well as ours. 
· By 1\fr. Ashburn: 
· Q. Using these notations to refresh your recollection, please 
state the figures that you arrived aU 
A. 1\fr. Ashburn, including the six or seven places which 
Mr. Maupin has said was outside of the plat designated-in-
cluding those places, our figures total approximately $966,-
000.00 for -96 places in that area. 
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By the Court: 
Q. State that again. 
A. Our :fig·ures totaled approximately $966,000.00 for the 
96 places in the area where no infringement of the restric-
tions is claimed. 
Q. ·what are you assessed at, as a matter of 
page 114 ~ faet, Mr. Whitehurst! · , 
A. What am I assessed aU 
1 
Q. Yes. 
A. I don't remember definitely, to tell you the truth. 
The Court: Go down and get the Land Book and we will 
see. . 
Mr. Ashburn : It is supposed to be based on 20% of actual 
value. . 
The Witness: If it is only based on 20%, let's get the book, 
because I think it will help us rather than hurt us. 
By Mr. Ashburn: · · · 
Q. State whether or not it was one of the objects of this 
su~t to set up some. agency to establish control over future 
buildings on lots on which no structures have yet been erected. 
Mr. Maupin: I object to that for the same reason as stated 
in my former objection. 
The Court : It is not in the bill Y 
· Mr. Ashburn: It is in the bill. 
The Court : It is included? 
Mr. Ashburn: Yes, sir. 
Mr. Maupin: The same objection was made previously and 
the objection sustained by your Honor. The testimony is 
that the Masury Corporation is still in existence, and there 
is no r~ason why they can't function if they see 
page 115 } fit to do so, and pass upon the plans for new 
structures that may be erected. We have noth-
ing to do in this suit on the question of setting up some 
tribunal outside, we are not called upon to answer that issue, 
and I object to the question. 
Tbe Court: I sustain the objection as to' Mr. Maupin 's 
client, and overrule it as to the others. 
By Mr. 
·Q. Is that one of the objects of the suit, Mr. WhitehursU 
A. Yes. The residents of the area. feel, as long as the 
Masury Corporation has disposed substantially of its hold-
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ings, that we are entitled to -some agency to protect the build-
ings that may be erected. 
By the Court: · · 
Q. When you built your house did you submit plans to any-
body? 
A. Yes. 
Q. You didf 
A. Yes. They were approved by Arthur Masury. 
By Mr. Ashburn: . 
· Q. Mr. Whitehurst, the existence of those conditions and 
restrictions were fully known to you and Mrs. Edith Winslow 
Whitehurst when you purchased the propertyY 
A. I remember, ¥r. Paul Ackiss acted for us 
page 116 } checking the title on the property and he spe-
. ci:fically called our attention to the restrictions 
which we would have to abide by ·when we bought the prop- . 
erty. 
Q. Was the existence of those conditions and· restrictions 
a motivating circumstance in your locating your home there Y 
A. It was. We had planned going down around 118th 
Street, but decided on Ubermeer because the restrictions 
were there which were not in the other property. 
Q. Do you and Mrs. Whitehurst regard that as important in 
maintaining the value of your propertyY 
Mr. Maupin: I think Mrs. Whitehurst might speak for her-
self. 
The Court: I didn't catch the question. 
Mr. Ashburn: I asked him whether he and Mrs. White-· 
burst regarded that as important in maintaining the value 
of his property~ 
The Court: I think that is a •question of law and not a 
question of fact for the witness to answer. 
Mr. Ashburn: He can have an opinion, and it seems to me 
it is one of the instances in which an opinion is admissible. 
·The.Court: I sustain the objection. 
Mr. Ashburn: We save an exception. You may answer it 
for the record, Mr. Whitehurst. 
A. "What was the question Y 
page 117 ~ By Mr. Ashburn: 
Q. The question was whether or not you -re-
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garded the enforcibility of the conditions and restrictions as 
of importance in maintaining the value of your investment 
thereY 
A. Positively so. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Maupin: 
Q. What is Mr. Renn's business, do you know? 
A. I think-I don't know as I could say of my own knowl-
edge. I believe he sells bonds and securities. That is my 
understanding. 
Q. He has been in that business for a long time in the City 
of Norfolk, has he noU 
A. I think he has, yes. 
Q. You have known him for how long? 
A. vVell, I have known him more or less intimately from 
the time he purchased the property. We purchased about 
the same time. I had known him casually in a business way 
before that. 
Q. You have been next door neighbors since 19'33¥ 
.A. Yes. 
Q. I assume your relations have been amicable? 
A. They have, indeed. . There is absolutely nothing per-
sonal in this suit. 
page 118 ~ By the Court : 
Q. Do you go over to the Surf Club and drink 
Coca..:Colas, too? · 
.A. I believe, Judge, that all of us enjoy going down there 
and dancing and drinking· Coca-Colas, too. I think Mr. Renn 
does also, because I have seen him up there. 
By Mr. Maupin: 
Q. When was this Crumpler garage erected? 
.A. What? · 
Q. W11e11 was the Crumpler garage erected? 
A. I could not give you the exact date 011 that. It was in 
process of erection over a considerable period of time. ]\fr. 
Crumpler brought down colored labor from Suffolk. It looks 
like the house of forty gables, the way it is built. 
Q. How long has it been occupied by one family at the 
same time the main residence on the lot was occupied by 
another? 
A. I don't think that has occurred but one summer. They 
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lived in it last summer at the same time that the garage wa~ 
occupied. Whether it was true before, I don't know. 
Q. Have you ever made any objection to thaU 
A. No. -
Q. Have you ever brought any suit about it? 
A. No. 
Q. How long has the Hayes cottage and the ga-
page 119 } rage with an apartment abov:e occupied the lot on 
which they were constructed? · 
A. I don't have the date of that construction, but it has 
been for some considerable period. 
Q. How long has there been simultaneous occupancy of 
the garage apartment and the main residence 7 
A. Just as soon as they got some tenants for the garage 
after the construction of the house. 
Q. Do you know when the house was constructed 1 
A. No, I could not say. 
Q. Some five or six years ago, wasn't it? 
A. I don't think it has been that long. It has been four 
or five years, perhaps. 
Q. Have you made any objection to the Masury Corpora-
tion or Hayes on account of that? 
A. No. 
Q. Have you broug·ht any suit about iU 
A. No. 
Q. You say you value your property at about $7,500.001 
A. That is correct. 
Q. Did you put down the valuation of $7,500.00 for your 
house when you arrived at the figures that you did arrive aU 
I ask this question without waiving· my objections. 
A. I can tell you. I have it rig·ht here. I put it at $7,000.00 
to be conservative. 
pag·e 120 ~ Q. vVllich is almost ten times as much as it if: 
assessed at f 
Mr. Ashburn: That has nothing· to do with the assess-
ment. The assessment is not admissible on the question of 
value. 
By Mr. :Maupin: 
Q. Would you say your property or the Renn property is 
the more valuable! 
A. I would say probably the Renn property cost more than 
mine. I am sure it did. It i.s a much larger house. ·r esti-
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mated in these figures the Renn property at. $12,000.00. I 
have no idea what he paid for it. 
Q: You think that represents a relative value between the 
two! · 
A. Approximately. . 
Q. In holding yours down to those figures-
A. I wanted to be particulai:ly conservative about mine. 
By the Court: 
Q. How are you getting at the values you testified to, by 
present day cost of construction i . 
A. I :figured the present values. The values will be de-
preciated, in our opinion, in the event there is a let-down. 
By Mr. Maupin:· 
Q. You have marked in blue on your plat the Brownley 
property? 
page 121 } A. Yes. 
Q. How long has that situation existed? 
A. I could not say. That condition has existed for sev-
eral years. 
Q. Was the Surf Club shown in blue on your plat, tooY . 
A. No. 
Q. And you would not say it is restricted for residential 
purposes? 
.A. Repeat the question Y 
Q. The Surf Club property is not used for residential pur-
poses, is it 7 
A. That is the reason I didn't include it. 
Q. It is not used for residential purposes? 
.A. No. 
Q. You have heard the other witnesses testify with re .. 
gard to the Surf Club. Is your testimony about the same as 
to the· use of iH 
A. As a club for dancing and dining, and as one said, for 
three D's. I think t~at is approximately correct. , 
page 122 ~ 
follows: 
JOHN B. ACKISS, 
sworn on behalf of the complainants, testified as 
Examined by 1\fr. Ashburn: 
Q. You are Mr. John B. Ackiss T 
.A. Yes, sir. 
Q. l\fr . .Ackiss, where do you live and what is your occu-
pation '1 · , 
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A. I live on 54th Street, Virginia Beach, Secretary and 
Treasurer of the Fairfax Laundry Corporation. 
Q. On what lot and in what block do you live 7 
A. My home is constructed. ou lot 8~ in block 3. 
Q. Your home is pictured here on Plaintiffs' Exhibit A-2,. 
is it notY 
.A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you also own the adjoining lot Y 
.A. Yes, sir, also own lots· 9 and 10, in the same block. 
Q. Your residence i,s on lot 8? 
A. That is right, and our yard covers part of block 9. 
Q. Was the residence already constructed when you pur-
chased the property or did ytm afterwards build it Y 
A. I afterwards built the house, after I purchased the lot.' 
. Q. The lot was vacant t 
A. Yes. · 
Q. Approximately what investment does that 
page 123 }- represent to you Y 
A. I would say the lots, three lots, were 
$2,400.00, and the home approximately $8,000.00, the build-
ings. 
Q. A total investment of about $10,400.001 
A. That .is right. . 
Q. Did the existence of these conditions and restrictions 
have anything to do with your selecting this location for a 
residence? 
A. Yes, they did. 
Q. Did they cause you to consider it favorably or unfa~ 
vorably for that purpose? 
A. It caused me to consider it most favorably. 
Q. Where, with reference to the Florence Renn property, 
is your residence located Y 
A. That building is across the street from me, one lot 
east. 
Q. Instead of being directly opposite your residence, it is 
one lot to the east? 
· A. That is -right. . 
Q. Can you confirm what Mr. "Whitehurst said with respec.t 
to the other persons from whom you and Mr. Whitehurst are 
acting in this suit t 
Mr. Maupin: Same objection. 
The Court: And same ruling·. 
Mr. Ashburn: You may answer the question. 
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page 124 ~ A. Yes. 
By ]\fr. Ashburn : 
Q. Did you and he collaborate with ]\fr. Paul Ackiss in 
arriving at those figures as to the value which he has tes-
tified! 
Mr. Maupin: Same objection. 
l\fr. Ashburn: And the same ruling, I understand. 
A. We did. 
Mr. l\faupin: The same objection and the same ruling, 
your Honor! 
The Court : Yes. 
By Mr. Ashburn: · 
Q. Do those figures express your opinion as to the value 
of the construction there f 
A. Yes. I think those fig-ures show a very conservative 
value with reference to the present day construction. 
Q. Was it at the request of Mr. Whitehurst and your-
self that I wrote Mr. Renn under date of August 5th, 1941 T 
A. Yes.· 
Q. Calling his attention to these conditions and restric-
tions? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What was the reason for so notifying him Y 
A. Well, part of that was hearsay. We had heard he was 
going to construct a duplex residence and con-
page 125 ~ vert his home into a duplex house. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Maupin: 
Q. Mr. Ackiss, when did you buy your property? 
A. Lot 8 was purchased in 1935, and lots 9 and 10 in 1936. 
Q. When did you build i 
A. We built in the spring of 1936. 
Q. You knew at the time you purchased those lots that the 
two lots at the very entrance to your block at the corner of 
-Atlantic Avenue on either side of 54th Street, that there had 
been no attempt to restrict the use of either one of them, 
did you not? · 
A. Where the offices are? · 
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Q. Yes. 
A. I didn't know they were unrestricted. 
Q. You knew they were not being occupied for residences 7 
A. Yes. 
Q. You knew the structures had been erected on there and 
they could not by any possibility be occupied as residences Y 
A. I don't think the office building to the north of 54th · 
Street had been constructed when I bought. 
Q. Well, the other one was there Y 
page 126 ~ A. The other one was, yes. 
Q. You all had knowledge of that fact? 
A. Yes, I knew that the building was there. 
Q. Did you know about the situation with regard to the 
occupancy of the Crumpler property and the Hayes propertyY 
A. I did. 
Q. Did you make any objection to thaU 
A. I didn't make any objection to that, to the Crumpler 
property, becau~e it was rumored he wa.s constructing the 
apartment for his wife. His wife was in bad health at the 
time, and at the time he advised that perhaps she could stay 
· there during the winter months and the beach air would help 
her. That is hearsay, that part of it. ·when the Hayes house 
-when I began to build in 1936 the Hayes garage was con-
structed first. That residence was in the course of construc-
tion when my house was started. In other words, the garage · 
was built first, the g·arage and servants' quarters on the back 
of the lot. 
By the Court: 
Q. Hayes or Crumpler? 
A. Hayes. 
By l\fr. Maupin: 
Q. Since that time the Hayes have been occupying the 
residence and other families have been occupying the garage 
apartment in the summer; is that right? · 
page 127 ~ A. Mrs. Hayes occupied the garage apartment 
one summer, I think, for a month or two and 
rented out her residence. Then part of the time last year 
she occupied the residence and rented out the garage. At 
the present time the house is rented and the garage. 
Q. Have you made any objection to that? 
A. No. 
Q. And you haven't brought any suit about iU 
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.A. I haven't b1·ought any suit about it because the garage 
was erected first. 
Q. They were simultaneously occupied, the residence and 
the garage! 
A. Yes. 
· Q. By, different families Y 
.A. Yes. 
Q. Do you think it reduces the value of your property! 
.A. Yes. 
Q. But you haven't objectedt 
.A. No, not yet. 
By the Court : 
Q. Did you submit your plans to anybody before you built, 
Mr. Ackiss? 
A. My house was built by E. Bradford Tazewell, archi-
tect, and he told me he was familiar with the plan, what he had 
to do to get his permits, and so on and so forth. 
page 128 ~ He constructed a good deal of residences out 
. there, and I presume that the contractor pre-
sented the plan. I presume he did. 
Q. You, yourself, didn't? 
. A. No, not personally. 
By Mr. Ashburn: 
Q. Mr. Tazewell had built a great number of residences 
in Ubermeer prior to building for you, had he not? 
A. Yes. 
-CHARLES H. SLINGLUFF, 
sworn on behalf of the complainants, testified as follows : 
Examined by Mr. Ashburn: 
Q. State your name and occupation, please. 
A. Charles H. Slingluff, Vice-president of the Atlantic 
Creosoting Company. 
Q. Where do you live? 
A. 54th Street. 
Q. In what block? 
A. Block 12, lots 7 and 8. 
Q. Wbat is the character of the structure you have thereY 
A. A clapboard house, bungalow type. 
page 129 ~ Q. Occupied by whom f 
A. My family. 
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Q. That consists of whatt 
A. My wife, three children and myself. 
Q. Approximately what inyestment does that represent to 
you! 
A. $12,000.00. 
Q. Did you know of the existence of the conditions and re-
strictions in Ubermeer when you decided to locate thereY 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you have the residence built or was it already on 
the property? 
A. It was buill 
Q. Who built that? . 
A. I bought it from Peter Holland, who owned it. 
Q. Was the existence of those conditions and restrictions 
a motivating circumstance in your buying there Y 
A. It was very desirable, I would say, that we had the re-
strictions. 
By the Court! 
Q. I didn't catch that. 
A. It was very de~irable that we had the restrictions. 
Q. Was it a motiv«ting cause for your buying it, or were , 
you aware of them 7 
page 130} A. I was aware of them, because our attorney 
sent them to me when he checked the property. 
Q. I mean prior to your purchase 7 
A. No, I didn't look them up until Hume Taylor told us 
about them when he checked the title. 
Q. Before you bqught the property? 
A. No, I didn't examine them .. 
By Mr. Ashburn: 
Q. Mr. Slingluff, for what purpose is this area south of , 
54th Street in Ubermeer used, at the present time? 
A. It is a residential area. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Maupin: 
Q. There are a good many residences on the north side of 
54th Street, are there not? 
A. Yes. 
Q. You are not a party to this suit, are you, Mr. Slingluff! 
A. I don't know. I signed a petition. . 
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Mr. Ashburn: He is not a party on the record, Mr. Maupin. 
By Mr. Maupin: 
Q. Are you aware of the situation with regard to the two 
lots on the two ·corners of 54th StreeU 
page 131 } A. No, I didn't know that.· 
Q. Don't you know there hav.e been a couple of 
little shacks on that property for a good many years Y 
A. One was there when I bought, and the second one has 
been put there. 
Q. Did you object to either one of those t 
A. No. 
Q. Do you think that they detract from the value of your 
property? 
A. Since they are used for real estate offices, I don't think 
so. 
By the Court: 
Q. Suppose some business structure was put on there, 
would it effect the value of your propertyY 
A. Yes, I think so. 
By Mr. Maupin: 
Q. Isn't a real estate of flee a business structure 6l 
A. Not of that type, no. 
Q. WhaU 
A. Unless they have a restaurant or a grocery store. 
Q. They have not be!3n used for residences? 
A. No. 
Q. Has that interfered with the enjoyable occupancy of 
your property? 
A. No. 
page 132 ~ Q. Do you know of the situation with reference 
to the occupants of the Crumpler property? 
A. How those buildings are occupied, I don't know. 
Q. It has not interfered with the comfortable and conven-
ient occupancy of your property so far? 
A. No. 
Q. And the same is true with regard to the Hayes prop-
erty, isn't it 7 
A. Yes. I don't think it has a:ff ected me yet. 
By Mr. Ashburn: 
Q. If those violations were continued m the same man-
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ner, do you think that it would affect property values in the 
area, in that area 7 
A. I definitely think so, yes. 
C. ·CLINTON CARPENTER., 
sworn on behalf of the complainants, testified as follows: 
Examined by Mr. Ashburn: 
Q. State your name and occupation, please. 
A. C. Clinton Carpenter, owner of the Carpenter Con-
struction Company. 
page 133 ~ Q. ·where do you reside, Mr~ Carpentert 
A.. On 53rd Street. 
Q. Do you know the lot and block number 1 
A.. No, I am not familiar with that. 
Q. Can you point it out with reference to the corner? 
A. I think so. , 
Q. This is 53rd Street (indicating) f 
A. I would say right in here, the second house from there. 
Q. Lot 17 in block No. 12? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What is constructed on that lot, ]\fr. Carpenter? 
A.. A two story building. 
Q. Occupied by whom? 
A. Myself a.nd family. 
Q. That property, of course, is restricted 7 
A. Yes, it is. 
Q. Was that fact known to you when you purchased it? 
A. Yes, I knew it had restrictions on it. 
Q. Was that a motivating circumstance in your desire to 
purchaset 
A. Well, I think so. For the past 20 years I have lived 
in residential sections ,vhere such restrictions existed, and 
it has always been very desirable from my standpoint. 
Q. Do you regard the continuance of enforci-
page 134 ~ bility of those conditions and restrictions as be-
ing· beneficial to your property, to its intrinsic 
and sale value Y 
A. Yes, I do. 
Q~ Approximately what. inv~stnient do you have there 1 
A. Approximately $10,000.00. 
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CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Maupin: 
· Q. When were you first made aware of an attempt to re-
strict th~ property on the part of Ubermeer Y 
A. I bought this property from A. L. ·Campbell. 
Q. Campbell¥ 
A. Yes. 
Q. You didn't buy it direct from the company? 
A. No. I agreed to buy it, agreed last July, and actually 
took possession in September. In the discussion, in dis-
cussing the transaction, the point was brought out that these 
restrictions applied to that property. 
Q. That was before y~u bought f 
A. Yes. · 
By the Court : 
· Q. When did you buy? . 
A. ·The agreement was reached in July, 1941. 
By Mr. Maupin: . 
Q. And you actually did buy' it, I think, in Oc-
page 135 ~ tober, did you not? 
.A.. Actually took possession in September. 
Q. Do yon live there the year around T 
A. Yes. 
Q. Von didn't build. The house was already built? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Have you lived in any part ~f Ubermeer than that? 
A. No. . 
Q. Where did you live prior to that Y 
A. In Norfolk. 
Q. Are you a member of the Surf Club?· 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you pass by there frequently down Atlantic Ave-
nue? 
, A. Yes. 
Q. Yon were aware of the fact that there were two small 
_frame structures of a business type on both corners on the 
· east side of Atlantic Avenue and 54th Street, were you notf 
A. Yes, I, was aware of their existence, but I didn't know 
that they were unrestricted, however, I can truthfully say 
that those particular lots would not have made so much dif-
ference in my decision to buy this property. 
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Q. Suppose you knew that two families were··going to live 
in Mrs. Renn's house, would that have affected your pur-
chase of the property! . · . 
· A.. A.s far as one .house is concerned, it prob-
pag-e 136 } ably would not, but if it were extended as a mat-
ter of right throughout the section I think I would 
have- considered it. 
Q. Did you know at the time you bought that property 
that there was an alleged violation of the alleged restrictions 
on the part of Mr. Crumpler, and also in the Hayes property_? 
A. No, I knew nothing of that situation when I bought it. 
I assumed the restrictions were in force. 
Q. All over the whole plat of Ubermeer! 
A. Yes. · 
KERMIT C. ROBINSON, 
sworn on behalf of the complainants, testified as follows: 
' Examined by Mr. Ashburn: 
Q. State your name a.pd occupation, please~ 
· A. Kermit C. Robinson, assistant· sales manager of the 
Royster Guano Company. 
Q. Wher~ do you live? 
A. I live on the corner of 52nd Street and Holly Avenue. 
I own two lots there. I don't know the block number or the 
lot number, so don't ask me. The house is built 
page 137 } on the second lot, and I own the corner lot also. 
By the Court : 
Q. Did you build 1 
.A. Yes. 
Q. When did you build Y 
A. In the summer-the spring of 1938. 
By l\fr . .Ashburn: 
• Q. What is the character of the structure occupied by you 
fuerel · 
A. It is a two . storv house, frame structure. 
Q. Occupied by whom Y 
A. Occupied by my family. 
Q. Consisting of how· many persons? · 
·A. Three, my wife, my daughter, and myself. 
Q. That residence repres~n.ts approximately what invest-
ment to you? 
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A. I can't tell you what it cost me. The two lots and home 
cost me about $8,000.00. 
Q. Did you know of the existence of those conditions and 
restrictions when you purchased the property! 
.A. Yes. 
Q. Did thefr existence enter into your purchase. of it, and 
were they a factor that you took into consideration T . 
A. They were, indeed. · 
.. Q. Did you regard them as adding any value 
page 138 ~ to the property Y · 
A. Yes. That is why we decided to build there. 
Q. Does their validity or enforcibility, in your opinion, 
tend to stabilize the value of your investmentt 
A. Yes. 
CROSS EXAl\HNATION. 
By Mr. Maupin: 
Q. To what property did you understand these restrictions 
applied at the time you purchased T 
.A. Ubermeer. 
Q. Ail of itY 
A. Yes. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By :M:r. Ashburn: . 
Q. Did you know what the boundaries ·of Ubermeer were 
at that time? 
A. No. 
Q. But you understood the neighborhood in which you were 
constructing your residence was restricted to residential 
property? _ 
A. Yes. I didn't know until just now that the Surf Club 
was in Ubermeer. 
Q. You had regarded it as being outside of the Ubermeer 
plat? 
page 139 ~ A. Yes. 
By the Court: 
Q. Are you objecting because the club is there? 
A. I am not a. member of it, howevei·, I don't object to it . 
. By Mr. Maupin: 
Q. Your property is a right considerahle distance from 
Mr. Renn'sY 
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A. Three blocks. 
By the Court: 
Q. From the club t 
A. From Mr. Renn's. 
By Mr. Maupin: 
Q. You have to go from 54th to 52nd Streett 
A. Yes. 
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Q. And quite a long· block down Atlantic .Atlantic Avenue 
to Holly Road f 
A. Yes, sir~ 
page 140 } H. W. BROWN, , 
sworn on behalf of the complainants, testified ~q 
follows: 
Examined by Mr. Ashburn: . · 
Q. State your name and occupation, please. 
A. H. W. Brown, oil business. 
By the Court: 
Q. What business 1 
A. Oil business. 
Q. Hauling business 7 
A. Oil business. 
By Mr. Ashburn: 
Q. Where do you Ii ve, sir? 
A. 52nd Street. 
Q. Do you remember the lot and block number on which 
you live? 
A. No, I don't, but it is the third lot west of Holly Ave-
nue, I believe, and it is on the south side of the street. 
Q. That would be lot 3, in block 16 t 
A. I think that is right. 
Q. What is the type of structure that you have there on 
your property 7 
A. A two story frame building. 
Q. Occupied for what purpose? 
A. Residence. 
Q. And occupied by whom? 
page 141 ~ A. By my family, and that is myself, my wife 
and two children. 
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H. W. Brown. 
Q. Approximately what investment does that represent, 
Mr. BrownY 
A. About $8,000.00 including the lot. 
Q. Did you know of ·the existence of these conditions and 
restrictions when you decided to establish your residence 
there? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did that circumsta1ice enter into your decision to build 
there? 
A. Yes, it did. 
Q. Do you regard the maintenance· of those conditions and 
restrictions as important in maintaining the value of your 
property? 
A. I certainly do. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Maupin: 
Q. When did you build, Mr. Brown Y 
A. On 52nd Street. 
Q. When did you build Y 
A .. 1939. 
Q. You bought the lot and built on it yourselfy· 
A. I bought the lot in 1937 and built the house 
pa{?:e 142 ~ in 1939. . . 
Q. From whom did you buy the lot, the Masury 
1 
\_Jorporation Y 
. A. No, from Brooks a.t Ocean View. 
Q. From whom did you learn of the existence of any re-
strictions Y 
A. I had been living at Virginia Beach for some time and 
I knew about it. . . 
Q. You knew about them from whaU 
A. I knew people who lived up there. 
Q. It was hearsay on your part. You had never seen what 
the restrictions were? 
A. I knew, from what they said, yes. 
Q·. You had never seen anyY 
A. No. 
Q. What property do you think they apply to Y 
A. Residential property. 
Q. What? 
A. Residential property. . · 
Q. What do you mean by residential property! 
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.A.. Just for-not for business. 
Q. What else do the restrictions cover, did you under-
stand? 
A. Ubermeer. 
Q .. All of itY 
A. Yes. 
page 143} GLASGOW CLARK, 
sworn on behalf of the complainantsi testified 
as follows: l 
Examined by Mr. Ashburn: 
Q. What is your name, please, sir? 
A. Glasgow Clark. 
Q; Your occupation? 
A. Secretary and treasurer of the Building Supplies Cor-
poration, .Norfolk. 
Q. Where do you live, Mr. Clark! 
A. On 54th Street, on the ocean. 
Q. Yon live with your sister, Miss Josephine Clark? 
A. That is correct. 
Q. Is the property owned by her where you are residing f 
A. Yes, it is owned by her. · 
Q. What is the character of the structure there? 
A. It is a two story building, half brick and half frame. 
Q. Occupied for what purpose? 
A~ Occupied for residential purposes by my sister and 
myself. 
Q. Representing an investment of approximately how 
much? 
A. Apart from the cost of the land, she has spent about 
$23,000.00 there. The land is in addition to that. 
Q. Did you and she know of the existence of the condi-
tions ancl restrictions before the residence was built? 
. A. Yes. I heard of this land being for sale 
pag·e 144 ~ at a bar~;ain and she bought it as an investment, 
three desirable lots, and more or less a forced 
sale. She bought it, and Mr. Toy Savage, her attorney at 
the time, pointed out to her these restrictions. He said, 
''You are buying something-
By Mr .. Maupin: 
Q. Was that done by letter? 
A. No, verbally. Mr. Savage 'phoned her and told her 
she was buying property with restrictions. 
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Glasgow Clark. 
Q. Were you present f 
A. No. 
Mr. Maupin: I object to that. 
The ·witness : We will put her on the stand, if you please. 
By Mr. Ashburn: 
Q. I don't think that will be necessary. 
. A. We knew the restrictions were tl1ere. 
Mr. Maupin: I object to this whole line of testimony as 
being pure hearsay. 
The Court: He said he knew thev were there. 1She told 
him or l\fr. Savage, and I don't think~it makes any difference. 
The Witness : Knowing they were there influenced us a 
good deal in building such a niee house at the beach. We 
would not normally build a twenty or twenty-five thousand 
dollar residence on property that we thought 
page 145 ~ even in a few years would be depreciated. We 
looked into that and discussed the problem, and 
my sister invested considerable money improving the prop-
erty knowing that it would bll restricted for a long time, and 
without those restrictions I think we would have hesitated 
in investing that much money. 
By Mr. Ashburn : 
Q. How far is this residence from the Renn property I 
A. It is two houses away, two lots. 
Q. Two lots' distance? 
A. Yes, on the same street. 
Q. Do you consider the existence of these conditions and 
restrictions as maintaining the value of your sister's invest-
ment?. 
A. Yes. If one is not helped, none is helped. 
Q. Are you familiar with the property owned by Mrs. 
Bryant 
.A. Yes. I offered to speak for her. She has-
Bv l\fr. Maupin~ 
·Q. Who is that Y 
A. Mrs. Bryan. 
Mr. Maupin: I object to that. If she wants to testify, 
·1et her come here and testifv for herself. 
Mr. Ashburn: I was going to ask him as to her invest-
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ment. We will get along more rapidlv if you will follow tho 
questions. ., 
page 146 ~ By ].\fr. Ashburn:. 
Q·. Approximately what is the extent of Mrs. 
Bryan's investment in the residence which she is now build-
ing? . 
A. For the new residence she has a contract with local 
contractors for $25,000.00. 
Q. Do you remember the lot and block numbers where 
that is being- built? 
A. I don't remember the block number, but I remember 
the lot number, I could identify it on the plat. 
Q. This is 54th Street here. 
A. Mrs. Bryan's owns lots 1, 2, 3, and 4, in block 3, on 
the ocean, and this new house is being erected on lots 1 and 2. 
By the Court : 
Q. In block what? 
A. In block three. SI1e now has a. residence on lots 3 and 
· 4 which stands her. the investment, of $26,000.00. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Maupin: 
Q. Do you know when it was that your sister bought this 
property? 
A. 1935. 
Q. She bought, I think, lots 1 to 5, in block 14. 
A. No. We have only three lots, I think it is. 
page 147 ~ Q. Three, 4, and 5, and you had the other two 
but sold them¥ 
A. No, we have never had those. 
Q. You had 3, 4, and 5? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Northern side of block 3 is 152 feet from the north line 
of 55th Street, is it not 1 
A. There are three lots of 56 feet each. 
Q. Two lots of 56 feet each, which would be 112 feet, and 
one lot of 40 feet which would carry you 152 feet to the 
north side of 55th Street? 
A. Yes. 
Q. When you bought those lots you knew, did you not, that 
the property, that property on the north side of 55th Street, 
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Olasgow Clark. 
was unrestricted, that any character of construction could 
be built on it? 
.A. We knew it was restricted, distinctly so. 
Q. When was it restricted? 
A; When we bought the property we lmew it carried re-
strictions on ·it.· · · · 
Q. I am talking about the north side of 55th Street. 
A. No~ We onlv knew· Ubermeer as the unit. At-least, 
I didn't know the ~boundaries of it except several blocks on 
either side. · • 
Q. YOU didn't knO'\\T when you bouglit . your 
page 148 } property that people who owned property on the 
north side of 55th Street could put a fish factory 
out there if they saw fit to do so? · · 
A. If it were not in Ubermeer they mig·ht have been able 
to. 
Q. It is in Ubermeer. 
A. I don't know the boundaries of Ubermeer. 
Q. You bought thinking that all the lots in your imme-
diate vicinity were restricted, did you? · 
A. That .is correct. -
Q. Suppose you had known that the lots on the north side 
of 55th Street, in. ·about 150 ·.feet of your· property, were not 
restricted at all, would you have built Y 
. A. On fi5th StreeH At the time we bought it ,ve dicln 't 
know it, but at the time we built we did know of the restric-
tions then. 
Q. You. did know? 
A. We knew that that was one street that was included 
in. it because we had friends, the Duncans, that live on the 
corner. 
Q. Did you know that the Duncan property was restricted Y 
A. We knew it was in Ubermeer. 
Q. Would you say when you bought that it was not re-
stricted, and did you say it was in Ubermeer? 
A. We understood Ubermeer was restricted. 
Q. Was the Surf Club in operation at the time you builU 
A. No. It was built afterwards. 
page 149 ~ Q. Did you object to the building of itf 
A. No. We considered it a gTea t asset. I 
think it is an asset to people who come tl1ei·e to the beach _for 
recreation. The ;Surf Club is something that gives it to them. 
It is desirable from the standpoint of vour friends and visitors 
coming· there. .. 
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.Arthur Masury. 
Q. You don't consider it a detriment to the value of that 
property as a quiet residential neighborhood, do you 7 
A. Not as a high-class residential resort, no. 
ARTHUR MASURY, 
recalled on behalf of the complainants, testified as follows: 
Examined by Mr . .Ashburn: 
' . Q. Mr. Masury, during the time that this property now 
owned by Mrs. Renn was in ownership of Mrs. Barclay, and 
when the house was being constructed, :was there a contro-
versy between the then owner of the property and the Masury 
Corporation Y 
A. Prior to construction they s1l'bmitted plans showing 
two kitchens, one upstairs and one down, and a 
page 150 ~ stairway on the outside of the building from the 
. second floor whieh was changed to an inside 
stairway, eliminating one kitchen, at our insistence. 
Q. Do I understand the Masury Corporation required them 
to eliminate the kitchen which he proposed to put on the sec-
ond floor? 
A. Yes. . . 
Q~ And compelled them to construct an inside stairway! 
A. That is correct. 
Q. For the purpose of making it a one family residence 
rather than two Y 
·.·A. Yes, that·is correct .. 
Mr. Maupin: I must object to that. We had no notice of 
it. . . . 
The Court: I overrule the objection. How did the out-
side stairway get there Y 
Mr. Maupin: There isn't a.ny. 
The Court: There was 7 
Mr. Maupin: No, sir. 
By Mr. Maupin: . . • 
Q. You said the Barclays wanted to put an outside stair-
way there and they would not let them. Is that right t 
A. Yes. 
The Court : As I got it, there was an outside stairway and 
they made him change iU 
page 151 ~ Mr. Maupin : No. . There was no outside stair-
way. 
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Arthur Masury. 
Mr. Ashburn: ~t has a separate entrance to the upper 
story. 
Mr. Maupin: As far as we are concerned, he said this 
porch rotted, Mr. Renn did. It was always there, the porch. 
He put a new porch there. He just had a less elaborate 
. porch there. We didn't have any outside stairway. This 
witness has testified that the plans the Barclays submitted 
were disapproved. They are not binding on us in any way. 
They. were never put into effect and we kn~w nothing about 
them·. Do you sustain the objection f 
The Court : Yes. 
By Mr. Ashburn: 
Q. Mr. Musury, the then owner proposed originally to 
make this a two family building? 
A. That is correct. 
Q. And the corporation refused to permit him to do so? 
A. That is correct. 
Mr. Mau-pin: The court has n1led on that. You are just 
putting it in the record 1 
The Court: I have sustained the objection. I suppose 
he wants to get it in the record. He excepts. 
By Mr. Ashburn: 
Q. The present owner has done exactly what 
page 152 ~ the original owner wanted to do and was refused 
permission to do Y 
Mr. Maupin: I object to that because it is leading and not 
in accordance with the previous testimony. · 
The Court: I overrule the objection. 
A. Inso~ar as making two apartments out of it, I surmise 
so. I haven't seen what the present owner has done. 
By l\t!r. Ashburn: 
Q. You heard his testimony Y 
A. Yes. 
By Mr. Maupin: 
Q. There is no outside stairway on the building· at the 
present time! 
·A. No. 
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Harvey L. Lindsay. 
By the Court: 
Q. And never has been! 
A. No. 
By Mr. Maupin: 
Q. As far as Mr. and Mrs. Renn are concerned, they knew 
nothing about the controversy Barclav mav have had with 
the corporation T .. .. 
A. No. 
page 153 ~ Mr . .Ashburn: We rest. 
HARVEY L. LINDSAY, 
sworn on behalf of tl1e defendants, testified as follows: 
Examined by Mr. Maupin: 
Q. You are Mr. H. L. Lindsay, are you noU 
A. Yes. 
Q. You are in the real estate business and other business 
enterprises in and around the City of Norfolk, are you not? 
A. Yes. 
Q. You have been in business for more than 20 odd years, 
have you not Y 
.A. Yes. 
Q. Were you ever connected with the corporation called 
the L. D. Corporation? 
.A. Yes. 
Q. It is in evidence here that the L. D. Corporation bought 
several ·blocks of property on the plat of Ubermeer from the 
Masury Corporation. The first deed was in Deed Book 155, 
page 203, dated April 23rd, 1929, which conveyed 
page 154 ~ block 5 on the plat of Ubermeer, and the second 
deed was in Deed Book 137 at page 337, dated 
July 3rd, 1929, wllich conveyed all of lots 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10, 
with the exception of one lotT 
A. You mean a11 of blocks f 
Q. All of blocks, yes, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10, with the exception 
of one lot? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Is that in accordance with your recollection of the facts? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you handle this transaction T · 
A. Yes. 
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Q. The deeds don't show that there was any attempt to 
restrict the use of the property in any way by the grantee, 
the L. D. Corporation 1 
A. No. 
The Court: Does that apply to block 5, too Y 
Mr. Maupin: Yes: sir. 
By Mr. Maupin: 
Q. Was there any discussion on any restrictions at that 
time, Mr. Lindsay, between you and the vendor? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Were you an officer of the L. D. Corporation; 
A. Yes. 
page 155 J Q. Did the L. D. Corporation sell · all of that 
property! 
A. Yes, sold practically all of it. I think all of it has beeri 
solcl. 
Q. Did it restrict it in any way? 
.i.\.. No. not that I recall. 
Q. There is an enterprise known as the Surf Beach Club 
which occupies block 6 and possibly a part of block 7 on the 
plat of Ubermeer. Is that· correct? 
A. Yes, all of block 6 and the waterfront of block 7. 
Q. Does it own the remainder of block n 
A. No, sir. ~ 
Q. But owns the waterfront of block 7 and all of block 61 
A. Yes, and owns four other lots in block 7 now. 
Q. Did the Surf Beach Club buy 1that from the L. D. Cor-
poration, or from the alienees of the L. D. Corporation? 
A. What are the alienees? 
Q. The grantees? 
A .. Yes, we bought from the alienees. 
Q. Is it restricted in any way? 
A. No .. 
Q. What does the Surf Club do? Will you state for the 
purpose of the record what sort of business operations are 
conducted on the isurf Club property y 
_ A. It conducts amusement enterprise, bathing 
page 196 ~ facilities and dancing. 
By the Court: 
·Q. Dining·, drinking, and dancing? 
~- That about covers it, sir. 
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By Mr. Maupin: 
Q. Is it a fact that the Surf Club employs well known 
orchestras during the whole period of the summer to play 
there nights and Sunday afternoons? 
A. The finest in the country, sir. 
By the Court: 
Q. What is your idea of music! 
A. Well, sir-. 
Q. Do they play good music 7 
A. Yes. 
By Mr. Maupin: 
_ Q. It is called swing-time 7 
A. Swing and sway. 
Q. It is what is known as hot music, is it noU 
A. No, not entirely so. 
Q. Hot and sweet. 
A. How and sweet. 
Q. It is popular music for dancing; that is what it is, is 
it not? · 
A. Unquestionably. 
Q. During what hours is dancing· conducted at 
page 157 ~ the Surf Club? 
A. From 9 :00 to 12 :30. 
Q. 9 :00 in the evening· to 12 :30 the next morning f 
A. Yes. 
Q. How many people can be accommodated there and are· 
accommodated there when you have a big crowd? . 
A. It averages about 500 on week nights and probably · 
about 1,500 on Saturday nig·hts. 
By the Court: 
Q. And 2,000 on Sundays 7 
A. That is conservative, sir, yes, sir. 
By Mr. Maupin: 
Q. How many automobiles ca.n be accommodated in the 
parking facilities attached to the Surf CluM 
A. About 600. 
Q. Is it unusual for that to be full, or approximately so Y 
A. It is usually pretty well filled on Saturday nights and 
Sundays. 
Q. And to overflowingt 
A. Overflowing. 
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Q. When did the Surf Beach Club begin its operations, 
Mr. Lindsay! . 
A. I believe it started in 1935, I think it was. I am not 
sure, but 1935 or 1936. 
page 158} Q. Either 1935 or 1936, and has been in op-
eration every summer season sinc·e? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And the property upon which it operates is wholly un-
restricted? 
A. Yes, sir. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Ashburn: 
Q. Mr. Lindsay, the L. D. Corporation purchased blocks 5, 
6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 in their natural state, did it noU 
A. Yes. · 
Q. That area had not been improved in any way by the 
Masury Corporation 1 No streets had been put in and no 
water mains laid Y · 
A. No, I don't think there were any streets or water mains, 
Mr. Ashburn. 
Q. The land had not even been graded Y 1 
A. No. 
Q. It was all in the condition in which the land was prior 
to the recording of this sub-division plat? 
A .. Yes, bought in its raw state. 
Q. And the only reason the L. D. Corporation purchased 
it by block numbers rather than acreage was because the plat 
· had been recorded? 
page 159 } A. I don't know. We bought the land. 
Q. You bought the land according to its then 
record description? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did either Mrs. Martha Miller Masury, the McCaa 
Realty Corporation, or the Masury Corporation have any 
financial interest in the L. D. Corporation .as stockholder or 
otherwisef 
A. I didn't catch the question. 
· Q. Did the Masury interests, the seller, have any :financial 
interest or investment in the L. D. Corporation? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. I have been trying to search my memory. Block 5, was 
purchased before the other blocks, and at the time of the 
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Hugh B. G. Galt. 
ptJ.rchase of block 5 you had some idea of promoting the ~on-
struction of a hotel on that block; is that true? 
A. Mr. Ashburn, it has been so long ago, but we certainly 
talked about a. hotel when we made th_e general purchase. 
We had some ideas in mind, ·but it has been so long ago I don't 
know. 
Q. Subsequently you became one of the prime movers in 
the establishment of the Surf B(\ach CluM 
A. Yes. 
Q. And you still operate that enterprise! 
· A. Yes, sir.-
page 160 ~ Q. You have devoted every effort to make it a 
high class and reputable beach club for the at-
tendance of people who enjoy that sort of amusement¥ ' 
A. Yes, sir. 
Mr .. Maupin: May I say that is entirely in accordance 
with our idea of the operation of itY 
By Mr. Ashburn: , 
Q. You have a considerable investment there and have 
used every effort to make it attractive and enjoyable to the 
public? 
A. Yes. 
Q. You have also used every effort to prevent its being 
objectionable to people who live nearest to it, have you not¥ 
A. Yes. 
HUGH B. G. GALT, 
sworn on behalf of the defendants, testified as follows : 
Examined by Mr. Maupin: 
Q. You are an attorney at law practicing in the City of 
Norfolk? 
A. Yes. 
page 161 ~ Q. And have been practicing there £or thirty 
years or more 7 
A. Yes. 
Q. Mr. Galt, you represented Mr. Renn last summer, did 
you not·f 
A. Yes. , 
Q. Mr. Ashburn introduced in evidence here a letter dated 
in Aug11st of 1941 to Mr. Renn. Was that letter referred to 
you by Mr. Renn Y 
A. It was. 
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Hugh B. G. Galt. 
Q. Did you answer it? 
A. I did. 
Q. Is that the answer that you sent to Mr. Ashburn (hand-
ing paper to witness) t 
A. Yes. 
Mr. Maupin: We introduce that in evidence. It is dated 
Aug·ust 15th, 1941. 
Note: The letter was read and marked "Defendants' Ex-
hibit J." 
By Mr. Maupin: 
Q. Did you ev~r receive any reply to that Y 
A. No. 
Q. Did you have any further communications with Mr. 
Ashburn about the subject until thiR suit was brought t 
A. I don't think I did. 
page 162 ~ CROSS EXA.MINAT10N. 
By Mr. Ashburn: 
Q. Didn't we have a discussion of it, hut no reply by let-
ter Y - • 
A. Whatf . 
Q. Didn't you call me on the telephone and discuss it witli 
meY 
A. I may have. I don't recall specifically having done it. 
Q. I don't regard it as important. 
A. I lmow you never informed me of the names of your 
clients so I could advise my client in regard to it. 
Q. I advised your client that the property was subject to 
those restrictions and conditions, did I not t 
A. We probably had a conversation about it. 
By Mr. Maupin: 
Q. Was that before or after suit was brought? 
A. I don't recall. 
Mr. Maupin: We rest, your Honor. 
The Court: You are throug·h, Mr. Ashburn¥ 
· Mr. Ashburn: Yes, sir. We rest. 
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page 163} Virginia: 
In the Circuit Court of Princess Anne County. 
Edith Winslow Wbitehurst and John B. Ackiss, who sue for 
themselves and for the benefit of all persons similarly 
situated who are the owners of lots in the sub-division 
known as ''Ubermeer,'' who will come in and contribute 
to the costs of this suit, 
'l.'. 
Florence H. Renn and Masury Corporation, a Virginia cor· 
po ration. , 
NOTICE OF APPEAL. 
To Messrs. W. R. Ashburn and P. A. Ag·elasto, Attorneys for 
the complainants: 
Please take notice that on the 3rd clay of April, 1942, at 10 :0:) 
o'clock A. M., or as soon thereafter as we may be heard at 
the courtroom of the Circuit Court of the City of Portsmouth, 
Virginia, the undersig:ned will present to the Hon. B. D. 
White, Judge of the Circuit Court of Princess-Anne County, 
Virginia, who presided over the trial of the above mentioned 
case, in the Circuit Court of Princess Anne County, Virginia, 
on .January 29th, 19·42, a stenographic report of the testi-
mony and other incidents of the trial in the above case to be 
authenticated and verified bv him. 
And also that the undersig-ned will, as soon thereafter as 
practicable, request the Clerk of the said Court to make up 
and deliver to counsel a transcript of the record in the above 
entitled cause for the purpose of presenting the same with 
a petition to the Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia for 
an appeal and supersedea.s therein. 
FLORENCE H. RENN and 
MASURY CORP., 
a Virginia Corporation, 
By WM. G. MAUPIN, 
H. B. G. GA.LT, 
Counsel. 
Service accepted this 1st day of April, 1942. 
P.A. AGELASTO, & 
W. R. ASHBURN, 
Attorneys for the complainants. 
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page 1621:} JUDGE'S CERTIFIC'.A.TE. 
I, B. D. White, Judge of the Circuit Court of Pm.ncess Anne 
County, Virginia, who presid~d over the foregoing trial of 
the case of Edith Winslow Whitehurst and John B. Ackiss, 
et als., etc., v. Florence H. Renn and Masury Corporation, 
etc., on .January 29th, 1942, do certify that the foregoing is 
· a true and correct copy and report of all the evidence, to-
gether with all the motions, objections and exceptions on the 
part of the respective parties, and all other incidents of the 
said trial of the said cause, with the motions, objections and 
exceptfons of the respective parties as therein set forth. 
As .to the original exhibits introduced in evidence, as 
shown by the foregoing report; to-wit, complainants' Exhibits 
1 to 7, both inclusive, and defendants' Exhibits A to J, both 
inclusive, which have been initialed by me for the purpose 
of identifieation, it is agreed by the complainants and the 
defendants that they shall be transmitted to the Supreme 
Conrt of Appeals as a part of the record in this case in lieu 
of certifying to the court a copy of said exhibits. 
I do further certify that the attorneys for the complain-
ants bad reasonable notice, in writing, given by counsel for 1 
the defendants of the time and place when the foregoing re-
port of the testimony, exhibits, exceptions, and other inci-
. dents of the trial would be tendered and pre-
page 165 ~ sented to the undersigned for signature and au-
thentication, and that said report was presented 
to me on the 3d day of April, 1942, within less than sixty 
davs after the entrv of final decree in said cause. 
Given under my hand this 3d day of April, 1942. 
( : 
page 166 ~ 
B. D. WHITE, 
Judge · of the Circuit Court of Princes~ 
Anne County, Virginia. 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE. 
I. "\\Tilliam F. Hudgins, Clerk of the Circuit Court of the 
County of Princess Anne, Virginia, do herebv certify that 
the foregoinp.,- is a true copy and report of the testimony, ex-
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cess Anne County, Virginia, do certify that the foregoing 
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et als., etc., v. Florence H. Renn and Masury Cor-
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'WILLIAM F. HUDGINS, 
Clerk of the Circuit Court of Princess 
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By L. S. BELTON, 
Deputy. 
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